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Battle of Tatoolne

TEEW

□
EXALTED HERO OR FORGETTABLE

That heavy feeling on your shoulders Is called the burden of command. Get used to It. With real-time ground



General Veers

Served: Battle of Yavin, Battle of Sarapin,

1 Battle of Ruul, Battle of Hotli (wounded).
I Battle of Endor, Sattle of Tatooin red).

2ncl Lieutenant Gorga

^rved; Battle of Yavin (wounded), Battle
of Hoth, Battle of Abridon. Battle of Coruscant,

Battle of Endor, ooine (killed).

Sergeant Krung

Served: Battle of Hoth, Battle of Abridon,

Battle of Coruscant, Battle of Endor, Battle of

! Sergeant Major Corlllon

n.Served: Battle of Yavin (wounded). Battle of

I Sarapin (wounded), Battle of Coruscant, Battle
I of Endor, Battle of Tatoi;;;: .

Lieutenant Major Antilles

^l^erved: Battle of Yavin, Battle of Sarapin,
Battle of Ruul (wounded). Battle of Coruscant,

Battle of Endor, Ball e (wounded).

cam,

led).

1st Lieutenant Spiker

Served: Battle of Abridon, Battle of

t Coruscant, Battle of Endor, Battle of Tatooine
i  „

^TACL WARS'

STATISTIC? IT'S UP TO YOU. FORGEGOMMANDER
attles on numerous worlds, you're just a proton torpedo away from victory. Or defeat. focom.iucasarts.com For Windows 95/98

Go to http://pcxl.lgn.com/gaming411: Product Number 72
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Totally New
Building Sets

More Catastrophic
Disasters

Intensely Challenging
Scenarios

MA X I S

Maxis" is an
Electronic Arts'" brand

□



Beijing

Forget about a global village, SimCity 3000™ Unlimited gives you the power
to control your own global metropolis. From temples to towers, you'll construct
cities with hundreds of new buildings from North America to Europe and Asia.
Add to that 1 3 challenging scenarios, along with the ability to design your
own, and you'll be doing everything from fighting crime in Moscow to reunit
ing East and West Berlin. Then inflict on your unsuspecting residents one of
4 new disasters, like falling space junk or a plague of locusts. So take home
SimCity 3000 Unlimited today and get ready to take on the world. www.simcity.com

© 2000 Electronic Arts Inc. SimCity 3000, Moxis, the Moxis logo and Electronic Arts ore trodemorb or registered trodemorb of Electronic Arts
Inc. in the U.S. ond/or other countries. All rights reserved. Mode In the USA.

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 152



CONTeNTS
JUNE

9 "HOT" GAMES
This section was originaliy slated to be lo

"hot" games. However, a few nights ago,

Mike's mother stumbled into the office with

some reaiiy good crack, and weii ... we just

couidn't resist. So, in the spirit of iaziness

and incompetence, PCXL brings you the truiy
ass-tonishing feature: Nine Great Games! Oh

and we have some pictures of a hottie in a cat

suit, if you're interested in that type of thing

IF we RAN THE
GAMES INDUSTRY
Month after month we sheii out dollars for

new games and better equipment, and month
after month we have the same oid com

plaints. Tired cliches, bad graphics, and
dodging pedestrians. We all hate them, but

our complaints seem to be failing on deaf

ears. This month we, and our readers, speak

our minds. We came here to do two things:

Drink delicious Black Star beer and complain.

Looks like we're about out of Black Star

DEPARTMENT S

leCHPHILES

pLAy By PLAy

PCXL takes aim at the Guillemot Fortissimo and Diamond MX-400 sound cards, hardware

news from this year's GDC, plus, we do beer bongs from the Interactive Seating Hun-

saker Battle Chair

I

An in-depth investigation of new endorsement opportunities for athletes without a clean

background. And, Eurotrash racing games, crotch-rockets, and a hard look at what could

be the best baseball game ever made

STRATEGy
Atten-hutt! it's time for you miserable vomit weasels to get off your pathetic asses and

learn how to play Soldier of Fortune. For those who don't know, our very own

amphetamine-addicted drill sergeant Matt Holmes gives you the lesson you crave

ONLINE ARENA P
Gaming online with 10-Six, another slew of new methods to annoy people online, and

Limey vs. The Coconut Monkey duke it out
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ORGINALLY ON THE COVER
We dressed up a hottie in a catsuit and took pictures of her In a cold (if you
know what we mean) warehouse. This strenuous shoot required a crack team
of experts including: Sabrina of Boom Models as the hottie, Jack Hutcheson
providing the photography, Eric Smith directing, "Terrence" applying the heavy
eye make-up, and Emily B (also of Boom Models) stylin' up the babe

MONey SHOT:

f
so MON€Y SHOTS
Tons of funny pictures and a few
retarded captions. Just add
bread and you've got yourself a
crap sandwich!

68 SOLDIER OF

FORTUNE
Grab your guns and aim for the
balls, Raven's So/d/ero^Forft/r?e
ain't soft

71 ARMY MEN AIR

ATTACK
The little green bastards are
back, but does anyone really
give a crap?

72 THIEF 2
In the interest of a more moral

society, Eidos teaches us alt how
to become better thieves

74 FORCE

COMMANDER

Just when you thought it was safe
to leave your house... more tired
Star Wars crap

76 STAR TREK

ARMADA
Live strong and decimate, the
Ktingonway

80 DIE HARD 2

A game about autoerotic asphyxi
ation. What'll they think up next?

81 M&M8: DAY OF THE

DESTROYER
Y'aaar matey, 3D0's scurvy
schemes will earn them but a

one way trip ...to tha boneyard!

82 LAST CALL

Finally, a game that actually
increases your loneliness,
instead of simply dulling it

ARE ANY OF THESE LADIES YOUR MOTHER?
A tribute to mothers everywhere — especially really hot mothers who have appeared in porno movies. Why, you ask?
Because even though these ladies have turned to pornography to support their offspring, they still love their children
— and just think how much it would suck if your mother was a porn star? Thanks moms!

COL U M N S

H-TRA 94-IOI

It's the funniest damn section in any magazine, ever
made in the history of mankind — or at least that's
what we keep telling ourselves

GIA ON PUSSY!

98
GRANDMA STILL DO€SNT UNDER

STAND •COMPOOTERS"

95
The only interviewee
ever to wear pink
polyester in the storied
history of Pai. What, if
anything, is going
through her little mind?

WOMEN WE LOVE TO PLAY

97
Cover model Sabrina

gives us a look at her
"other" side and we try
desperately to connect
her to games in one way
or another — it's at least

fun to watch us try

Gia has some advice

for Tony Soprano on
how he should have

handled Pussy. Gia's
insight is only sur
passed by her beauty

CHACHI OF THE MONTH

is their a better Chachi

than Scott Baio? Dis

cover the answer right
here! Also learn how

other, more corrupt,
magazines operate

. AND SO MUCH MORE

eOITOR'S LETTER 8

Once again Mike Is blathering on about something

or other, trying to be funny In his geeky little way.

It's like your mother said, "Don't laugh — It will

only encourage him"

FIRST PERSON IIS

Are video games getting out of hand? jason says,

"Will someone please think of the poor, poor chil

dren?" Garrett says, "F—k da kidz!"

THE DISC

10

Don't forget about Fantasy Frag, Game Killer, Classifieds,
Gamescan, What The Hell?, Heat-O-Meter, Power Meter,
Developer Spotlight, and the best sideways writing ever

Demos, demos, demos. It might not

be as cool as the AOL disc that the Nazi's In our

circulation department put In the last Issue, but at

least we tried
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Visit EverQuest]'

dungeons, eerie c

the new world of

character selectin

wise not to travel
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Animated Violence

Animated Blood and I

Suggestive Tlietnes

The^^Statiorr
www.stalion.sony.comACCELERATOfi



A FINAL GOODByE

W6 DID IT OUR WAY
CONTACTS

S
Q.
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Regrets. We had a few, then again, too few to mention... (At this point imagine the song "My Way" by
Frank Sinatra in the background as images of past issues flash by — and, yes, you should be crying.)

The past two years have been the best time in my life. I've had the opportunity to work with the

most talented group of people I've ever been around (of course, I usually hang out with complete

losers), and more importantly, I've had the pleasure of working with genuinely good people. Together
we made magazine magic, and I am damn proud of every single issue we put out.

We terrorized crap games, appreciated many female figures, took over loo pot shots at Daikatana,

iiiegaiiy used photographs, drank a shitioad of beer, wrote 1,540 folio fillers (sideways bits on each

page), mentioned Pamela's breasts 18 times, insulted fiappy-headed Canadians on 37 different occa
sions, made up at least 35 new words, insulted and/or offended pretty much every type of person on
the face of the Earth, made you laugh out loud at least once an issue, and pretty much wrote what

ever the hell was on our crackified, more-than-slightly-deranged, minds. More than anything, we
never gave in to "The Man" and, I'll be damned if we didn't have a fucking blast. 1 want to thank ail of

you for joining us. The spirit of PCXL will live on forever. Check out daiiyradar.com and keep your eyes
on other Imagine Media publications and you may just find something even better than PCXL. Our

loyal subscribers will be receiving PC Gamer now and with Rob "get off my crack pipe you jammy git"
Smith at the helm, you know it's going to get even better. Best of luck, and retnember to have some

fun — life (and magazine life cycles, apparently) are just too damn short./'

EDITOR IN CHIEF I

E-MAIL-J- mike@pcxl.com
WHERE HE'S GOING Heading up a new

project at dailyradar.com, check there soon
and we guarantee you'll know it when you
see it

PARTING SHOT—^ "People are stupid, and
stupid people rule the world. Thanks to the
morons of the world who can't understand

creativity, sarcasm, and irony, we have just
finished our last issue of PCXL

PS: F-kYou!"

,,MIKE SALMON; Editorin Chief

SPOTTHEFAKEAD
Find the ad in PCXL that seems less than right and mail it to
iiTinofool@pcxl.com to qualify for absolutely nothing. Hell,
we're out of business. What do you want? Our kidneys?
MAY FAKE AD —'}• Age of Consent II; The Age of Kink
MOCKING '"'p Our obsession with pretty young thangs
JUNE FAKE AD •••> Bloodulator3000
MOCKING "Extreme" gaming devices, gory games, and
insanely stupid peripherals. (We kind of had to tell you this
month's fake ad here since there won't be a next month.)

EXECUTIVE EDITOR |— -| ASSOCIATE EDITOR |-

JASON SAMUEL^ E-MAIL —'p jas_on@pcxl.com
WHERE HE'S GOING -)• dailyradar.com as

PC Executive Editor. Having already worked
on Gani^Pen.cpm, Gmries.nel, and Game-
PlQWorld.^m, websites and games are
something he just can't leave
PARTING SHOT-> I hate to be selfish but,
two frickin' months away from the web and
they shut down the magazine! Sheesh, of
all the damn luck. And none of you even got
a chance to meet Devil Fork

E-MAIL —chuck@pcxl.com
WHERE HE'S GOING Like any good side
kick, Chuck will be the Andy to Mike's
Conan at dailyrndar.com. Expect innova
tion. hilarity, and something you would
never think of expecting to expect

PARTING SHOT-> "As time passes 1
believe people will really look back on PCXL
as pure genius — maybe ifwe all died in a
horrible plane crash it would even be con
sidered 'art"'

MANAGING EDITOR |

PHILIP MAYARD^

-j ASSISTANT EDITOR \-

E-MAIL "'p phiiip@pcxl.com

WHERE HE'S GOING To tread the per
ilous waters of some other far less cool

gaming magazine as their Managing Editor.
God help him...
PARTING SHOT-> OK, so I couldn't give a
rat's ass if Quake is better than UT — I still
think this was a pretty cool rag (sniff, snIfO.
But it's like I always say, "It's not a real
party till someone cries," and this most cer
tainly WAS a party

E-MAIL -J garrett@pcxl.com
WHERE HE'S GOING To Korea, where he
will work on opening his new restaraunt:
"T.G.I. McFistf—k's Family Funatopia"
PARTING SHOT—J- Sure I'm upset that I
turned down a higher paying job to work
here. But don't cry for me Argentina, I'm
sure there are plenty of companies out
there that will pay me for being an offen
sive, lazy, beer guzzling, paint huffing,
smartass with an amputee fetish. Cheers!

ASSOCIATE EDITOR INTERN/MODEL/FASHION COORDINATOR f-

E-MAIL-^ rriatt@pcxl.com
WHERE HE'S GOING -)- Straight to Jupiter,
where he'll drink and pick up chicks until he
forgets the horror of PCXL's closing.
PARTING SHOT—Jf The gaming industry is

the future of art. Sure, business jokers will
always be around to suck the lifeblood from

artists, but that's the nature of things.
Workng in this industry is simply a labor of
love - unless you're a goddamn vampire

like the bastards who shut this outfit down

E-MAIL—gia@pcxl.com

WHERE SHE'S GOING -> Oddly enough,
she seems to follow Mike wherever he goes
... so expect to see Gia making more lovely
appearances at dailyradar.cpm in the very
near future

PARTING SHOT-)- "People always asked if
I was offended by PCXL. Hell no! The guys
are great writers with an incredible sense of
humor and they were always perfect gentle
man — except for Matt, of course."

ART DIRECTOR f MASCOT |-

E-MAIL—)!• eric@pcxl.com

WHERE HE'S GOING Off to a new pub
lication called Games Insider, which will

cover PC, PlayStation, Dreamcast, N64,
GameBoy and NeoGeo Pocket... wait-no

Mac games! What's the deal! Can't we just
get one frigging Mac gaming magazine?
Why the damn discrimination? Don't you
people know PCXL and most other mags

are put together on Macs!?! Argghhl!
PARTING SHOT-> "People are stupid"

E-MAIL—^ limey@pcxt.com
WHERE HE'S GOING Lucky for him.
wisecracking lima beans are a hot property
in the media these days. We're desperately
trying to sign him on for d,ailyrada_rx.ojTi,

but we expect a celery dispute of some kind
could cause problems
PARTING SHOT-> "Screw You!"

EDITORIAL

Mike Salmon

Jason Samuel
Philip Mayard
Chuck Osborn

Matt Holmes

Garrett Kenyon

artist formerly known as EIC
devil fork

managing editor
associate editor

associate editor

the new kid

Jason D'Aprile, Barry Brenesal. George Chronis, Chris Hudak, Allen Rausch,
George Stark, Nash Werner, Tom Hamm, Buck DeFore, Scott Steinberg,
Andrew Bub, Aaron Spelling, Edgar Allen Poe, Satan

ART

Eric Smith

Gerry Serrano
art jedi
our little art helper

ADVERTISING/MARKETING

Karen Quilantang
Kim Brewer

Mike Grellman

Andy Swanson
Wilson Lau

Megan Fischer

associate publisher, ext. 172
regional sales manager, ext. 771
regional sales manager, ext. 407
ad manager, ext. 749
account executive, ext. 737
temp, ad coordinator, ext. 422

PRODUaiON

Richard Lesovoy
Larry Briseno

production director
production coordinator

CIRCULATION

Stephanie Flanagan
Peggy Mores
Kristi Chezum

Clara Pen Koo

Quyen Nguyen
Jonathan Venler

Karen Gallion-Blggers
Jeanne Mangabat

subscription director
fulfillment manager
renewal and billing manager
subscription promotion manager
newsstand coordinator

retail sales and marketing manager
direct mall manager
fulfillment coordinator

vox

fax

e-mail

Editorial

415-468-4684
415-468-4686
letters@pcxl.com

Advertising
415-468-4684
415-468-4686
karen@pcxl.com

ulure
NETV-.'ORK

Chris Anderson

Tom Valentino

Holly Klingel
Charles Schug
Steve Leibman

CEO

vice president/CFO
vice president/circulation
general counsel
vice president/human resources

Michela O'Connor-Abrams president/business division
Cheryl England president/computing division

IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT DIVISION

Jonathan Simpson-BInt president
Matt FIrme vice president/editorial
MaryAnn Kearns publishing director
Ken Chang marketing director

Games Business, PS/W: 100% Independent PlayStation
Magazine, Next Gen, PC Gamer, Official Sega Dreamcast. Games Insider)

Imagine Media Inc is part of The Future NetworX. The Future NetworX serves the information needs of groups of people wdw
share a passion. We aim to satisfy Iheirpasslonbycreating magazines and websites that offer superb value for their money,
trustworthy Information untainled by outside commerciaUnriuences. multiple ways to save time and money, and are a
pleasure to read or visit (much like PCXL. but sometimes the above statements are just made to make us feel good). This
simple strategy has helped create one ofthe fastest-growing media companies In the world. We publish more thanee* 99

magazines. •• 19 magazine websites, and a number of web networks from offices in five countries. The company also licenses
magazines In 30 countties. The Future Network is a public company quoted on the London Stock Exchange (symbol:

FNET-BuyiBuyl Buyl).

Entire contents® 2000, Imagine Media. Inc. Alt rights reserved. Reproduction In whole or In part without permission Is
prohibited (but we couldn't honestly give a shit ifyou do). Products, characters, screenshots, babe pictures, etc. named and
shown In these pages are tradenames or trademarks of their respective companies or original photographers and we pretty

much stole them for our usage. Imagine Media, Inc. Is not affiliated with the companies or products covered in PC
ACCELERATOR (hell, they aren't affiliated with PCACCELERATOR anymore either). Unsolicited manuscripts cannot be returned,
acknowledged, or even comprehended In most cases. We used to be printed In the USA until we got shut down.

Welcome the the little print that could... make you a million dollars. Mike has 01
business Idea. Investors send funds (and hurry) to mlkegpcxlxcm.

PCACCELERATOR

! final "just might be crazy enough to work"

What It Is: Agaming magazine with an irreverant lone, hilarious articles, in-depth gaming Information, hot chicks, and a no
BS attitude gamers are sure to love. The mag willbe like a combination ofthe best parts ofMAD Magezine, Maxim, ind PC
Gamer. It'll have sideways wrifing on every page, a wacky lima bean mascot, a sexy editor named Gia, and the world's most

talented editorial staff.

Wfty It works: Those who ar 't ignorant, will absolutely love the magazine and read every page of every issue.

Ignorant," and (he magazine will likely closeWtiy It doesnt: Not enough people in the worid fit into the categoiy of'
down after 21 Issues — despite the pleas ofits fanatical following.



HARD AS HGLL

You don't need complicated equipment to make music magic—just pop MTV MUSIC G6NERAT0R™ into your PC. Whether

you're a beginner or a musicai genius, you'll be amazed by how simple it is to make your own homemade Jams. Create infinite

music possibilities note-by-note, then make a matching 3-D video to go with your tasty tracks. Just cut, paste and piay. With

MTV MUSIC GENERATOR, you'll be cooking with gas in no time.

■ Easy-to-use interface lets you create, record and edit tunes note-by-note

■ Combine 1,000 riffs and 3,000 instrument sounds in 99 audio channels

■ Utilize tons of music styles, from rock to hip hop, funk and eiectronica

■ Create 3-D videos for your tracks or use the automatic video feature

■ Add your own samples recorded from any source (microphone, TV, etc.)

■ Use plug-ins for real-time effects and MIDI keyboard/3-D card support

■ Jam with friends live over the internet or via a network

"With so many

riffs and samples,
and so simple to use. \
it makes anyone

a musician."

DJ Skribbie.

MTV

Visit vww.0srb.org
orcalM-8(IO-771-3772

for more info,

JUST CUT PAST€ AND PLAY
Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 173

mtv.com

www.codemasters.com

www. activision .com

Software Association. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners.
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HOT FUN IN

w
e had our first

truly hot days this

week, and we're

sweating like a

pedophile at an N'Sync concert. It's

hot. Damn hot. Just outside the

PCXL offices we watched the usual

crowd of picketers thin out as one

after another keeled over from

heatstroke. Fortunately for us, we

have two weapons that help us

beat the heat: Air conditioning and

sexy bikini models. Oh yeah, and

demos. Demos of games like Half-

Life Opposing Force and Need for

Speed: Porsche Unleashed help us

forget the unbearable temps. Late

nights were for realtime strategy

sessions with Earth2iso, Force

Commander, and Sudden Strike.

just before we became dangerously

overstlmulated, we loaded up Last

Call and virtually drank ourselves to

death. As far as we are concerned.

It might as well be winter.

Summer fun:
"SUMMERTIME" -

THE FRESH PRINCE

SWEAT FACTOR ■■■'}
It's old and goofy,
so If anyone hears
you play this,

you're better off pretending It's
just on the radio.
COOL BECAUSE -i- When you're
chlllln' on the porch with a beer,
this Is definitely a choice sound
track selection.

BUFFY SUMMERS-

SUYER

SWEAT FACTOR

One word: Sarah-

Michelle Gellar

(three really, but
who's counting?)
COOL BECAUSE-i Making a show
with a name like "Buffy the Vam
pire Slayer" good Is tougher than
getting Matt Holmes a girlfriend.

SUZANNE SOMERS-

THIGHMASTER

SWEAT FACTOR -'f

It wasn't her

thighs that forced
us to endure the

torturous antics of the "Three's
Company" cast.
COOL BECAUSE-:> She's like the
"Terminator of Ta-ta's." Those

jugs will never give up (however
they will sag down to her shins
overtime).

LEGEHD
DEMO

PATCHES

^sTMelefam

MAPS

When you click dnJ('tra. you are answer
ing yes to the question "Am I an adven
turesome little devH?"

TOOLS

7) RATING

DEMOS

EARTH2150

LAST CALL

The PCXL disc interface transforms once
every 20 days. It becomes bigger, better,
and faster so that readers tike you who :
actually read tiny text like this get your
money's worth. Notice that we have given .
the menu system StarTrek-Uke simplicity.

X-TRA

NEED FOR SPEED: PORSCHE UNLEASHED |
■ ROLLCAGE £ s

■Si

FORCE COMMANDER . . 1
. at

^(D SUDDEN STRIKE _i
■(B) TACHUDN

li) HALF-LIFE: OPPOSING FORCE 8

lUjilisa;.., COUNTEPSTPIKE BETA61 j

REQUIREMENTS: WINDOWS 95/98, PENTIUM: :
133MHZ. 32MB RAM, DIRECTX 5.0, MOUSE. .:
100% SOUND BLASTER COMPATIBLE CARD :

THE DISC MINI-FAQ

Q: Why don't you use autorun on the
damn disc?

A: Real men don't need to have silvery
plastic things wait on them hand and
foot. They can run executables
unaided. Amazing ain't it? - -

OUAKE 3 FORTRESS BETAl

10 SIM TRmILER

Q: Wfiere are the nude pics of your
babellcious cover models?

A;, After you pass through the 16th cham-.
ber of PCXL Shaolin, you are offe

■ the opportunity to challenge Eric
battle of skills. If you can defeat
Mastermind, Candyland, and jen
then -'-and only then -are you

. . . allowed .to view the hot-nudies; :

^ Si

Q: t thought you said you'd never p
the Earthzi^o demo on the disc!
What happened?

Ai: They senllarge suitcases of money.. ■
Disc.editors are not the strongest of .:
people. You figure it out.

Q: I want the second disc! Where Is it?
A: There is in fact a second disc. It is, <

packed with the most amazing game
demos and nude shots.we could get
our grubby hands on. It's got lists of; .
credit card numbers and the home .:
phone numbers of the most current
supermodels. We ship it out with
every disc issue — but it's such a hot
item. It never seems to make itto you.L
It's a damn shame, too.

GOT PR0BL6MS?

Complaints? Subscription problems? :
Lonely?fust call i-8oo-333-389o or e-mdih '■
custserv@pcxl.com and they can solve
almost all ofyour problems. And quit
bothering us, we're busy.



ASTOUND THE Senses and Iiviivierse Your Mind

Explosive 3D Graphics • Thunderous Sound • Stunning Realism

YOUR Mission:

Defeat the Parasites

Absorb DNA:

No Strain, No Gain

Mutate on the Fuy:

A BILLION COMBINATIONS

Grow Genohunters:

Trade 'em Online

WWW.INTERPLAY.COtVl/EVOLVA

V: ARtWORKS - wvidia™ W
© 2000 Computer Artworlts Limited and Virgin Interactive Entertainment (Europe) Limited. Ail Rigtits Reserved. Virgin is a registered Trademartt ol Virgin Enterprises Limited. Computer Artworks is a trademark ot Computer
Artworks Limited. Evoiva is a Trademark of Virgin interactive Entertainment (Europe) Limited and Cemputer Artworks Limited, interplay, the interplay lego, and "By Gamers. For Gamers." are trademarks ot interplay Entertarni
Corp. Ail otlrer trademarks are property ol their respective owners.

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 147
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YESTERDAY, KEN

MET DORIS WHEN

SHE WAS IN HEAT.
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■  ■ :■ THIS ISN'T DORIS.

ARE YOU IN HEAT?
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P i ^ y £ a m e s online

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gammg411: Product Number 1
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FREE

LANCER

The latest brain

child of Chris

Roberts could pos
sibly be the best
looking game ever s

max 21
PAYNE ■

GOD alms to rede- I
fine the first-person 1
shooter genre w/ith H
"photorealistic" I

1 graphics H

HALO

It made our cover i

last month —that

should tell you
something. We're

notsure what, but

something

NFS:

B  MOTOR
1  CITY
1 Hot chicks, hotrods,
1  fast play... sounds
1  like porn, but it's
1  really a racing game

CSC

RENEGADE

All the characters

and buildings from
the first one, only
this time in 3D



35

□UKE
NUKEM

FOREVER
Violence & humor:
The two things we
here at PCXL like
most (well, liked)

3B

<r

ALONE IN
THE

OARK
Either a really cool
new game or what
you'll be in our
offices next week

POOL OF
RAOIANCE

11
Dungeons and Drag
ons meets Baldur's
Gate... a geek's wet
dream!

MECH
WARRIOR

4
Goodbye cheesy
lasers, hello studly
beams of death!



MISSION:

What'-j

Last year when the entire games

Industry gathered In Los Angeles

for E3 the unanimous choice for

best game was Freelancer. The

stunning visuals, rich story, ambi

ent sounds, and pure scope of the

game Impressed even the most

jaded of journalists (that would be

PCXL), but since then little has

been seen or heard — until now.

PCXL managed to Infiltrate the

Austin, Texas, offices of Digital

Anvil and get a glimpse at one of

the games that will soon be steal

ing your time.

Set for release In March 2001,

Freelancer\s the latest brainchild

of Chris Roberts [Wing Comman

der, Privateer). One of the first

things you'll notice about Free

lancer are the visuals — It Is abso

lutely stunning. Only naked pic

tures of Latltia Caesta would better

to gaze upon. It Is one of. If not

the, best looking games we've ever

seen (along with Halo). So It's

pretty much Freespace with a story

and better graphics, right? Wrong.

Freelancer Is so much more.

The story will unfold through

amazingly cinematic In-englne

cutscenes, and will Immerse the

player In the game much like the

Wing Commander series. The game

begins after the First Solar War has

ended (Starlancer) and the Four

Flouses of Humanity rule all known

space. The Four Houses are based

on different ancient civilizations

(British, American, Japanese, and
German) and each world (and vehi

cles In It) has a style that reflects
these cultures. However this Isn't

just a graphical treat. Instead, each

civilization has unique ships, abili

ties, and even tendencies that

make trips through space a virtual

European vacation.

The player takes the role of a

mercenary who travels through the

elaborate solar galaxy, and visiting

bars to pick up various missions.

What Is amazing about Freelancer

Is that this world Is persistent and

goes on with or without the player.

There Is trading, mining, and wars

In which you can choose to partake

or Ignore completely. The tasks

As long as you're down there baby... (zip)

you choose and the actions you

take will change the way the game

plays out. Attack too many Briton

cargo ships and you won't be safe

In their space again.

We were skeptical at first, but

the autopilot functions (with the

freedom to override and fly It your

self at any time) are absolutely bril

liant. While the combat and action

Is stellar It Isn't what makes Free

lancer so exceptional. The empha

sis here Is on a huge, constantly

changing and dynamic universe

that operates on predefined rules

and not scripts. What this means Is

that each time you play Freelancer

entirely different things can and

will happen.

For the first time ever In a space

game, the backdrop Isn't a

bitmapped scene of stars or col

ored nebulas. The world Is com

pletely real and you can visit any

thing you see on screen. Because

of the vastness of space and to size

of the game world, you will be able

to hyperspace throughout the

Chris Roberts used the

game to make a visual inter

pretation of PCXL closing

DEVELOPER-.<• Digital Anvil

PUBLISHER-^ Microsoft

RELEASE DATE Q4 2000 or later

API SUPPORT "'J' Graphics cards



Hey Pete, did you flush the karpolopian toUet again?

world. See a blue nebula in the dis

tance? Click on it and hit hyper-

space, and you'll soon arrive in the

middle of an eerie gaseous cloud.

But it isn't just there for looks —

inside the nebula there will be min

ing stations collecting gas,

ambushes from enemy Houses,

and anything else the rules of Free

lancer aiiows for. From everything

we've seen. Freelancer\s changing

the rules and the expectations of

games as we speak (er, write).

Digital Anvil is located in Austin,

Texas, and was formed by brothers

Chris and Erin Roberts. Prior to

forming Digital Anvil, the Roberts

were the creative minds behind the

Wing Commander and Privateer

series. Their new company is devel

oping games for Microsoft, and

along with Freelancer, they are

working on Starlancer (now avail

able), Loose Cannon, and several

"secret" projects likely headed for

the X-Box and PlayStation 2. The

plush offices include a fully

decked-out movie theatre where

our spies got a chance to see Free

lancer \n action.

I he completely interactive, living

world or Freelancer\sn't going to

be an easy accomplishment and if

done wrong, it could be disastrous.

Additionally, Freelancer is trying to

make a story-based space shooter

that isn't for joystick jockeys. Will

people get the unique control

mechanism and play mechanics?

We certainly hope so, because it

looks well worth the effort.

Whs'fc'e; the pa^'off?

The variety in scenery and immer

sion in the real environment is

astonishing, but it still isn't what

really makes Freelancer so promis

ing. The key to this whole game is

the amazing sense of scale and

detail. Way in the distance you'll

see a giant mothership that is the

size of your thumb, as you move

closer to the ship, the size contin

ues to increase until you are flying

inside of a giant ship. No game has

ever done this better.

The best part is that once you get

up close to the ship you don't see

the blurry textures most games

offer. The detail is perfect and it

really makes you feel like a tiny

flea in a giant universe. There is a

reason we picked this as one of

the 10, er, nine, best games — it is

simply amazing.

The future is a dark and gothic reaction to PCXL's closing.

INSIDER

ilMFORMATIOrv

OUR MAN ON THE INSIDE (CHRIS

ROBERTS) PROVIDES THE INSIDE DIRT

ON ONE OF THE MOST AMBITIOUS

PROJECTS IN GAMING. HIS INSIGHT

AND GOALS ARE LOFTY, BUT CER

TAIN LY ATTAINABLE.

Q: Why did you decide to ditch the

usual space simulation controls and

include things like autopilot?

A: The control and A! makes flight easy

for anybody, not just hardcore joystick

junkies. The best part about flying a

spaceship around is blowing up other

spaceships and too often In space

shooters you spend all of your time try

ing to navigate your ship into a position

where you can actually see the enemy.

In Freelancervje do a lot of that for you

so you can focus on the strategy.

Q: What kind of unique things are you

planning for combat in Freelancer?

A: The combat tends to be a lot more

one on one than one on loo, and this

allows a great deal of detail in each

individual battle. You can target any

portion of the enemy ship and deciding

whether to take out a power core, mis

sile launcher, or wings is key to battle.

Q: What are the multiplayer plans?

A: We'll have straight deathmatch,

where you can choose your ship and go

directly into battle. We'll also have co

op for the missions where you and

friends can tackle missions together

and alter the dynamic world. We also

have a massively multiplayer version of

Freelancer scheduled for Christmas

2000 as a separate game.

Q; What will be the main difference

between the massively multiplayer and

the single-player Freelancer?

A: You can build your character and

upgrade ships in Freelancer, but in the

massively multiplayer version It will be

much more detailed. Plus you'll be more

involved in trading and mining. It is still

a ways off, but we have big plans for a

true massively multiplayer space game.

a One of the big points at Gamestock

that you made was that games needed

to have more emotion. How Is Free

lancer making this happen?

A: By catapulting players into a

dynamic world that is completely real

and introducing character and story

through the same engine we can grab

hold of the gamer.
iJ"



Max Payne
Ail . i. " .76 ^
MISSION: THEMkj.'' - V

What's the mark?

Gathering of Developers has kept

a lid on their super-secret (hence

the aforementioned lid) third-per

son perspective 3D action game

since last year's E3. With Max

Payne, Finnish developers Remedy

Entertainment and 3D Realms (of

Duke Nukem fame), are attempt
ing to redefine a term for first-per

son shooters and graphics in gam

ing, "photorealism."

Quite simply, they want to pro

duce graphics so frickin' tight you

think you're looking at a photo

instead of a video game engine —

and that's because in most cases

they are actual photos. Take a

look at these screens and we think

you'll agree they are getting pretty

damn close to their goal, though

the question must be asked, what

the hell has Max swallowed? Guy

looks like he wants to take a shit,

don't you think?

The game will only offer single-

player, because the team wants to

focus all their efforst on bringing

the player a big budget action

movie with a story sensation.

Developing a multiplayer side to

that would be roughly nine

months more of a wait. That said,

story is going to be super impor

tant; no matter how good the

Here I am, laid back, with my mind on my money and my money on
my mind.

game looks, it's got to pull the

player in, especially since GOD

wants Max Payne to be the next

Duke Nukem, Gordon Freeman,

and Quake Marine rolled into one.

The story begins three years

prior to the beginning of the game,

as Max grimly discovers his

butchered family at home (hate it

when that happens). The punk-ass

murderers are never captured, and

that brutal death acts as a moti

vating force in his life. Already a

Crap, that felt like a

wet one.

cop, and now without a family.

Max joins the DEA and turns to

highly risky undercover work. He's

got a Mel Gibson/Eefha/

Weapon/nothing to lose attitude

and intensity. Sure, he's good at

his job but he is a loose cannon —

he's on the edge and more than a

little crazy. We all know what hap

pens to loose cannons in action

movies, especially the cop kind —

they stumble into a situation or

discover evidence they shouldn't

and get into a mess of trouble. And

that is exactly what happens to

Max, just as he's about to break

open a huge case, exposing links

of criminal corruption leading high

up police and government ranks.

Max's cover is blown as he's

falsely accused of his boss' death.

He ends up fighting for his life as

the mob, police, and everyone else

wants Max captured ... or even

better, dead.

The camera isn't going to be

from a first-person perspective,

but that doesn't mean it's going to

be Tomb Raider — it's a camera

perspective only, not a genre. The

view will change depending on the

scene and what's happening. For

Instance, the cinematic camera can

be triggered by an awesome kill

Max Payne
DEVELOPER ■■■'} Remedy Ent.

PUBLISHER -)• GOD

RELEASE DATE —After we're dead

API SUPPORT -l- Probably some
graphics cards by Nvidia, or maybe

3Dfx, who knows?

shot. Just as you squeeze the trig
ger on a sniper rifle to blow off a
guy's head, the camera might
jump to a follow the bullet, then
move to the side just prior to the
guy's head getting shot off.

What's more, at times the player
will be able to trigger a slow-
motion mode. The developers
haven't decided on how frequently
this could be triggered, but it basi
cally represents the world slowing
down as his brain speeds up, due
to an extreme situation. Bullets in

this mode do more damage,
though the enemy bullets do more
damage as well. There might be
other camera angles hidden in
there, but right now 3D Realms
and Remedy aren't letting anyone
know about 'em.

And how are they getting the
engine to look that good, to really
get photorealism in their charac
ters? Well, the biggest reason they
call it photorealism is because the
game isn't drawn by artists — it's
photographed by them. Everything
in the game comes from a digital
picture. That's right, every texture
was, at one point, part of a photo
graph. Currently the only other
game that is attempting to do this
is Duke Nukem, which is also
being developed by 3D Realms. If
this technique works as well as it
appears to be going now, the
games industry is heading back to
Hollywood.

When will we see this action
masterpiece? Well, in true 3D
Realms spirit, it will be done
exactly "when it's done." Since we
are no longer satisfied with this
answer, we've decided to set our



INSIDE..

WE USED THE SPECIAL EUROPEAN VER

SION OF THE PCXL P.I. TO BREAK

DOWN THE DOORS ON REMEDY ENTER

TAINMENT AND BEAT SOME ANSWERS

OUT OF THE FINNS. HERE IS WHAT SAM

LAKE HAD TO SAY UNDER DURESS.

Q: Who wins in a fight: Max Payne or

Duke Nukem?

A: As long as Duke stays out of New

York, he should be OK. But seriously,

Max and Duke are on the same side.

They are two very different protago

nists, they live in very different worlds,

but both are fighting bad guys, each

after his own lovable fashion.

Q: With a name like Max Payne, do

you figure he got beat up a lot as a kid?

Or was he a bully?

A: It's symbolic, with the deaths of his

loved ones. Max has had to go through

hell, so he's hurting inside, and before

it's all over he'll be hurting outside as

well. Pain, both psychological and phys

ical, is a recurring theme in the game.

And of course, to all the bad guys who

run into him. Max will be a max pain.

Q: Photorealistic graphics: Will they

include blood and gore, like a super

version of Soldier of Fortune^

Ai Max Payne Is not about gore. If you

think about it, excess blood and gore in

many action games is pretty cartoon-

;  like. We are aiming for a much higher

level of realism. Also, our goal is to

make the action look good. Buckets of

blood and gore are not really part of

that equation.

Qi Will the Fins invade Denmark? And

how does one really refer to you peo

ple? Finnish, Finlandlans, Sweden's

ugly cousins?

A: You don't really want to get us

started on this. It's Finns, with two n's,

but our friends usually address us by

our first names.

Q: What should every reader know

about Max Payne?

A: It's a story-driven third-person

action game. The thriller storyline is set

in crime-ridden Film Noir New York City.

'  Max is a fugitive undercover cop, a man

;  with nothing to lose, out to avenge his

murdered family. The action is executed

in stylized Hong Kong action movie real-

■  ism./Wax Pcjyne is coming from

I  sDRealms, Remedy Entertainment, and

Gathering of Developers.

m

m

Waiti Walt! Ah man, my mom is going to kill me for losing that bus.

own release date for the game;

March ii, 2001. If the game Isn't

released by this date, then it will

be considered late and we will get

"Daikatana on their ass."

Whers ia is'?

Finland and Texas: A match made

in heaven? Remedy is developing

the title (I.e., actually coding this

bad boy), while the guys from 3D

Realms are helping with game-

play. story, and content. We really
don't know much about Remedy;

some of them have last names like

iviaatta and Heinllehto (and first

names even more bizarre) but we

do know about the Texans. 3D

Realms are the men behind Duke

Nukem, so check out our preview

(P- 35-36) to find out more about
these guys.

Whafc'B tshe security?

The difficulties these guys are

going to face start with the camera
— It's hard work pleasing people

with a camera for an action game

that Isn't first-person. Nobody
wants to be known as a Tomb

Raider done, and the third-person

perspective breaks one of the holi
est rules of POIL — there should

never be anything on a gaming

screen that you can't shoot.

Wha'fc'B. fcho peyoffp
The biggest hit will be the graph

ics that make games seem like the

movies, as well as a new character

in the genre that can hold our

attention. Only single-player

means they can do it right Instead

of being spread thin. And with 3D

Realms' track record of not releas

ing crap (or anything at all lately,

for that matter), this game looks

like a winner.

New on Fox: 00210 Blue Steve, Brandon and the Asian ninja guy
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What's the mark?

Halo is the 3D third-person per

spective action extravaganza that

Bungie Software hopes wiii vauit it

into the gaming history books.

And we're going to teli ya right

now that if the graphics are any

indication of the potentiai of this

title, the world had better tremble

like a bunch of French girl scouts.

Getting information out of Bungie

is like pulling teeth out of hip

popotamus. It's only because of

the dedicated effort of the PCXL

P.l.'s that we have any information

at ail. So while we've got good

juice, you can expect a lot more in

the future.

Based on a science fiction story

centering around the mysterious

Halo ring system, the lush back

drop is the setting for one group of

humans' last stand. The crew of an

escaping human ship discovers,

and subsequently crash lands on,

what it believes is an abandoned

aiien-made ringworld. The sur

vivors of the crash are scattered

about the ring, and soon begin the

process of reuniting and defending

themselves against a pursuing

alien consortium known as the

"Covenant." Of course, nothing is

what it seems in this science fic

tion storyline, so you can expect

that whoever made the planet has

n't just left it completely empty.

Technology left behind by the cre

ators of the ringworld can drasti

cally change the balance of this

small war, perhaps saving human

ity itself from the threat of the

Covenant.

The Bungie team isn't taking

any shortcuts and is including

Halo

DEVELOPER Bungie

PUBLISHER-4 Bungie

RELEASE DATE •••■> Later this year

API SUPPORT-S- Yea, Yea, Yea.
Look, you need a computer ok?

both a complete singie-piayer and
a devoted muitipiayer game as
well — a rarity these days. Singie-
piayer will focus on an officer from
the ship and his part in the strug
gle the survivors face in order to
save themselves and humanity.
That's not to say you are alone —
this officer wiii definitely run into
other survivors along the way. NPC

humans who you'll meet along the
way won't be under your control
but you will be able to join up and
help them in their battles. You can
bet those vehicles that have a
driver and a gunner aren't just for
the muitipiayer experience. Nope,
you'll do whatever is necessary as
battle and missions progress and
expect the Al to be alongside you.

(Muitipiayer wiii be run through
a Wo/o'ized version ofBungie.net
and wiii focus on teamplay. Our
cover story last month detailed
muitipiayer in Halo and how it
might just change the future of
muitipiayer gaming — but we're
sure you already read that.)

Whether it sparks a revolution or
not remains to be determined.

What is readily apparent right now
however, is the amazing work
Bungie is doing with the graphics
engine. Characters at their highest
detail are about 2,500 polygons
and even more impressive than
that is the muitilayered texturing
on top of those polygons.

The artists over at Bungie have
taken this technique and pushed it
to what must be the limits. Charac
ters look believable not only
because they are 2500 polys, but
because the glint of sunlight that
reflects off the sci-fi metal of an

«

^

Here you see the last remnants of the PCXL staff making their final stand against the evil forces of
humorless salespeople and ad execs. Notice their turd-shaped fighters, which leave pus-trails in the sky.
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And that was the last we ever saw of the Gungans and Jar-Jar. Thank you, Bungiel

armored suit — not to mention

visual tricks that can make the

nose of an aircraft really look

round when it's actually square.

Bungle alms to give you science

fiction with a story, single-player,

and multlplayer that alms to revo

lutionize gaming — haven't seen

anything like that since a little

game called Half-Life. Only time

will tell.

Whsru fii It:'?

' Founded by Alexander Seroplan In
1991 but headed by the famously

reclusive visionary Jason Jones,

Bungle has two locations —

Bungle West In San Jose, CA, and

Bungle HQ In Chicago. Bungle has

been In the game making business

for 10 years, though Its most suc

cessful titles have been the Myth

series and Marathon trilogy.

I

Look closely at this picture and find Waldo.

Marathon is widely recognized as

the Quake of the Mac world, while

Myth: The Fallen Lords was named

Game of the Year by several maga

zines. Currently the public knows

oftwo Bungie projects in the

works: Oni being developed at

Bungle West and Halo at Bungie

headquarters.

There are a few things stopping

Bungie from stealing the hearts

and minds of the gaming public.

Truth be told, Bungie hasn't made

an action game in years, in that

time, the bar has been signifi

cantly raised and they've opened

themselves up to competition from

the PC developers who are legion

in the action genre. While the

engine looks great, nobody really

knows what gameplay will be like.

Bungie encourages this actually,

and has kept many of the details

on the game secret. Perhaps those

secrets belie a weakness?

s  payoff?
Open your beady little eyes and

look at the screenshots on these

pages... if that doesn't get you

excited, then you don't know shit

about games. Obviously we think

this operation will likely be a huge

success. Our only concern is

whether the game will be finished

while the graphics are still above

average — if the cycle takes long

enough then even these visuals

won't be impressive anymore (see

Messiah for example).

ir^SIDE

aFO'i " -'

OUR MAN ON THE INSIDE OOE STRA-

TON) LET US IN ON THE MULTIPLAYER

ASPEaSOFTHEGAME.

Q: Where does Deathmatch go from

here? Is it fully evolved?

A: The evolution comes when develop

ers create new situations and tactical

elements that put deathmatch in a new

context. The obvious way to do that is

to add strategic goals like Capture the

Flag, and while we are definitely adding

goals like that to Halo, we are also

adding depth and complexity to the tac

tical aspects of the game.

Q: Do you see massively multiplayer
and teamplay merging In your ideas of

the future? How so? Is it fun?

A The problem with combining the two

concepts is that white massively multi-

player games are fun with large num

bers of people, the number of people

you can actually coordinate with on a

tactical level is small. Our goal with

Halo is to Include all of the community

and sweeping feel of a large online

game while keeping the actual game-

play tactical.

Q: Powerplay? The future or an Idea?

A* The future, beyond a doubt, is high-

bandwidth, low-latency online gaming

that is as mainstream as cable TV and

Internet shopping. Powerplay appears

to be a smart approach to achieving this

ideal and Bungie will be participating in

future Powerplay discussions, but it's

too early to say if any of our games will

make use of it.

Q: Communication Is the key to a great
teamplay game, what does your game

do to make this easier?

A Communication itself isn't the key to

great teamplay. In fact, communication

is the main obstacle. Instead of making

communication easier, we are striving

to make cooperation In Halo as simple

;  and natural as possible.

I Q: What is beyond Capture the Flag?
A Capture the Flag added an entirely

new dimension of tactical gameplay;

you had a goal besides carnage to con

sider. The real innovation beyond Cap

ture the Flag is adding depth and sub

tlety on the tactical level and that is

where Halo excels. Every movement,

every shot, every decision has tactical

implications and errors in judgment kill

just as fast bullet.
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"A 3D first-person shooter based

on the grizzled ZD's hard-rook
band KISS and its comic-book

adaptation from Todd McFarland Productions, KISS Psycho Circus,
wiii feature online muitipiayer capabilities via the Sega
Network. Players will control a no-name member of KISS as he
battles the freaks of nature spawned by the fearsome (but
unborn) Nightmare Child. Nightmare Child features 25
different enemies (including freakish bosses and
mini-bosses), in addition, players wiii have

access to 12 weapons and
16 powerful artifacts."
- DailyRadar.com
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Good luck beating back the hordes of
Headless as you explore The Water Realm.

,

First In Line or On-Lme
Get newest titles on

release date by reserving
in-store or on-line

aamestoplEoin

cage's & Software

if ^ f

SAVE

20%
ON THE

STRATEGY
GUIDE

WITH PURCHASE OF
KISS

PSYCHO CIRCUS



You're In
Command, Butohy.
So Now What?

Ground Control is a gorgeous, fully

3D RTS that Ignores resource management and hopes to wow gamers

with stunning graphics and loads of action. A new

planet has been discovered and the two factions race

to settle it first, setting the stage for the action.

Everyone will notice the spectacular graphics

There have been a lot of games that have tried to

master the free-moving camera In a 3D world, but

there has always been some little detail that they couldn't

get right. Ground Control solves this problem with six degrees of
movement. You can change the camera direction using the

mouse wheel. The single-player versions features two

scenarios, each with 15 missions." - DailyRadar.com

s

First In Line or On-Line
Buy newest titles

on-line or visit any of our
525 stores nationwide

IBM Tour uigiui Auuto to toe tiamen Edge!

^ Save 2n'''D off tltis guide with
purchase of Ground Control.

Babbage's

Experience the realism of pure 1
digital audio with the Soundhlaster |

Live X-gamer Sound Card. i

»age's & Software

Go to http;//pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 162
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"We thought it would be most appropri
ate to take a look at the condition of

the human heart from a different

direction; from the inside out. As in pulling the still beating heart from
a person's chest and snacking on it like a throbbing candy apple.
Redemption is based on the World of Darkness created by White Wolf
Games, a dice-less pen-and-paper game; essentially an RPG for grown-ups,
Goths and gutterpunks. Take a dash of sex, add in a touch of urban chaos
and street grit, then pour in an extra-large plasma bag of action. Wrap the
whole concoction up in a black and crimson cloak and ruffled white shirt
and stand back. There's more disturbing atmosphere in a single page

of a Vampire Storyteller guide than in ten D&D modules.
The singie-piayer experience could be one of the most
absorbing, perhaps even moving narratives we've
seen in years. Time will telll" - DailyRadar.com

I  ■ I

S:h med to the teeth, these'medleval warrl^
stand strong against any Intruders. I

ri!" :

A light snack. Lookmg for a littfe'ehergy
I this vampire dines on some local cuisine creature of the nluht in the citv of Pranue

AOVBIon ■

- First In Line ?
orOn-Line

Buy newest titles
on-line or visit any of our
525 stores nationwide
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MotorCity
MISSION: iiOT CARS tm MCff CMICIIS-

Harking back to the graceful days

of speed and style, Need For
Speed: Motor City hr'mgs back
memories of muscle cars and mus

cle heads in both a singie and a

massive mutliplayer experience.

Hold on a minute. If this doesn't

sound like the Need For Speed you
remember, it's not. in a sense, this

actually is your daddy's Need For
Speed. But that's not a bad thing.
See, Pops got to drive some

pretty cool machines. And an
injection of style might be just

what the gamer ordered for the

racing genre.

You should expect no less than

the kitchen sink with this game. EA

plans to ship with 35 car models,
spread from a '32 Ford all the way
up to the '73 Firebird. Add to this
12 meaty tracks — more than your

typical stomping grounds. And oh
yeah, a massive multiplayer expe

rience for those of you brave

enough to get online and race for

slips.

Single-player will feature three

modes of play. In Sanctioned

mode, you'll use your pocket

change to buy the local lemon and
build enough reputation to enter

restricted races. Eventually, you'll

take on the neighborhood king

with your car's title on the line. For

the rowdier types, there's the Out

law racing mode where you're up

against the angriest smokey's this

side of Salem, Oregon.

To get to the big leagues, you'll

want to plunk down some hard-

earned cash In the garage and

tweak your Bessy to the Next

Biggest Engine. Or if more subtle

MotorCitiy
DEVELOPER -y Electronic Arts

PUBLISHER-^EA

RELEASE DATE ■■■'f This year

API SUPPORT •••;> The usual stuff

adjustments are your bag, con
sider Motor City a grease monkey
Valhalla. Producer jlm Eomunos
insists there will be over 1,000
parts, with everything you could
Imagine from biowers to fuzzy
dice, i'm personally hoping they
Include a nice GM gas cap in trib
ute to the one i iost we route to

infiltrate the EA offices.

With a compietely redesigned
true-point physics engine, you can
expect all of these modifications to
make a noticeable difference, right
down to staggered tires.

And the sound crew is hard at
work ensuring that the audio
remains true to your individual
tuning, down to an authentic
engine roar alongside the exact
number of exhaust pipes you've
equipped.

if all these geeky details still
aren't sparking your piug, EA is
throwing in a new server-based
(cheat-free) multiplayer/Mofor
City, where the babes actually
aren't virtual and the chat rooms

What a brilliant concept! Schwartz's discount lion statues and auto
parts! Where can I buy stock?

are drive-ins. Your beloved beast
won't pick up any chicks until you
head over to the Paint Shop and
grab some user-customized skins
or read the Gazette to buy a car
someone's put up for sale. With
any sort of turnout, Motor City

Online wili be a real happenin'
place where computer geeks and
car geeks can join together, do
their thing, and fool themselves
Into thinking they are somehow
cool. Not that we'd ever do any
thing like that.
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Ok, rOU try to write

something funny about

pictures of old cars.

Whera tr, • *

For as long as anyone can remem

ber, this gaming, developing, and

publishing powerhouse has been

a titan in the industry. Together

with the Need For Speed series,

EA's Seattle branch (actually in
Beiievue, WA) has also been the

fountainhead of the EA Sports

lineup. EA also has offices in Van

couver and ail over the world, and

they are the company that drove

that damn phrase, "if it's in the

game... it's IN the game" into your

head forever.

What's Sh® sectirity?
Need For Speed's collision detec

tion has always been a weak spot.

Although it looks much improved,

a more thorough test is needed

before i can whole-heartedly rec

ommend the new physics engine

running this game.

The tenuous balance between

garage tinkering and racing skill

remains a tricky debate, as yet

shrouded in secrecy. We're hoping
there's no Elvis anywhere, or we'll

chuck the CD around as a death-

dealing frisbee.

if you're a simulation fan, the

attention to physics and modifica

tion will be right up your alley. EA

will have a more difficult job trying

to convince mouse and keyboard

addicts that there's a reason to

dust-off their joysticks or get a

wheel. Those who'd expect turning

corners to be as easy as circie-

strafing will be the hardest to con

vert. Ultimately, the multipiayer

set-up may be a breath of fresh air

for purists looking for something

beyond Nascar Online.

kOAD

LOS ED

race his fire car, until he

realized people were

laughing at him

WE USED THE SPECIAL EUROPEAN VER

SION OF THE PCXL P.I. TO BREAK

DOWN THE DOORS ON REMEDY ENTER

TAINMENT AND BEAT SOME ANSWERS

OUT OF THE FINNS. HERE IS WHAT SAM

LAKE HAD TO SAY.

Q: What's the wackiest, most random

NFS occurrence you've ever witnessed?

A: NFS'? Tag racing, with two players
playing a destruction derby, last man

standing wins. Best moment so far in

Motor City — two words: Cadillac jump

ing.

Q: Assumingany vehicle in history
could be yours, what would It be?

A: Roman chariot. Eight horses. Big

sword.

Q: What's the single most Important
aspect of a great racing game?

A: White knuckle driving experience, if
you're not on the edge, you're

not racing. Pants optional.

Q: For the mouse/keyboard action
gamer, what would be the most cost

efficient controller Investment you

would recommend to enjoy Motor Cityl

A: For Motor City, get a wheel. I'm a

purist kind of guy — If I'm playing a

flight sim, I want a full stick & throttle

setup. For a driving game, I need a

steering wheel. Some people say that a

joystick is better for the race, but how

many cars do you drive with a joystick?

Oh, and if you want to enhance your

force feedback experience while staying

on a cost-effective budget, 1 think you

can pick up a bottle of ripple for under

three bucks.

Q: If you weren't making games, what

would you want to be doing?

A: Embalmer to the Starsftm), selling

cryogenic units to the suddenly rich.

Either that or "in the waste manage

ment business."
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MISSION PACK: URBAN OPERATIONS
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THE STREETS!
•  Istanbul

•  London

•  Venice

Mexico City

■  Hong Kong

Team RAINBOW Faces Its Most Dangerous Missions Yet! 5 All-New Missions Await... And There's Not
A Moment To Spare! Extremely Sensitive, Real-World, Urban Locations! The Highly-Anticipated Add-On to

the 1999 ACTION GAME OF THE YEAR Is Finally Here!
UngfBBBKM————

linsii Gaming //f
Zaisl-E V.-'; ESSsHr iuiiJiu.feilsfflfiii.coni

%v. CotcoraiiotnlheUniM'l Stales
PLAY IT ON ZONE.COM ' jfKloiointrcctsiines. OZCWHodSbmi Fiiifrtainneiil. inc.AB iKiWsresewed. RedSWimEnieriaiiincniisalTacemaA
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PLAY IT ON ZONE.COM RedSrifi

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 106
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Hf\IMK laDO Ei/ERVTHiWB'5 lUOT POWERED BV

With the world's first full-scene hardware anti-aliasing and our proprietary

T-buffer "cinematic effects engine, the new Voodoo5'"is the most powerful 3D accelerator card
on the planet. Want proof? See for yourself @ www.3dfx

Full-Scene Hardware Anti-Aliasing: T-Buffer cinematic Effects Engine:

INSTANTbfc^HARPENS AND SMOOTHES.

Up to 1.5 GigaPixel/Sec

Fill Rate: Tear through levelsThe,wosT realistic 3D environment

BURN THROUGH SCENES

SO POWERFUL;. IT'S KIND OF RIDICULOUS

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 10



Cammand Sk Conquer

MISSION:

What's the nsark?

Command S Conquer: Renegade

is a third-person 3D action game

with aii the characters and buiid-

ings you remember from the origi-

nai, only this time you can enter

and biow up ail of them in fuii 30!

Renegade takes place during the

original Command&Conquer

game. You'll play the Commando,

whose name we now discover is

Nick Parker. (Codename: "Havoc")

The storyline runs parallel to the

original game's story and the two

stories will cross over during cer

tain missions.

While the nostalgia factor is

cool, the primary reason, for going

back to the original game, accord

ing to the game's producers, was

simply to reproduce the stunning

GDI and NOD structures that

gamers love. Many of the missions

will have you attempting to infil

trate these NOD structures, finally

allowing you to see them from the

inside. The bases also work

exactly the way they should, too.

In fact, at one point, producer

Michael Ward was having a prob

lem finding NOD'S base until he

came upon a Tiberium field and

followed a Harvester back to its

Processor. Settings aren't just

restricted to what we saw in C&C,

however. Players will be fighting

on Arctic ice fields, oil tankers, and

huge industrial complexes, just to

name a few.

The game's level designers are

going out of their way to avoid

"puzzle" missions that present

only one solution. That will require

some pretty fancy artificial intelli

gence, though. Ward believes that

32

CGtC: Renegade
DEVELOPER —)• Westwood Studios

PUBLISHER-)-Electronic Arts

RELEASE DATE -)• Fall 2000

API SUPPORT D3D, Voodoo,
OpenGL

they're up to the task, however,

and showed us one sequence

where he snipes one of two NOD

troopers on guard duty. As we

watched, the remaining trooper

noticed his companion fall and

became visibly upset, running to

sound the alarm and launch an

aggressive search for whoever put

a bullet in his buddies noggin.

Another element that will get a

lot of gamers pumped is the

game's support for vehicular com

bat. The original strategy game

supported dozens of ultra-cool,

futuristic vehicles, both ground

and air. Players will be able to tool

around in virtually ever car, truck,

and helicopter they remember

from the original game.

While we'll personally be thrilled

to get behind the wheel of a NOD

Flame Tank, we don't envy the per
son who ends up driving the Har

vester. Someone will have to, how

ever, because vehicular combat is

part and parcel of the game's mui-

tiplayer experience. Players will

not only be able to drive the vehi-

We've got a call from the FAA, how close are you to the airport?

cies, but will also be able to take

the passenger/gunner seat (much

like Bungle's upcoming Halo). The

multipiayer game is taking more of

a Team Fortress-Wke approach. For

example, one team may be trying

to hold a NOD base while another

is trying to sneak in to put the

base's power plant out of commis

sion. The game's multipiayer archi

tecture supposedly accommodates

up to 256 players, and that, com

bined with the game's huge land

scapes, should make for some

interesting clan matches.

There's more, of course. CSC

Moron executions! Moron

executions! Line up for

your Moron Executions!



All we got to say about that is "Damn, It's a pretty good-looking picture."

purists will be glad to know that

the voice for the Commando is

back from the original game, and I

haven't even gone into the insane

detail and size of most of the envi

ronments you can experience. The

Temple of NOD, for example, has

six full underground levels to

explore during the game. The fact

that we spent most of the demon

stration time with Renegade geek-

ily cooing "Gooh" and "Awe

some!" like a drooling fanboy at

E3, says something about both the

game and the passion of the

game's designers.

Vt/her-a 58 if?

Westwood Studios is located

about 50 minutes outside of Las

Vegas, Nevada. Founded by Brett

Sperry and Louis Castle over 15

years ago, the company boasts the

creation of the Command & Con

quer senes, along with other suc

cessful titles including Lands of

"Maybe If I lie here grabbing my balls he'll think I'm dead

Lore, Blade Runner, Dune 2,

Monopoly, and Kyrandla. They
also put out the criminally average
Recoil — which has become

something of a PCXL classic — in

a grossly average sort of way.

What's eha

aecuritif"?

Can a company best known for

strategy and adventure games

really pull off a third-person per
spective shooter? Particularly a

company that's recently been lam
basted by critics as having lost the
critical edge that brought us

groundbreaking classics like Red

AlerV. But, the concept, engine,

and enthusiasm behind this prod

uct makes us pretty damn confi

dent that this game will be steal

ing plenty of your time in the not-
too distant future.

payoff?

Westwood is always at their best

when trying something new. Com

mand & Conquer: Renegade has

got the whole company pumped

— and with good reason. The new

perspective, the muitipiayer

options, and the graphics engine

look quite cool. But the real cause

for hope is the company's attempt

to revitalize the third-person

action genre, while simultane

ously trying to re-establish their

creative edge. ^

ilMSIOER

IfSIFORPi^ATIOM

WE MANAGED TO ELUDE OUR PR

"HANDLERS" FOR A FEW MINUTES

AND PLY THE GAME'S PRODUCER,

MICHAEL WARD, WITH SHINY BEADS

AND STRONG DRINK.

Q: What first inspired you to move into

a third-person perspective game?

A: Our main character. Havoc, is a take

on the originai C&C Commando. As long

as we're going to the trouble of fleshing

him out, giving him a name, deciding

how he looks, etc., it would be a waste

if we didn't get to see him actually

maneuvering in the C&C environmenti

Q: Will having played earlier C&C
Games help while playing Renegade?

A: Yes and no. Certainly the world

should look more familiar to players

who know C&C, and they will recognize

many of the buildings and vehicles in

that world and know what their basic

functions are. Renegade is not an RTS,

however, so our focus is much more on

action. Every mission has been

designed so it can be played with no

prior knowledge of C&C. Having said

that, players who DO know C&C may be

able to exploit that knowledge and find

alternate solutions to objectives.

Q: The C&C Commando vs. Duke

Nuke'em — who'd win?

A Havoc would win on the Indepen

dent ticket. He might want Duke as vice-

president, though. (You just KNOW

Duke has seen his share of vice.)

Q; Briefly describe the game's story
line and how it's integrated into the

ongoing CSCsaga.

A: Renegade begins mid-C&C approxi

mately around the time of the com

mando mission of the GDI campaign.

Nod's Black Hand outfit has kidnapped

the world's leading Tiberium experts.

GDI turns to their elite commando, a

man with a reputation for getting

results in his own way: Captain Nick

Parker, codename Havoc. With the

entire Nod army between him and his

objective, Havoc uncovers a web of

deception, insidious experiments, and

the depths to which Kane will sink in his

quest for global domination.

Q: If C&C was real, which side would

you enlist with? GDI or NOD? Why?

A Nod. Why? Flame tanks + stealth

tanks -r obelisks = good fun. Pius they

offer full medical and dental.



Enler a whole

new dimension

of RTS

The first all-terrain, three-dimensional
real-time strategy game has landed

on American shores from Eorope.
Complete with a revolotionary

3D engine and a ton
of accolades:

■

"Best Strategy
Game of the Year.'

- Power Play 11/99

"Uses the 3D

environment

to its fullest

strategic value."
- www.ign.com

>AltBr the 3D landscape to your advantage
with the first true terrain deformation in RTS.

w
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>Build weaponry onto buildings, turning
ordinarily static structures into weapons
of war.

>Engage in the first completely
underground tunnel warfare.

-

m
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>Construct hundreds of units by
mixing and matching 3D unit
body parts and components.

Corporate Sponsor

Go to http://poxl.ign.com/gaming411: Produc



Duke Nukem

IT'SMISSION:

Whafa th® mapk"P

If all of the components of PCXL

were thrown into a programming

blender and turned into a game, it

would come out as Duke Nukem

Forever. It's politically incorrect,

deliciously violent, morally

bankrupt, comically genius, and

unbelievably entertaining — all

mixed Into one delicious smoothie

of gaming goodness.

DNF recently announced it

would be going with the Unreal

Tournament engine, its third

engine switch since development

began. However, DWFis not going

to be a UT mod. 3D Realms has

ripped open the UT code and cre
ated a much more dynamic game

engine. According to Project Lead

George Broussard, "We've added

many things to the Unreal engine:

Level of Detail for meshes, particle

system capable of 1000-2000 par

ticles on screen at a time, skeletal

animation system with motion-

captured data, incredible flexibility

In making maps interactive."

Key modifications include the

ability to destroy and interact with

just about anything onscreen and

i:#* m- B-

the addition of location specific

damage (a la Soldier Of Fortune).
Essentially this gives the develop

ers the freedom to create the

dynamic worlds Duke fans have

come to expect.

The sequel to Duke Nukem 3D

has been on our "hot" list ever

since the magazine launched and

our team of hot, catsuit-wearing

thieves recently got their hands on

some new information. DWFwiU

take place in and around Las

Vegas. There are six major "zones"

in the game and each is ioo%

unique. Little has been said about

the story, other than that there will

be one. Our educated guess is that

alien scum have once again

decided to take over Earth and

Duke is mankind's only hope.

The game is said to feature

many different characters in the

game besides Duke, the most

interesting of the lot is Bombshell,

a suitably bimbo-ish blonde with

overactive mammary glands. As

anyone who played Duke Nukem

3D would know, the promise of

DNFis much more than girls, guns.

You're not looking so good there. Bill. What, is that a big fat tenticie
in your mouth man? That taste good?

and gore. Broussard states, "I

think DA/Fwill be the most interac

tive EPS game to date. I don't see

how It can be otherwise. We have

so much stuff you can 'do' in the

game that It dwarfs what we did in

Duke Nukem 3D." Indeed, that Is

All we want is more

interactive strip clubs,
thank God for that!

what we were expecting, or at

least hoping for. Duke will also

return with his impressive variety

of weapons including pipe bombs,

laser-trip mines, and the amazing

shrink ray. 3D Realms also

promises several new weapons

and Improvements on the old

favorites. For example, you will

now be able to fight back if you

are "midget-ized" by the shrlnk-

ray. Another key point is that Duke

will operate several vehicles. No

clue as to exactly what vehicles

these will be, but expect Duke to

be firing out of the back of a truck

and hopping on a Harley at some

point in the game.

The idea Is to break up the game

and make it more than a ho-hum

hallway shooter. A big part of

OIVI Forever

DEVELOPER-J- 3D Realms

PUBLISHER GT Interactive

RELEASE DATE When It's done

API SUPPORT —y The usual suspects

35
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Duke Nukem 3D was deathmatch

and 3D Realms plans to make the

sequel more than just Q3 death-

match. DNFwill have traditional

DM, but according to Broussard,

"... it will be unique because of the

weapons, alt fires, and interesting

locations to fight In. If I have to

fight In one more crate warehouse,

factory, or generic space station/

gothic temple I'm going to go

crazy!" Broussard also hinted that

there would be several class-

based teamplay games similar to

Team Fortress.

Still, not much is known about

DNF. Despite our legally-question

able efforts to find out the whole

story, we are still left with many

questions unanswered. What we

do know Is that DNF\s going to be

a HUGE game, filled with interac

tive environments, one-liners,

babes, aliens, and ail the colored-

lighting the UTengine can pump

out — and that sounds pretty

damn good to us.

iitfhers ia Its?

Apogee (the parent company to 3D

Realms) is conveniently located in

Dallas, Texas — just a stone's

throw away from other possible

heist locations like Id Software,

Ion Storm, and Ritual Entertain

ment. The storied history of

Apogee/3D Realms all began with

the Introduction of shareware with

games like Wolfenstein 3D. Duke

Nukem 3D really put them on the

map, and Its build engine was

used for eight other games in all.

Scott Miller and George Brous-

Broussard are co-owners of the

company and hardcore gamers —

a rare combination. Their reputa

tion for secrecy and vagueness

made this an especially difficult

story to pilfer.

Whafe'a tiha

The handy thing aboui Duke

Nukem Forever \s thai tne titie aiso

describes how long the game has

been In development for f—king-

everl With three engine switches

and no release date in sight, we

fear that by the time this game is

finished we'll be old and gray and

reviewing the game In PC Geriatric.

The reputation of 3D Realms

and the rich character of Duke

gives us hope, but can they deliver

a unique experience again? Or Is

this just going to be Duke Nukem

3D with colored-lighting? Creating

something as amazingly original

as the first Duke Is a rare occur

rence, and a hefty challenge for

even the most adept developer.

Vi! ,v trV

There is no oenymgthat DNFis

going to be an amazing game. But

the longer the game stays in

development, the older the current

technology becomes and the

higher the likelihood of another

engine switch (which will extend

the development time leading to

another engine switch, and so on).

We need DA/Fby Christmas 2000

because the PC game Industry

desperately needs the personality

that only Duke can deliver as soon

as possible. We'll be sending our

spies to the 3D Realms offices

until we find out more, but this

much we do know: When DWFIs

done, you'll play it and you'll love

It — that Is, If it ever actually gets

done.

Camp Crystal Lake? No,
^ that place is haunted...

You're screwed! Har Har! -<

OUR MAN ON THE INSIDE (GEORGE

BROUSSARD) FOUGHTTHROUGH OUR

INTERROGATION TO DELIVER NON-

ANSWERS THAT WOULD MAKE ANY

POLITICIAN PROUD. HOWEVER, WE DID

MANAGE TO SQUEEZE A FEW NUGGETS

OF INFORMATION ON THE MYSTERI

OUS, LONG OVERDUE, DNF.

Q: Nudity. Please tell us you are using
the Unreal engine for some sweet

luvin? We're counting on you to come

through for us.

A: It's Duke Nukem and we're 3D
Realms. We know what you want! But

this isn't going to be an R-rated game.

We'll leave that to the fans. We'll skirt

the edge of the line, but we aren't cross

ing it. We still want 30-year-old dads to

be able to play the game with their 10-

year-old kids like they did with Duke 3D.

Q: Originally when you showed us
Duke (the Quake engine version two

years ago) there were scenes with

Duke on different vehicles. Are these

still planned? If so, can you tell us a

couple of the varieties, or at least one

really cool set-up?

A: We want to break up the standard

(now a little stale) action of an FPS. You

simply get tired of walking around,

shooting guys and playing the same

basic game we've all played since Doom

in 1993. So yes, we will be putting Duke

on vehicles in several levels. The intent

is to change the way you play an FPS

game and give you some variety. As for

specifics, you'll have to wait to play it.

Q: Bombshell: What type of role Is she
going to have in the game?

A I don't think we'll ever do sidekicks. I

see them as just getting in the way.

Bombshell is merely one of several

strong characters in the game — that

helps drive the plot.

Q: Please tell me that Duke's charac

ter isn't going to go through a "trans

formation" or discover himself?

A We'd never change Duke or have

him "grow" or discover his feelings.

Basically you play Duke on a roller

coaster ride of an action movie.

Q: Finally the question everyone
wants to know: Are you ever going to

f—king finish this game?

A Yes. When it's done ;)



This is nd sold mission
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Alone in
the Dark
MISSION: '*Mmm

What's tha maris?

Before there was a Resident Evil,

Half-Life, or even System Shock 2,

the game that scared the shit out

of us was Aione in the Dark. The

new Aione in the Dark is being

brought to life by Paris-based

developer DarkWorks. PC Acceler

ator mtWtrated the DarkWorks

offices and grilled the founders

and their development team of

over 60 people about what scares

them at night. We also wanted to

know what they were doing with

Mike's mom, and Aione in the

Dark 4 has what it takes to be one

of the scariest games of all time.

Before development started on

Alone in the Dark 4, the develop

ers wanted to introduce a few new

elements to the franchise. First,

they wanted to make it a contem

porary adventure, taking place in

modern society. Second, Dark-

Works wanted to stick to the title

of the game. The very heart and

soul of the game is being in the

dark... alone. The battle between

light and darkness is the true

essence of the game. Where Resi

dent Evil relied on a run-and-gun

approach with puzzle elements

thrown in here and there, Dark-

Works has written a story that will

invoke different degrees of fear in

the player. Inspirations for the

story came from several sources,

including Wes Craven, Fl.P. Love-

craft, and developers' personal

experiences with French girls.

Alone in the Dark will have two

main characters, as well as 10

NPCs. The two main characters are

Carnby and Aline. (Could they pos
sibly have come up with names

that were more French and sissi-

fled?) While each character has

her own motivations and inte

grated plot line, players can finish

the game as one character and

then play again as the second.

There will also be characters with

which players interact, but these

secondary characters will not have

a "physical" presence per se.

What's interesting about A/one in

the Dark is that you won't see

zombies or vampires or were

wolves like in many other titles.

Again, the battle is between light

and darkness, therefore fear

comes from what you can't see.

The anticipation of the attack is

almost as frightening as the attack

Itself — at least that's what Dark-

Works is hoping and praying for
with this game.

The monsters are not necessar

ily hard to kill, but the initial fear is

Here Kitty, kitty, kitty..

Where the hell did that

dainn cat go?

Dammit, where the hell did that cat go?

going to be overwhelming. There

are over 18 different creatures/

monsters in Aione in the Dark.

Aside from varying sizes, each

creature is unique, with their own

distinct sound, animation, and

feel. Since these are supernatural
monsters, the weapons have to be

supernatural as well. All weapons

use some form of light to battle

the monsters, which puts an inter

esting twist on gameplay. Even

your flashlight will keep some

monsters away from you. With a

game of this magnitude and

scope, of course DarkWorks is

pulling out all the stops to make

sure Aione in the Dark is a visual

masterpiece.

Aside from the great animations

for the characters and monsters

(incidentally, Carnby has over 150
different death animations), Dark-

Works' rendered backgrounds are

some of the most beautiful this

industry has ever seen. During the

game, players may notice paint

ings on walls in hallways and in

various rooms. DarkWorks also

enlisted the help of Marc Botta, a

renowned oil painter in Paris, who

created numerous oil paintings

that were later placed in the game.

The end result is nothing short of a

museum-quality work of art.

As for gameplay, DarkWorks

wanted the game to be accessible

for everyone, with a story that was

compelling, yet without overly dif

ficult puzzles that frustrate play
ers. There will be some puzzles,
but they will not be a hugely cru
cial part of the gameplay, as in

games such as Resident Evil. Plan

on doing a lot of exploration and

discovering terrifying creatures,
however. Alone in the Dark is dedi

cating over 3,000 polygons on lead

character Carnby alone. Along with
realtime lighting and realtime

shadows, each monster in Alone in

the Dark Is going to sport over
1,500 polygons. Presently, the

Alone in the Dark
DEVELOPER •••:> DarkWorks

PUBLISHER "•> Infogrames

RELEASE DATE *■•? Whenever...

API SUPPORT '"'p A lot, we're sure
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so WE ACTUALLY SPOKE TO SOME

FRENCH GUYS. AT LEAST THEY

WEREN'T FRENCH CANADIANS. HERE IS

WHAT THEY HAD TO SAY WHEN OUR

THIEF PROPOSITIONED THEM WITH A

JERRY LEWIS COLLEaABLE PLATE.

Q: What inspires you when you

develop a game such as Alone in the

Dark"?

A: We are all avid film goers, novel

readers and in general, every day con

sumers that are bombarded with adver

tisements and the media. To determine

the different intensity of the creatures,

we Initially drew up a list of the most

unpleasant ways to die and then

applied this list to the gameplay and

design.

Q: What is going to make Alone In the
Dark succeed where others have

failed?

A; All we can say is that we are paying a

lot of attention to the balance between

the adrenaline pumping sequences and

the resting moments in the game — a

good balance between the terror and

the fear.

Q: We've noticed that Carnby, the lead

character, Is somewhat of a pretty boy.

What made you decide to go with a

more hipper hero?

A: Carnby is a modern and positive

hero that the player can identify with

without any complexes.

Q: You mention that all of your

weapons are supernatural but they

look pretty conventional to us...

A: Weapons for the most part work with

the element of light. It's their technol

ogy that is fantastic, not what they look

tike — that makes them unique.

a What can we expect in Alone In the

Dark to completely scare the shit out of

us? We think Gerard Depardieu run

ning naked through the game would be

scary, don't you?

A; Everybody has his own fears. Yours

are original, but I think we'd need Ger

ard's permission to have him in the

game. Sorry. We do play on all the dif

ferent elements of fear, surprise, sus

pense, horror, and terror. And also the

different tones of fear - fear with sur

prise, anguish with suspense, horror

with disgust, terror with persecution,

dread, with discomfort.

What could make this more frightening: Angelina Jolie in a black dress and her incestuous brother.

framerates and animations are

strikingly real and creepy. Taking

fuii benefit of both EAX and A3D,

3D positional audio makes Alone

in the Dark comparable to a full-

fledged horror movie in the mak

ing. Take our word for it — you

will be impressed, or at least

scared shitless with this game.

"" s--,

Alone in the Dark is being devel

oped by Paris-based DarkWorks.

Founded by Antoine Viliette and

GuiUaume Gouraud, DarkWorks

has over 60 employees working on

Alone in the Dark, as well as com

missioned artists doing exclusive

oil paintings for the game. And

believe it or not, DarkWorks is a

European software developer

that's ahead of schedule.

What's bhm esGiUf'tfcy?

Those of us who played the first

three Alone in the Dark games are

probably getting a bit long in the
tooth and many of today's gamers

don't have a clue about this fran

chise. Alone in the Dark was a

graphical masterpiece and a solid

adventure game, but DarkWorks

hasn't really done anything in 3D.

Will the engine look good enough?

Will the gameplay be updated,

and if not, can the old gameplay

stand the test of time? From what

we've seen. A/one /n The Dark 4

has a great deal of promise, but of

these nine "hot" games, this is the

game about which we are the

least sure.

yoff?

We need a good scare-the-shit-

out-of-you game and Alone in the

Dark 4 may deliver. From the

wicked-ass graphics to the

whacked out monsters, the devel

opers have poured their hearts

and souls into this game and it

really shows. ^

1/1

3

Shit, my old lady is going to be pissed if i dont find that f—kin'
cat of hers.
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Pool of
Ruins of Myth
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II:
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What's the mark?

If you swing the RPG way, then

you are a happy camper, Baldur's

Gate has rejuvenated this genre
and developers are lining up to get

people back Into the fantasy role-

playing game. One such developer
is Stormfront, who Is working

feverishly on Pool of Radiance II:

Ruins of Myth Dranor. The sequel
to the classic Pool of Radiance,

this time the game will have 3D

characters and Is based on the

third edition rules of Dungeons
and Dragons. When we had a

chance to infiltrate the Mattel

Interactive compound, we didn't

hesitate to bust open all the

important information.

Based in the Forgotten Realms

universe of Dungeons and Drag

ons, PoRII brings the player back

10 years after the heroes in the

first game took care of the Pool in

the city of New Phlan. Trouble Is

brewing back at the old Pool.

Seems everyone who gets touched

by the crap emanating from It

turns undead (Similar, we are told,

to watching "Ally McBeal")'.

The player will control a group

of hearty newbie adventurers into

the Ruins of Myth Dranor. This

isn't on purpose, mind you. Appar

ently the guy who was sent first

(you know, the guy just slightly

less powerful than Superman),

Athen gets his ass handed to him

and your team of chuckieheads

makes the choice to head there to

try to solve the problem. Myth Dra

nor isn't a place for newbies, a

fallen Elf city — evil rules it now,

much like Detroit or Trenton, in

the course of the game, your rag-

Pool of

Radiance II

DEVELOPER ■■■'} Stormfront

PUBLISHER Mattel

RELEASE DATE-j-This year

API SUPPORT-4 Whatever

tag group of wimps will go from
first level schlubs all the way up to
16^^ level bad-asses. You'll own
that city by the end of the game.

Every great RPG has to have a
foundation upon which to draw its
story, to Immerse the player, and
upon which to build itself. The
most basic part of this foundation
is the rules. The granddaddy of
RPG rules are the Dungeon and
Dragons rulebooks from TSR, cur
rently in the second edition. But
TSR Is quietly working on a revolu
tion In their realm, the third edi
tion of D&D rules. Pool of Radi
ance II (P0R2) will be the first
game to Integrate these rules.

The coolest new feature is the
ability to multi-class to your hearts
content. If you want to become a
mage/thlef/warrior, go ahead at
each level you can pick what you
want to work towards. The great
thing is you don't lose your previ
ous skills, though you won't be
able to increase that class of abili
ties until you start taking experi
ence with that group.

Jesus man, did you have beans for lunch?

Gameplay will be both single-
and multlplayer. Solo, the player
will control up to six people in the
party, and in multlplayer the play
ers will divide up the party as they
want, once again limited to six
characters top. Quests will be the
same though slimmed down a bit
for multlplayer action. Stormfront
realizes most people In multlplayer

want the fun of battle over the
slow pace of Immersive story.

Combat Is an interesting mix of
— "take your time If you want It"
and "final fantasy your turn ends
In 10 seconds, oh Christ, I need to
move!" Characters will be able to

complete a certain number of
actions in each round. That charac
ter's round has a timer that slowly



Wonder Twins powers activate! Shape of... a D&D character. Form of... a closed magazine.

ticks down — when it's done, the

next character's round begins. In

single-player you can set that

timer to lo years if you'd like, but

in multiplayer whoever Is hosting

the game can set that bad boy to a

specific time. This game keeps up

a brisk pace — no laggers please.

The look of the game Is what the

genre has come to expect. Isomet

ric view with prerended back

grounds. The difference from Bal-
dur's Gate and Diablo //will be the

fully 3D characters. Each one Is

poly based. Including the mon
sters, and some of them, like the

main evil draco-liche you'll end up

tangling with, can be extremely

large on the screen, dwarfing a

normal character.

Developers are shooting for the

holiday season with this one,

which would make P0R2 the first

D&D Third Edition game on the

market. Being first with a hot new

system and having what looks like

a solid game to back it up certainly

has us very Interested.

Whare is itf?

Both Stormfront Studios and Mat

tel Interactive are in Marin County,

California. It was only a short drive

up Highway 101 for our spies to

check out their digs and we were

impressed. Mattel has a large

group of developers under Its

wings, most likely to directly com

pete with Its major toy competition

turned gaming giant Hasbro.

t.tm ssctsrlfcy"?

D&D 3'''^ Edition is new, and there
are likely to be a few bugs here
and there. Sure, the geniuses at

TSR are trying to make the rules

simpler and easier to understand,
but the government did that years

ago with the tax code and it's not

much better.

The real hurdle though for the

game will be making certain it has
no bugs when it ships and a story

folks want to get Into ... undead

dragons are pretty cool though.

Whmti'B. tihm payoff?
The payoff could be another Bal-
dur's Gate of a game, solid graph

ics, a gripping story, and the D&D
third edition's freedom to play as

you want to play. Who doesn't

want to be a thief/mage/cleric? Or

any other combination you can

think of, and allowing characters

to get all the way to level

means a huge amount of experi

ence gaining and character build
ing — which is what RPGs are gen

erally all about. '9

s  T ER

».TiaiVi

WE ASKED THE DEVELOPERS AT POOL

OF RADIANCE FIVE SIMPLE QUES

TIONS, BUT THE LOUSY BASTARDS

DIDN'T ANSWER ANY OF THEM. SO WE

WENT TO SOME OF OUR "OTHER"

SOURCES TO GET THE INSIDE DIRT.

PLEASE WELCOME LOCAL SAN FRAN

CISCO PIMP (AND CRACK DEALER),

JIMMY SUPAFLY.

Q: You guys are trying to muscle In on

the RPG market, which lately has been

dominated by Interplay. You afraid

they'll send some RPG goons to take

you out?

A: Sheet, MoFo! I like to see dem little

bitches try. I be busting a cap in deir

asses and shit.

Q: Characters are going to stay the

entire game in the Ruins of Myth Dra-

noras a setting and they can also

make it all the way up to the 16th level,

so are these guys going to be the

toughest bastards in the town when

this thing is finished?

A; Hell no. The toughest bastards in

town r my boyzz. They sell da crack

rock, then turn and crack yo head open

with a rock. Nobody be f—kin wit da

boyzz.

Q: Folks that remember Pool of Radi

ance enjoyed the combat system quite

a bit. Anything special you are doing

this time around?

A: I gets all kinds of especial moves but

I don't knew 'bout callin' that pile of

urine a pool of radienting — that shit

stinks. My main combat system is my

AK-47 and my bitch-slap for da ho's.

Q: The main villain this time around Is

a female and she's kinda hot, but

what's up with that dragon hand? How

does she spank off with that?

A; Damn you cracka's gets to deal wit

da bitches. Ain't no ho 0' mine who be

runnin' around being da main anything.

Pius the dragon handed bitches just

don't sell — it's ail about supply and

demand. As for spanking off, I give my

bitches all the spankin dey'll eva need.

Q: P0R2 and Baidur's Gate get into the
ring of death, who is coming out of that

one alive?

A: Shit, leetle man, I ain't got no damn

idea what da hell you be talkin' about.

Do you want the usual he-she and

eight-ball of crack or what? Matt?

VP

Gronk never understood why he was made to stand In the comer. 43
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Mech
Warrior
MISSION: «|li

What's the mark?

Besides playing Strip Yahtzee with

your neighbor's wife, FASA's Bat-

tleTech Is the most fun you'll have

with six-slded dice and a pencil. As

a board game, BattleTech kicks

serious ass. But as a PC game,

something always felt wrong.

Last year, MechWarriorj was

one sexy looking Mech game —

hell. It was the Liz Hurley of Mech

games. But It lacked key Ingredi

ents like jumping attacks (AKA

death from above), ramming

attacks, and proper collision

detection. MechWarrior4—the

tenth computer adaptation (not

counting expansion packs) of Bat

tleTech—will finally add these

longtime missing Ingredients.

We decided to break Into the

MechWarrior4 design labs for a

closer look. Sneaking around like

our name was Biz Markle, we

uncovered all of/Wecf7War/'/'or4's

dirty little secrets. What we dis

covered first were the new 3D

graphics; goodbye cheesy looking

lasers, hello studly beams of

death! The terrain engine has been

remodeled to support a ton of

trees and other vegetation, which

give the landscape a much more

Hey Chuck, check out that family wagon over there. Bet you 1 can
blow It up In one shot.

organic feel. New structures like

military bunkers, civilian power-

plants, and other buildings have

new textures that make them look

more realistic when they "snap,

crackle, pop" under our behemoth

Mech-anlzed feet.

Next, we stumbled upon

Improvements made to the Mechs

■  z

themselves. No longer will they

look stiff and awkward as they

climb hills or collide with build

ings. This time around, their mod

els have been given even more

articulation to allow more realistic

looking turning, falling, and collid

ing. We've seen them ourselves,

and they look slick—less like

wooden puppets, and more like

nimble, yet heavy, vehicles of

mass destruction!

MechWarrior4 Is also Introduc

ing several new Mech designs (to

be appearing In the boardgame

compendlums later this year). This

Is a major step for the MechWar

rior series given the fact that the

Mechs have always been at least a

year behind Its paper & pencil

counterpart. There are over 20

Mechs in total, which compliments

the game's 30+ missions rather

nicely.

The missions are attached to a

branching tree system that not

only assures an entirely different

campaign setting with each choice

you make, but It means MechWar

rior 4 will have multiple endings!

Pay attention goober, here comes

the good part: You can play

MechWarrior 4
DEVELOPER -i FASA

PUBLISHER —)■ Microsoft

RELEASE DATE -)• Your Guess

API SUPPORT-j D3D, Duhl

through MechWarrior4's branch
ing campaign cooperatively with
another human player and actually
argue over which path to take.
Hell, that's almost as good as free
beer—wait... that's crazy talk.

Multlplayer Is getting a kick In
the face as well. This time around,
MechWarrior4 will have Quake-
style Client/Server play (anyone
can join a live server at anytime
during the match).

Plus, net-goons and clan-mon
keys can host a dedicated server
to speed up Internet performance.
Multlplayer match-types will
Include various forms of Capture,
Defend/Assault, King of the Hill,
Standard Deathmatch, Team
Deathmatch, and Cooperative.

Where la it'?
A leader In scl-fi tabletop wargam-
Ing for over 15 years, FASA contin
ues to publish BattleTech boxed
sets and sourcebooks. FASA Inter
active, a division of FASA dedi
cated to entertainment software,
splintered off to handle the grow
ing demand for BattleTech
videogames and simulations. Bas
ing their operations near Seattle
and teaming up with Industry
giant, Microsoft, FASA Interactlve's
primary goal Is to create the most
realistic 40' Mech simulations ever
seen. FASA Interactive has two key
BattleTech projects to be released
later this year: MechCommander 2,
and MechWarrior4.

What'8 ®hs SBCurifey?
The primary challenge Is to keep
MechWarrior4 consistent with the
BattleTech universe. This means



INSIDE

HMFOP^MATION

IT WAS JUST PAST MIDNIGHT, AND WE

HAD WORKED OUR WAY DEEP INTO

THE /M£CHWARR;0R 4 DEVELOPMENT

FACILITIES. WE HAD JUST ABOUT GIVEN

UP WHEN WE FOUND MICROSOFT'S T|

WAGNER. HE PUT UP VERY LITTLE

STRUGGLE AS WE TIED HIM UP AND

ASKED HIM FIVE QUESTIONS!

Q: Is it true FASA Interactive kid

napped the Heavy Gear 2 mascot?

A; Sorry, I can't comment on past mis

demeanors committed by our team

members.

Q; What is the MechWarrior team's

weekly BCR (Beer Consumption

Rate]?

A: Judging by the parties of the past

two weeks, no where near the weekly

HACR (hard alcohol consumption rate),

vodka coming in at number one with

whiskey and tequila tied for second.

Q: Will MechWarriorii have crowded

city streets with thousands of pedestri

ans on which to step?

A Yes, there will be densely populated

cities, but the stepping on people thing

is a touchy issue lately. We'll have to

wait and see on that one (read cheat

code).

Q; Is it true MechWarriar programmers

get all the hot chicks?

A Well, David Berger (SIM coder) has a

thing for Sarah-Michelle Gefler and

she's hot, but hasn't returned his calls.

Q: Be honest, what really sucked

about MechWarriar3?

A Multiplayer let a lot of people down.

Red 5 standing by. Porklns Pull up! Pull UP!

every weapon, Mech, or piece of

equipment must function exactly

like it does in the boardgame.

There are BattleTech fans out

there who expect MechWarrior4

to be as close to real BattleTech as

possible, and will whine, scream,

and bitch if even the slightest

Small Laser Is out of sync.

The secondary challenge is

weeding out all the new problems

associated with developing a

sequel. Sure, MechWarrior4 fixes

the Inconsistencies #3 had, but

what if all these tweaks to the

engine create a new batch of

gameplay problems? We hope

FASA Interactive and Microsoft can

squash these new blemishes

should they arise.

What's th-e payoff?
To determine MechWarrior4's

chances for success, we went back

and played MechWarrior3 for a
while. After reexaminlng the allure

and replayablllty oiMechWarrior
3, we believe MechWarrior4 will

be successful If It's truly another

step closer to the perfect Mech-

combat simulator. FASA Interac

tive needs to listen closely to Its

giant BattleTech fan base,

addressing their concerns may

just guarantee success.

Crunch!!

Looks like the hotel the

PCXL editors were

going to stay during E3.
That little guy never knew what hit him.



The
MISSION: THE TRUTH IS OUT

We couldn't actually get information on ali the hot games that are in pro

duction because some of these companies have bunkers and bitter oid

women guarding the entrances, so our PCXL P.i. was turned back and

Mike was too afraid to make the approach. We do know about these

other titles however, and if we had to choose a loth hot game, it would

come from this list.

Team Fortress II

PUBLISHER ■;t Sierra
DEVELOPER -S- Vaive

We did a preview last month on
this bad boy and would love to
talk about it every month until it
comes out. if the dream becomes

a reality, you can throw out your
TV because you'll be playing TF2
everyday.

Dungeon Siege
PUBLISHER •••;:■ Microsoft
DEVELOPER •••;> Digital Anvil

Even after your done with Diablo
II, you'll want more of that hack-
and-slash action RPG, and Dun
geon Siege will be there to give it
to you in spades.

Half-Life S
PUBLISHER-S-Sierra
DEVELOPER -i- Valve

This one hasn't even been
announced yet, and is still years
away from release. Our guess is
that by the time this game comes
out PCXL will be dead and buried
due to some radical Senator type
and their diabolical plan to rid the
world of quality entertainment.
(Guess what? We were right.)

Neverwintsar Nighta
PUBLISHER -J- interplay
DEVELOPER -I:- Bioware

A fully 3D RPG that incorporates
the third edition of D&D rules, and
will be muitiplayer with dungeon
masters setting up games, it really
might be D&D as you've wanted it
for so many years, then again it
might be just like Baldur's Gate.
Only time and large amounts of
drug and alcohol induced editorial
opinions will tell.

Raturn to
Caatla Wolfanatain
PUBLISHER-it Activision
DEVELOPER Gray Matter interac
tive Studios with id Software

watching over the whole process
like a Nazi guard dog.

Return to Castle Woifenstein is a
Quake III total conversion that will
bring the players back into Nazi
Germany as an American secret
operative. Players put a halt to the
Nazi's plan to raise the dead and
create an army of Nazi soldiers, as
opposed to the living army of Nazi
soldiers. Killing Nazi's in the
Quake III engine? Man, it doesn't
get much better than this, unless
we were currently being blown.

Unreal II

PUBLISHER ->• GT Interactive

DEVELOPER -5- Legend

Cliffy B proved to the world that
Unreal is not a one time shot, and
Unreo///is going to be the third
installment of the Unreal series.

Expect ass-kicking galore. If any
one is going to knock Half-Life out,
it's going to be the Unreal team. Of
course. Unreal II is actually being
developed by Legend (makers of
Wheel Of Time, instead of the orig
inal developers Epic) and will be
released approximately two cen
turies before Ho/^-i/fe 2.

More games? Damn straight,
folks. We are living in a wondrous
age where there are so many good
games coming out, we couldn't put
all of them into one magazine.
Plus, we want you to buy the mag
azine in the future. But wait, since
we're cancelled, as our old friend
Limey says, "Screw you!" Find out
about the games yourself, you
lousy bastards! And what about
our PCXL P,i.? Where will she fit

into the situation? Oh, she'll fit in
quiet nicely, we assure you.

REEPIHIS
boor CLOSED
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HAIR-RAISING

12 ISSUES $12.GO!
SAVE COVER PRICE.
^YES! start my one-year subscription to PC Accelerator. I'll get 12
great Issues for the low charter rate of just $12.00. That's a savings of 80%
off the annual cover price.

Name

Address

City/Stale/Zip

Offer good in U.S. only. Savings based on annual cover cost of $59.88. For Canada US $26.00 (Includes GST).
Outside U.S. and Canada US $36.00. Prepaid In U.S. funds only. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue.

4FDZ

12 DO!

COVER PRICE.

42 YES! start my one-year subscription to PC Accelerator. I'll get 12
great Issues for the low charter rate of just $12.00. That's a savings of 80%
off the annual cover price.

Name

Address

off the cover price

Power Gamers

3-D Focus

Unique Reviews
In-Depth Strategies
Extensive Previews

p  City/State/Zip

?  Offer good in U.S. only. Savings based on annual cover cost of $59.88. For Canada US $26.00 (includes GST).
' Outside U.S. and Canada US $36.00. Prepaid in U.S. funds only. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first Issue.

4FDZ

12 isSUES $1
SAVE COVER PRICE.
42 YES! start my one-year subscription to PC Accelerator. I'll get 12
great Issues for the low charter rate of just $12.00. That's a savings of 80%
off the annual cover price.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Offer good in U.S. only. Savings based on annual cover cost of $59.88. For Canada US $26.00 (includes GST).
Outside U.S. and Canada US $36.00. Prepaid in U.S. funds only. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue.

4FDZ
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<TEAM ALLIGATOR>

The SgUAD-BASED ASSAULT HELICDPTER
ACTIDN-SIM FDR THE 2 1 ST CENTURY!

#.4, -r T»-VVi?' ^BRi

A
Command 16 choppers in

squad-based combat in war-torn
Eastern Europe.

Experience the ultimate combination of
combat action and ultra realistic

real-time simulation.

?aem«ase^iS^^ksi^

© 1998 Simis Ltd. Designed and Developed by Simis Limited. All rights reserved.
Published and Distributed by GT Interactive Software Corp. "Team Alligator" is a
trademark of GT Interactive Software (Europe) Limited. GT is a trademark and the
GT logo IS a registered trademark of GT Interactive
marks are the properties :bf their respective owners'

Climb into the cockpit of the deadliest
assault helicopter in history

- the Russian KA-52 Alligator.

Go to http;//pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 29
www.gtgames. com



MONEy SHCm

You don't need to be a rocket scientist to under

stand these pictures. They speak the interna
tional language of graphics. We've also taken
the time to write ridiculous captions in hopes
that we could cause mass confusion. Send feed

back on "Money Shots" to letters@pcxj.cgm

;#

.xlWP"' '

jm

pantjraider: .
from hero to
immaturity
PUBLISHER Simon & Schuster / i r
DEVELOPER Hypnotlx

t, t

dukos ot basard
BLisHER Southpeak Interactive

DEVELOPER Sinister

"Bo, sometimes when

i look at your tight

:  jeans and see your

1 pretty blonde hair i

feel kinda funny."

\

n
$



MONey SHOTS

Vampires. Bikinis. Lesbians. It just

doesn't get any bettoi than this.

Putt Daddy renegotiating his contract.

"How come I always have to

go first'"

■ . ^ ■" ■. . . s f r
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commandos II
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Ane

9  9 e've had enough. Had it up to here. We're fed up
•  • and just plain pissed off — enough to fling open
2 I 2 windows and shout "We're mad as hell and
• • we're not going to take it anymore!" We'd jump

out our office window to our doom, but PCXL's second floor

location would only result in a few scrapes and bruises and

could unwittingly air out that smokey bacon and corn chip

smell that we've grown to love so much.

Why are we upset? The current state of the game industry

is, to put it indelicately, in the toilet. Since demographers

first reported that PCs would be infiltrating every facet of

society, the "casual gamer" (i.e., everyone from gun-toting

rednecks to crust-cutting soccer moms) has been courted like

a drunken sailor in a Thai brothel, budgets boomed, quality

faded, and franchises get snapped up faster than you can say

"Police Academy 6." New games are marketed as being "like

Diablo meets StarCraft meets Wing Commander" and beta

patches sometimes get released before the actual game.

Geez, even LucasArts can't make a decent Star Wars title any

more. Has the world gone mad?

What follows Is an open letter to the industry. In our swan

song, the PCXL staff ass embled our last will and testament

and we expect you to follow it... or else. Some may live and

Head Games may die, but the world would undoubtedly be a

better place... IF WE RAN THE GAME INDUSTRY.



THINGS UE'D
STOP ... NOU!

TIRED CLICHES

Name this game; It's set In a post-

apocalyptic future where you, only

you, can save humanity from an

imminent threat by collecting key-

cards to get past security doors,

experience odd weather effects

like molten lava and slippery ice,

and climb crates to reach new

areas. Oh, that's right — it's every

game released since 1993!

C'mon guys, surely you don't

have to go all the way back to the

original NES Super Mario Brothers

to find game ideas. Some of the

biggest offenders are TV and

movie-based games. Here's a little

OUTLAWED CLICHES

SATAN

Id and Blizzard should
be the only comfsanies
allowed to use his

Image - oh, and satanic
cults as well

MALCOLM

Malcolm McDowell —

Yes, he's English and
sinister-so the hell is

somebody else

GN6RGY BALLS

Energy Balls — What;;;
the hell are they? : ^
Nobody knows, but
every game has them y t

voiceover narration by English chicks

Mana — you heard us, no more frickin
eitcasier energy crap"
mm.

hint — unless the characters

spend a good chunk of their time

running and pushing crates In the

movies, then they shouldn't In the
game, either. Likewise, they

shouldn't spend a lot of time find

ing health packs, flipping

switches, jumping higher than

humanly possible (especially if a

woman), or any number of other

cliches incorporated Into nearly

every game these days. Oh, and

here's a fact about dead people —

they don't melt away after being

shot like a snowball in heii. For

once, we'd like to see the results

of our handiwork stick around

until the end of the level. Dammit,

why do you think we bought a

GeForce and laSMB of RAM in the

first place?

SOUTH PARK GAMES •••> A perfect

example of "If you can't do some

thing right, then don't do It at all."

Making a license fit into an estab

lished genre isn't our first choice

hut if you do, make damn sure the

core game is good to begin with.

LONG INTROS —J- \A/e know you're
proud of your company. We know

the publisher, the developer, the
graphics and sound card compa

nies, the movie studio, and the

distributor each want to get an

opening credit on a game, hut for

the love of God, let us he able to

skip past them! The first time is

cool and gives us a movie-like oh-

i-can't-wait anticipation. The tenth

time it's just annoying. So cut it

out already.

WHAT IF MIKE RAN THE INDUSTRY?

"imagine this — you pay $49.95 for a game and get one life. One life
and it's game over. That's it, you can't play the game again. Let's talk
about consequences, changing the way you play, and adding some

excitement to the game. No

longer will players skip tutorials
or run blindly around corners.

And for those who actually finish

the game, a true feeling of

accomplishment. Of course, you

can always buy a new life for a

small fee of $9.95. Also, game

magazine editor-in-chiefs should

he revered, respected, and they

should get laid ... a lot. Oh, and

they should keep their jobs."

Mike Salmon

EdItor-ln-Chlef

PCXL.COM READERS TALK BACK

y FRANCHISES THAT
SHOULD BE DUMPED

Who doesn't remember X-ray specs?
Some games have labels that serve the
same purpose — we can see right
through the box and view the hidden
contents within. Star Trek, Star Wars:
Episode i, Dungeons and Dragons, and .
X-COM all jump to mind as franchises ,
that we see and automatically cringe, . >
Here are some others...

MIGHT AND MAGIC Here's a tip: . ■
^iWhen you make a sequel and it's not as '
sgood as the original, don't follow up
|wiih ihree more using the same engine."

TOMB RAIDER

i This is less of a fran-
chisethan.anexperK''
ffient in, marketing...
Hovy many times .can ;:,
youfe-sellthe' same'- ,
iiamn game?

'LANDS OF LORE ••••:• The first one was ;

jgood, but the miserable zD/sD/voxel v
iengmesand bugs galore make us want ,
|to put the two sequels out of our mis.r
|ery, and out of our memory.

^HUNTING GAMES Sure, it's sold mil
lions - but we bet it would sell exactly

I- as much if it was just an empty box.

DESCENT At first the idea of plung
ing into a deep and narrow hole for fun
was appealing, but after the second
sequel it's more like being sent to. "the
hole" in lockdown.

TEST DRIVE It's like a chicken with

its head cut off, except Its head got ,
chopped off a decade ago. Why doesn't
it fucking die?

EXTREME SPORTS-i- Unless you're
. bungle jumping with a laptop, sports . ..
.Tgames played.on the PC are, by .definl- ..
itjorJ,"not^extreme.i"''v. . .-

. . ■■ ■ ■ ■

"Story!!! What we need to

do is get back to the days

when games were ail text-

based, and only survived

on the story alone. You

put out a game like that

with graphics on par with

UT, then you've got my

pretty penny."

Captain Craig

"Having a satisfaction

guarantee. I've bought

several games that

weren't worth the CD they

were burned on, and I

couldn't return them. I

can't do much other than

complain to the makers,

and even then, i don't get

my money back! it's like

throwing your money

away! I have some pretty
coasters thol Standing

behind the games is good

way to increase the image

of the company in the

eyes of the paying pub

lic."

Vasken Balouzian

"Every PR person should

look something like Ste-

vie "Kitlcreek" Case.

Every local EB should

have both a free brothel

and free pizza. Every mag

azine should be as funny

as PCXL. Last but not least

we should have a Quake

tournament with Presi

dent Clinton, Marilyn

Manson, and the Hanson

brothers."

Lynnie

"Stop using me as a beta

tester. If I pay 40-t- dollars

to play a game, it should

be finished! I have seen a

recent trend of games

being released and they

are not even close to

being finished. Then i

have to send in the bug

reports just to help get

the patch released a little

faster. Origin, are you lis

tening?"

■ Grant Gaughf

"Make them more like

Tribes. Take some

Quakes, throw in flying,

more violence, and a lot of

hot women. That's all any

gamer could want."

[PCXLJFantius

"I would force companies

to actually play test their

games like Sid Meier and

Blizzard do. i would have

them release the game

when it was done rather

than when their stock-



Anarchy is coming.
First public alpha presentation of Funcom^s—

up-coming MMORPG, Anarchy Online.

At E3: South Hall, booth 868.

www.anarchy-onlinexom

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 171
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IF Ue RAN THE GAME INDUSTRy
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CD-ONLY MANUALS -J- Look, we
paid a lot of money for this game.
The very least you can do Is give
us a paper manual to read while
we're sitting on the pot. Make It
short and simple — we're not
looking for a novel, but at least
give us something that we can
hold In our hands. (Note to flight
sIm manufacturers; 500 pages Is
490 pages more than we ever
want to read about a game —
especially a flight sIm.) And while
you're at It, put your CD In a jewel
case. Paper sleeves are chintzy
and don't fit In our CD racks.

BETA PATCHES It's bad

enough that you couldn't even fin
ish the frickin' game before releas
ing It, but do us all a favor and fin
ish the patch! If the version num
ber looks like It would be at home

In an Algebra equation, then
you're doing something wrong.

RAPING OUR CHILDHOODS ■■■}•
Stop cheapening fond adolescent
memories of dark, trashy arcades
by updating old classics In "a rich
3D environment." They were great
In 1981. Now they just suck.

SLIPPAGE •••;> Games should meet
their expected dates of release. If
a deadline Is broken, execute one
programmer a week until the prod
uct ships. It may sound harsh, but
offing the entire Daikatana devel
opment team would surely relnvlg-
orate the Industry. (Note; Blizzard
Is exempt.)

WHAT IF lASON RAN THE INDUSTRY?
"Massive games like Diablo II shouldn't be allowed to be late or they
shouldn't let the public know when It will be released unless they are
damn certain. Games of that magnitude can cause vaporware effects
on the Industry by continually telling consumers that the product will

be out soon. It's bad for the PC

market as a whole If people are not
trying other games because next
month the big game Is going to
come out, when In fact It's not
coming out next month or the
month after. Take notice Sierra

and Valve... keep Half-Life 2 under
wraps and don't tell us when It's
coming out until It's really going to
come out."

Jason Samuel
Executive Editor

IF WE MADE KEYBOARDS

Screw the keyboard,
this is the only FPS
controller we need.

IF I RAN THE GAME INDUSTRY... DAVE PERRY

1 would make It a felony to make a sequel past number 2.

I would make It a felony to make a console that costs over $299.99

I would show team credits on game boxes, just like they do on movie
videos.

I would charge $9.99 for games.

I would make game developers celebrities that cause girls to scream
with excitement when they walk Into local supermarkets.

Dave Perry
Founder and President of Shiny Entertainment

ECKL.COM READERS TALK BACK

y FRANCHISES THAT
WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE

(Every time we see Blade Runner or rob ,■
;the local liquorstore. we think, "why;. ; ,
(isn't this a successful game franchise!"
■ With such a wealth of source material,
•some themes need to be made, pronto!

NGUROMANCGR

William Gibson's
cyberpunk world
gives everyone virtual
wood. We're talking
Cyborg implants,
high-tech weapons,

and near-omnipotent Corporations in a
. rainy Megalopolis. Is that so hard!

IMARVGL COMICS

the Punlshermeets.. ' :. :
the Quake III Arena , "-v
engine! Gi Joe Real
time StrategylS.crew V:
EverQuest, 1 wan.t: to:..-
join the Avengers, the :

X-men, ortheMarauders. . .

CAR WARS

The closest we got
was/-/d. Any game ; .
where you customize .
your car with a wide .
variety of deadly
weapons and travel . ^

across a post-apocalyptic U.S.A. is a
game we want to play

THC SOPRANOS

"The Sopranos"-As
longaswe don't see. , :
anything like Soprano .
My ("Fugeddabou-;
ditl"), thiswould.be:. ,, '.
the smart gamer's. ;

■alternative to Kingpin. The level where
Tony looks for Pussy in the Bada-Bing ■
Club would be worth $49.95

BAT BOY

The Weekly World
News provides some
of the best weekly
entertainment avail
able anywhere. Bat
Boy, the alien who

advises Clinton. Ed Anger. Elvis, life-
saving uses for garlic... now, that's a
world we'd like to see a game set in!

holders say they need
some cash. And I would

make everyone subscribe
to PC Accelerator!"

Mark Bishop

"I think the one thing that
would make games better
Is universal hardware. It's

a pipe dream that will
never happen, but if
developers knew that
everyone had the latest
processor and graphics
card, they could spend

much less time figuring
out how to port their
engine to DirectX and
focus on the fun factor of
their gameplay."

Jordan

"[Movie directors] don't
find the need to waste

people's time by flashing
commercials on the
movie's progress. I Imag
ine the following scenario
with John Landls possibly
updating his plan during

Animal House filming:
'Today I filmed Donald
Sutherland's man-ass. I

filmed the shit out of that

man-ass, taking at least
54 different angles of it. I
hope the technology
exists someday so that I
may slow-mo rotate
around that man-ass like

a motherf—ker. I predict
this technique will be
highly overused in the
future.'"

Diego Gallego

"The simple truth of the
matter is that I purchase
far fewer PC games when
the marketing depart
ments of gaming compa
nies start promoting prod
ucts too early. Marketing
needs to come to a

crescendo about two

months prior to release,
not two years."

Wubba Man

"If I could change only
one thing in gaming, t

would declare an end to

fire-on-release weapons.
It's unnatural and

counter-Intuitive, and
about as much fun as hav
ing your gas and brake
pedals switch roles every
now and then."

Avenging Angler

"Bring back the paddle
controllers from the Atari

2600 Cartridge Console! I
have tried all the fancy
wheels and none were
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Representation of super-ultrasensical
nerve engagement in the localized
metacarpal region (in tactograms).^

f This is gibberish, meant to illustrate the

incredible features of the Wing Man' Force

Feedback Mouse. Super-ultrasensical

isn't a word. Metacarpal is. It means hand.

And tactograms? Agaln. not a word.
But it sounds cool.

mww.logitech.com/ffmouse

Introducing the WingMan' Force Feedback Mouse. The first and only
mouse that lets you feel what you're playing while you're playing it.
Give your hand what it's been missing:
an unbelievably realistic gaming
experience like nothing you've ever felt /'

£) 2000 Logitech. Allrigmsiosstved. Lugiiirch. iho Logiiech logo, and all otliei Litgilcch marks are owned hvLogilucli und may ho regisiflrud.-AII olheriratiematks arc the property oftheir respective owners.

Goto http://pcxl.ign.com/gamlng411: Product Number 172
I rrnYieriier



IF ue RAN THe GAME INDUSTRy

THINGS IJE'D
CHANGE

E

£-
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SEPARATE RACKS FOR MASS

MARKET GAMES —•> Segregation

of the races Is horrible and wrong.

Segregation between hardcore

gamers and stupid people is a

dream come true. And if you think

about it, it's a public service.

Someone asking for a copy of

fragger might run into a little,

shall we say, "accident" near the

Soldier Of Fortune section.

CUTSCENES ••••:• Cinematics have

their place, but if you're spending

more money on actors than you

are on programmers, then your

priorities are skewed. Case in

point, Tiberian Sun. Was James

Earl Jones really worth the tradeoff

of sluggish gamepiay? There's

plenty of cheap ciassicaiiy-trained

nobodies in Hollywood who'd love

to play a spunky, mutant sidekick

— hire one of them (Note; You can

find these actors waiting tables at

ail L.A.-area Denny's restaurants).

MORATORIUM ON NEW HARD

WARE ••••:• Say what you will about

the X-Box, but at least it'll give

programmers a chance to finally

get the most they can out of PC

components. From now on, new

generations of 3D cards and CPUs

will be released only once a year.

Let's make it so that all that T&L,

texture-compressed, and motion-

blurred goodness actually gets

used sometime in the product's

lifetime before a whole new line of

confusing acronyms pop up.

RELYING ON LICENSES A T.V.

show, movie, or celebrity is like

fine porn — it should compliment

the date, not BE the date. The Star

Trek folks are finally starting to fig

ure this out. But Star Wars? Well ...

ahem ... *cough*... better luck

with Obi-Wan, we guess.

HITTING PEDESTRIANS IN DRIV

ING GAMES —5- "Waah, don't run

over people on the sidewalk —

you're a good guyl" if God hadn't

intended us to bash our bumpers

into Starbuck-suckers, they would

n't be standing there. Stop making

them jump out of the way at the

last minute and give us gamers

what we want.

COOL PC'S -J- it's about time we

had a color choice other than

creamy beige, if our PC's looked

cool, then maybe gamers would

look cool using them. And let's tai

lor to users' individual needs —

beer holders, tissue dispensers,

squeezably soft fake breasts, and

a soft eject mirror for a quick

bump ...all of these things could

be built onto a PC.

IF I RAN THE GAME INDUSTRY.

WHAT IF CHUCK RAN THE INDUSTRY?

"I'd outlaw long, drawn-out cine

matic cutscenes of shuttles flying

around motherships. I'd make a

good game ... for the PC ...based

on DC comics. Capcom would give

Street Fighter a rest. More games

would include pants. And, PR reps
would recognize me, know my

name, and stop asking me what i

do, uh, did at PCXL."

Chuck Osborn

Unloved Associate Editor

IF WE MADE A COOL MOUSE

A mouse made speclficaUy for
a guy's big meaty paw. Can
also be used to cold-

cock someone In

a street fight

"I'd be interested in three areas right now; Playstationz — developing games that are more mature and

unique than the console games that have been done for so long, internet entertainment — from multipiayer

worlds to Hollywood-style cyber fiction. Finally, virtual reality — which is what i think will be the 'next big

thing' after realtime 3D."

JANE JENSEN

Creator/writer of the Gabriel Knight series

PCXL.COM RCADFRS TALK BACK
better than this simple

idea from the 70's which

fits in the palm of your

hand."

W.Jones

"More sniping, it should

only take one pop in the

head to kill off your

enemy when he doesn't

even expect it. Of course

the best part being that

he doesn't even have a

chance to fire back..."

Casey Thomas

"Make games that get me

laid more!"

Wick

"There's only one thing

wrong with gaming. It

needs to involve me more.

Plain and simple—you

want to take gaming to

the next level, you put me

in the middle of it. No,

really. I'm serious.

Really."

David Kirby

"i want to kick 3dfx in the

ass. Only sneaky bastards

release a trumped-up ver

sion of an old product

when they have the ability

to sell one with better fea

tures and functionality for

the same price."

MacTruck

"More realistic, more per

sonal, more physical

games that get me

involved bodily."

Flaps

"Take control of the

industry away from the

bean-counters, lawyers

and investors, and put it

BACK where it belongs:

GAME PLAYERS, DEVEL

OPERS and DESIGNERS! if

a game has bugs, don't let

it leave the developer's

hands. If a game doesn't

offer anything in the way

of gamepiay, don't even

let it out of the design

phase. Don't release a

game until it is READY,

NOT when some prover

bial Ebeneezer Scrooge

wants a quick buck."

David Wyatt

"CUT THE PRICE, CUT THE

CRAP, AND CUT THE

CLOTHES."

Buggy

"... actually have game

developers make some

thing that they would
want to play themselves."

Matt Henson



IF Ue RAN THE GAME INDUSTRy

(CLIP AND SAUED

PCXL'S NEU
11 COMMANDMeNTS
THOU SHALT SCREW GERMANY

...J. Deutchland doesn't want

bloody games. The question Is:

Why are game developers pander
ing to the sissified whinlngs of a

country responsible for most of

the bloodshed in the 20th cen

tury? Damn Krouts should be
thankful we send 'em games at all.

THOU SHALT DESTROY THE ENVI

RONMENT Anything and every

thing in a game environment

should be blow-uppable. Wooden

doors get shredded by shotgun

blasts and rocks are disintegrated

by nukes, if you haven't done
these things, then you're a colos

sal failure and we're sleeping with

your wife.

THOU SHALT TELL THE TRUTH -4

if the current "minimum require

ments" standard on game boxes

were used by the FDA, schoolchil
dren across the nation would die

from malnutrition. "Minimum"

should mean what you must have

to make the game play reason

ably, not stammering like Porky
Pig reading the Karma Sutra.

THOU SHALT PROGRAM THY

NPCS WELL it's the Ai, stupid.

Enemies should hear you, remem

ber where you are, retreat if they

get hurt, and have a sense of pur
pose. Fighting wave after wave of
dumb, iine-of-sight activated

drones rushing you isn't fun.

Frankly, if we've just blown away

26 levels of bad guys, we'd think a

thug on level 27 might be just a tit

tle intimidated.

THOU SHALT NOT BE A SLIMY,

MONEY-GRUBBING BITCH if

you're going to use a quote to pro

mote your game, use the whole
quote, if you've got the audacity

to compare your game to Diablo or
Half-Life, then don't get upset

when we do the same, but nega

tively. And, finally, don't publicize
a game until six months before its
release date... it's REAL release

date you moronsi

THOU SHALT ENTER THE 21^^
CENTURY-Hust when we

thought disk-swapping was a

thing of the past, along comes

multi-CD games like Baldur's Gate.

We have DVD technology, so let's

use it! Gamers: if you don't have a

DVD ROM drive, get one.

THOU SHALT AUTO-UPDATE •••;<•

By law, every new game will down
load and install new patches by

itself. That flashy, graphic-inten

sive Java applet you've got as an

Intro to your web page? We don't
care! Just get it done without mak

ing us remember which drive we
Just installed your game on.

THOU SHALT KEEP CONTROLS

SIMPLE -J- You shouldn't have to

use more keys than you have fin

gers. (For most of us, that would

be ten.) Any more than that is a

steep learning curve and a waste
of our time. Also, make W-A-S-D

THE TRUTH IN SEQUELING ACT

:Sihce the, entire industry seems hell-bent dn making se,qMets> Ws , ;:4
,decided there needsfc Ije a governing body, and in true democratic
fashion we have elected ourselves to be that body. Any game that does

not follow these simple guidelines will be classified as an add-on pack,
and sold for $9.

JMust continue same story (but can't BE the same story) s ft;

Must use a new engine,or substantially improved version of original, ^

■Subtitles shall be kept to a maximum of three words
Sequels can go no-higher than #3 ■ '
Prequets are foreverbanned (this is the Episode 1: Phantom Menace
.Amendment) ■ i lK;: : SS
Sports games are exempt from rules 1-5

WHAT IF MATT RAN THE INDUSTRY?
"The next buck-toothed pencil neck
that puts my ass in a maze is going
to get his face punched into the back
of his head. The last time mazes

were fun was when I was five and got
lost at the supermarket, if you are
too damn stupid to make the game
fun. Just make the game shorter —
don't put in a freaking maze!"

Matt Holmes

Bald, lipstick-wearing Ass. Editor

the default configuration, if we
wanted to use the arrow keys,
we'd be southpaw freaks.

THOU SHALT NOT CALL A GAME A
SEQUEL UNLESS IT REALLY IS -)•
A new move, unit, or snowmobile
does not a game sequel make.
And if you're still using the same
engine from the original, it's an
add-on pack.

THOU SHALT LISTEN -J' ignore
fans at your peril, if the game was
released buggy, then fix it. Don't
assume that high sales equals sat

isfaction. Gamers DO remember.
(Just ask poor Ultima fans.)

And finally...

THOU SHALT NOT CANCEL CRAZY.
IRREVERENT PC GAME MAGS

Unlike the south, PCXL will rise
again. As long as fans demand
game Journalism that's not the
same ol' drab press release-style
previews, dry reviews, and hum
drum analysis of the graphical dif
ference between voxels and

gigapixels, we won't have died in
vain. Support creativity!

IF WE MADEPCSj
We gfve you the Guy's
PCI Muscle-car design

with a handy beer
fildge and bottle

holder

&)

X
0)
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THE PCXL/GAME MAKER

AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the undersigned ("Game Maker") and PC Accelerator ("Kick-Ass Magazine") to ensure the
manufacture of high quality video game entertainment to the satisfaction of PC Accelerator on behalf of the game-playing com
munity (or at least the smart ones who actually read PCXL).

Ii (print last name, first name, Mi), do hereby vow to uphold the following rules, in spirit and
deed, of this Agreement or understand that i will be ridiculed, harrassed, harangued, vilified, and generally made fun of in the
pages of PC Accelerator magazine, without complaint from myself or my agents ("Media Whores") in acknowledgement that
failure to meet the terms of this Agreement means that i am a very, very, very, very bad person and need to be spanked.

1. The Tenets Of Ass. Ass ("Ass"), for the purposes of this Agreement, includes, but is not limited to, the act of being Ass, to
Ass-ify, to Ass-en, to Ass-itate, or actively engage or participate in any behavior which enh-asses or results in Ass by-products.

a. From this day forward, the undersigned agrees to only participate in the manufacture of excellent games, to the satisfaction
of PC Accelerator, without the benefit of Ass or Ass under any other name (Crap, Shit, Doody, etc).

b. The undersigned agrees to actively dissuade others from engaging in Acts of Ass, and will accept no Ass from subordinates.

c. if the undersigned discovers that any project with his/her involvement contains a level of Ass equal to or higher than the
level of non-Ass, the undersigned agrees to decrease the Ass to an acceptable level, if possible, or leave the project, if possible.

d. If a game that is absolutely, undeniably, and quantifiabiy Ass should be made, through no fault of the undersigned, by the
undersigned and/or the undersigned's associates, the Ass game shall be sold only in the State of Arkansas and/or the country
of France, where works of Ass are not only appreciated, but encouraged (see Jerry Lewis).

^  e. Ail new projects, including, but not limited to sequels, add-on packs, licensed games based upon a film, TV, character, or per-
o  son (living or dead) or wholly original ideas, shall be monitored for Inherent Assitude. If the undersigned or PC Acce/erafor finds

the inherent Assitude to be high, it is the undersigned's duty to end the project immediately or die trying.

The undersigned must never, ever, ever do any of the following;

Release a game before its time
Release a game WAY after its time
Release a game with the word "Extreme" in the title
Release a game that purposely aims to dupe ignorant "mass market" consumers of their hard-earned cash
Release screenshots to any magazine or website BEFORE releasing them to PC Accelerator
Use b-iist Hollywood talent (and we use that word lightly) in any game
This list includes (but is not limited too) the following: Corey Maim, Corey Feidman, Freddie Prinze jr., Christopher Walken,

M  Darva the Millionaire Divorcee, Kathy Griffin, Christopher Reeve (not even in a wheelchair simulator), Dennis Hopper, Leonardo
Di-Crap-prio, and any actor with the last name Baldwin (we're just not sure which one's are actually brothers — but all of them
are iilegai)
Step on Superman's cape
Spit into the wind
Take the mask off the old lone ranger
Mess around with Jim

The party signed below agrees to execute this Agreement as of the day and year set forth below.

Game Maker: Company:

Date:

[signature] [print]

Congratuiationsi You are now an official PCXL Ass Avenger. Please clip and send this contract to:
"i Am An Ass Avenger"; c/o PCXL; 150 North Hill Drive; Brisbane, CA 94005
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TACHVON
Framed by. a corrupt meea-cqrppration and banished to the fringe of

\':i|; COLONIZED SPACE, YOU'VE GOT TO REBUILD YOUR SHIP AND YOUR LIFE BY THE
i ONLY MEANS YOU KNOW -HOW - iAS 4 GUA/FOR H/RE.

L I •i> I . CHOOSE WHERE YOU WANT TO GO AND WHAT MISSIONS .YOU WILL FLY
I  I . FIGHT IN FURIOUS SPACE COMBAT BATTLES AROUND MASSIVE SHIPS. AND STATIONS

.  ■

f  • CUSTOniZE OVER 10 DISTINCT SHIPS WITH DOZENS OF UNigUE WEAPONS & SYSTEMS

MOVALOGIC.

• EXPLORE A VAST AND RICHLY INHABITED UNIVERSE

FREE* MASSIVE MULTIPLAYER VIA NovaWorld WITH

OVER 1 20 PILOTS SIMULTANEOUSLY - FEATURING

BASE-TO-BASE COMBAT WITH ADVANCED TEAM TACTICS

1  CINEMATIC ENGINE WITH THE VOICE OF
Bruce Campbell:

[EVIL DEAD, XENA) AS YOUR CHARACTER JAKE LOGAN

snppoiteitliuiiiotieaalniil:

UAL SCREENSHOTS pirect 30; SOrL
a Force FeedbacK

fisr STORES SRRMNa zooo WR
Download the Demo Today at www.novalogiCtCom sigis'iij

w.
mm j'k

TACHVQfsi

"" ' '

HOVIlLOBiC

©2000 NovaLogic, Inc. NovaLogic and the NovaLogic Logo are registered trademarks and Taohyon, The Fringe, Jake Logan. NovaWorld and the NovaWorld li^o are trademarks of NovaLOgici .ljw...
of their respective owners. * With purchase of product. Intemet seivlce required. Player responsible for all applicable internet fees. NovaLogic reserves the right to change the terms of service at a

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gamlng411: Product Number



GREY
AWD Athlon 700MHz Processor W/3DN0W!

HIgh-Performance Heatsink/Cooting Fan
KX133 Chipset Motherboard w/SPCI Slots
i28MB SDRAM {PC-100}
Floppy Drive 1.44MB
IBM Deskstar 22GXP 20.5GB 7200RPM HD

3dfx Voodoo4 4500 W/32MB Video Card

SoundBlaster LIVEI Sound Card

Cambridge FPS1D00 Digital
Subwoofer/Speaker System
56X CD-ROM Player
ATX Mid-Tower Case w/300 Watt PS

104-Enhanced Keyboard PS/2
Microsoft Intellimoiise PS/2

US Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Fax/Modem

Microsoft Windows '98 SE OS

Free installation & configuration of
favorite games & optimal drivers

GAIVI I IMG MACHi faES

"With its newest Areas1 system,
Aiienware once again proves that
it buiids the game machines that
dreams are made of" - PC GAMER

"The fastest PC we've

ever seen, bar none!"

- MAXIMUM PC

"FAST, PACKED, & STACKED
- BOOT MAGAZINE

"Performance was simpiy
stunning!" - computer gaming world

PRICE: Sl,59S.OO
Financing starting at; $38.00/Mo.,60 Mos

AREA Sn
Intel Pentium III 866 Processor SSE

High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling Fan
Intel 820 Chipset Motherboard w/SPCl Slots
128MB RDRAM (PC800I
Floppy Drive 1.44MB
IBM Deskstar 22GXP 20.5GB 7200RPM HD

Nvidia GeForce2 GTS 32MB DDR Video Card

SoundBlaster LIVE! Sound Card

Altec Lansing ACS54 Gaming
5-Piece Subwoofer/Speaker System
Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player
HP 9300i CDR-W 8x/4x/32x CD Writer

ATX Mid-Tower Case w/300 Watt PS

104-Enhanced Keyboard PS/2
Microsoft Intellimouse Explorer
US Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Fax/Modem

Microsoft Sidewinder Precision Pro

Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad
Microsoft Windows "98 SE OS

Free instailation & configurabon of
favorite games & optimal driyers

PRICE: S3,4S9.00
Finanoingistertirtg ,1 t::$84(00;iVla;,66 Mos

AREA 51 AURORA
AMD Athlon 1000MHz Processor w/3DN0W!

HIgh-Performance Heatslnk/Coollrig Fan ^
KX133 Chipset Motherboard W/5PCI Slots
256MB SDRAM (PC.133)
Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB
Maxtor DiamondMax PLUS 40GB 7200RPM HD

Nvidia GeForce2 GTS 32MB DOR Video Card

SoundBlaster LIVE! Sound Card

Klipsch 4.1 ProMedia v.2-400 THX
400-Watt Subwoofer/Speaker System
Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player
HP 93001 CDR-W 8x/4x/32x CD Writer

Black ATX Mid-Tower Case w/300 Watt PS

Black 107-Enhanced Keyboard PS/2
Microsoft Intellimouse Explorer
US Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Fax/Modem

Microsoft Sidewinder Precision Pro

Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad
Microsoft Windows '98 SE OS

Free installation & configuration of
favorite games & optimal drivers

PRICE: S3,S99.aa
Financing starting at: S86.00/(VIo.,60 Mos

MOIMITORS
17" ViewSonic G773 .26dp add:
19" ViewSonic E790B .26dp add:
19" ViewSonic GS790 .26dp add:
19" ViewSonic PS790 .26dp add:
21" ViewSonic P810 .26dp add:
21" ViewSonic P815 .26dp add:

\

)aWW I'MtiT.wU a AifcWKe
n c.tfpcgininvorphalbgmp.-jj.'

Beige cases also available.

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 158

All majw credit cards accepted
ISASSSoutd^west ISSthSt.Miomis RoridaSSIB

■m toll free: ^CBOa]4B4-33BS
wvyw.alienware.com
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ONE MORE FOR THE ROAD

As The Disc

ardware news doesn't

normally sound like a

soap opera, but we

couldn't make this shit

up if we tried. Here's the latest

from this year's Game Developer's

Conference and beyond.

Butterflies come alive on the X-

Box. PCXL will be dead, though.

RELEASE DATE; Fall 2001 (probably
September)

CPU: Intel Pentium III w/ streaming
SIMP extensions

OPERATING SYSTEM: Windows 2000

kernel

GRAPHICS PROCESSOR: 30oMhz NVIDIA
chip

STORAGE: aX DVD, 8Gb Hard Drive,
8Mb Memory card

TOTAL MEMORY: 6AMb
MEMORY BANDWITH: 6.4Gb/sec
POLYGON PERFORMANCE: 300 M/seC
PIXEL FILL RATE: 4.8 G/Sec (anti-

allased)
COMPRESSED TEXTURES: Yes

FULL SCENE ANTI-ALIAS: YeS

DVD MOVIE PLAYBACK: YeS

3D AUDIO: Yes
MODEM: Optional (but broadband-

enabled)
MAXIMUM RESOLUTION: 192OXIO8O
HDTV SUPPORT: Yes

A "snapshot" of a perfectly working
PC The first console with a hard drive

... finally!

Yet another step towards Microsoft's
world domination

Burns Wild, woolly, and plain weird tech news

BIllAPALDDZA
From the mob of scruffy t-shirted

nerdlings waiting outside the audi

torium, you'd have thought RATT

was headlining the Game Develop

ers Conference this year, but, as

expected. Bill Gates delivered his

keynote speech/infomercial

announcing Microsoft's contribu

tion to the console wars, the X-Box.

What people didn't expect to hear

was who would be putting the "X"

in the X-Box.

While people-in-the-know had

long suspected that AMD and

GigaPixel would be contributing

the CPU and 3D technologies

respectively, Intel and NVIDIA

made the cut at the last minute.

(And we do mean last minute ...

GigaPixel, after devoting the last

six months to the project, found

out they were dumped four days

before the official announce

ment. AMD was reportedly told

the night before.) The X-Box, said

to be "competitively priced"

(probably $299 or even free, if
they offer a rebate a la Sega's

new Dreamcast deal) looked

mighty impressive, and with an

estimated 1,000,000,000,000

operations per second under its

belt it certainly oughta be.

Still, we can't help but feel that

the recent monopoly ruling

against Microsoft and resulting

stock plummet Is a total karma

meltdown. But, with a full 18

months before the X-Box's

release, a lot can happen, includ

ing, as one anonymous source

close to the action speculated,

another change In technology

partners If better technology pre
sents itself. The next year and a

half should be very Interesting

indeed.

DIRECTX COMES OF AGE
The not-quite-as-big GDC news

from Microsoft centered on its

upcoming DirectX 8, set to ship
late this summer. DX8 will offer

major audio and networking

advancements, featuring a new,

improved DirectMusic API that'll
allow developers the opportunity

to make music a more integral

part of games. A beefier Direct-

Play also promises to incorporate

realtime voice technology for in-

Yet another spectacular demon-

stration of the X-Box's power.

game chats, as well as offer a new

scalable architecture to better

work with massively multiplayer

Internet games. We expect to see

a competing API, InDirectViola-

tion, from evil adversary RenoSoft

any day now. '9

POWER LIST

Here's this month's ultimate (and last) buy
- or die list. Ifyou don't have it, get It. Got it?
: Good.

GET:

X-Box - So real she could file sex harrassment charges against us.

• AMD Athlon looo (if you can find or afford
one)
• GeForce 256 DDR 3D card (now with anti

aliasing!)
• Microsoft intellimouse Explorer (no other
mouse shall be in my house)

• SoundBlaster Live! Platinum (Aureal's
future looks a bit shaky)
• Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad (there can
be only one)
• Onstream 30GB digital drive (no sirree, Mr.
'FBI agent, there's no smut on my hard
drive)

• interactive Beating's Battle Chair (see our
review this issue)

• Microsoft internet Keyboard Pro (the "pro"
means it's extra special)

• Animal instincts 2: The Seductress on DVD

(mmm, smell that? It's B-movie freshness)
• PCXL's free coaster... err... demo disc

AVOID:

. •. Non-ironclad contracts with Microsoft

: • Creating a funny, irreverent PC mag
:  for guys who love games unless you're
i  a glutton for punishment
• Punching Tony Soprano's sister In the
;  mouth

- • Hormel's new Battle Spam
i • Coming between us and a bartender at E3 li
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GIGAPIXEl-ATED
So did the story of GigaPlxel's
kick to the curb bring a tear to
your eye? Well, don't cry for
GigaPixel ... yet. While "the little
graphics company that didn't"
has been showing off its GigasD
core technology for quite some
time, it has yet to show up in any
boards. That might change, how
ever, with the announcement that
3dfx has snatched GigaPixei's ass
up in a bear trap by acquiring the
company a scant few weeks after
the X-Box announcement, mainly
to make use of GigaPixei's low
memory bandwidth approach to
rendering full-screen anti-aiiased
graphics, in hindsight, GigaPixel
President and CEO George Haber
thinks Microsoft wouldn't have

chosen NViDIA for the X-Box if

the merger had occurred sooner.
There's a made-for-TV movie in

this somewhere ... that is if geeks
watched anything on TV besides
"Buffy The Vampire Slayer" and
"Star Trek" — which they don't.

3DFX GOT GAME
Speaking of 3dfx, they finally had
functional Voodoos boards at
GDC, displaying for the entire
world their anti-aiiased splendor, if
you haven't seen anti-aliasing in

Before anti-aliasing and after.
Wow, what a difference!

action yet, it's a beautiful thing, it
cleans up the jaggies and stair
stepping in 3D graphics, leaving
only creamy smooth objects. Con
sidering 3dfx's huge revenue
losses recently (not to mention
buying GigaPixel for around $186
million), they must also be hoping
the Voodoos cleans up in sales
when it's released this May. We'd
give you the lowdown next issue,
but we won't be here next issue.

NVIDIA FOREVER
Speaking of anti-aliasing, NViDiA's
newest "leaked" Detonator beta

reference drivers (version s.14 at
the time of this writing) for TNT and
GeForce 2s6 boards offer full
screen anti-aliasing, it's good to
see a company adding features to
an existing product, instead of
advertising features that are only
implemented months after release
(T&Lsupport in S3/Diamond's
Viper ii, for example.) With the X-
Box announcement, NViDIA has
become the 700-pound gorilla of
the graphics industry. The quick
glimpse we got of their next gener
ation chip does nothing to change
that opinion, either.

S3 STRIKES... AND THEY'RE
OUT
Speaking of S3 (deja vu), they
recently announced that they've
sold off their graphics business to
VIA, deciding to shift focus to their
RiO and HomeFree brands and

undetermined "internet appli
ances". S3 didn't say it's leaving
the graphics board business alto
gether, but you probably shouldn't
expect a Viper ill anytime soon.

MATROX MATTERS
Not much new here, but Matrox
has announced their new G450
graphics board for business users
(based on their G400 chipset but
with DDR memory and fiat panel
support). The big news is that they
are busily working on a new
gamer's 3D card set for release late
this year.

AUREAL SHAME
Makers of the Vortex2 soundcard

and A3D technology, Aureai
shocked everyone by announcing
the abrupt resignations of ALL its
executive officers and senior staff

members, but not saying why. Of
course, it could have something to
do with Aureal's $26.9 million in
losses for 1999 or the costly, but

eventually successful, patent litiga
tion with Creative. Aureai's board

of directors states that it "is seek
ing replacement or turnaround
management and is considering ail
necessary actions to either sell the
company or its assets or wind
down the company," and recently
filed Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Could
these resignations be a hint that
Aureal's days are numbered?

CREATIVE'S HIGTOOl
... and who would happier to see
them go than their chief competi
tor, Creative? To end this news
round-up on a happy note, we'll
tell you that Creative showed us
their new EAGLE 3D audio model
ing tool for developers, which
should make pro
gramming
complicated
sound effects much

easier in future

EAX-supported
games. Unfortu
nately, our raging
hangover kept us
from fully appreciat
ing the ear-shatter
ing demo, but let's
just say that it was
very... loud.

d

ATI'S NEW CHIP
Hey, ATI, you've just acquired ArtX,
the company providing graphics
technology for Nintendo's Project
Dolphin, for $400 million. So, what
do you do now? Create the
RADEON 256 chipset, of course,
incorporating ATI's new buzzword-
alicious Charisma Engine and Pixel
Tapestry Architecture, it'll bring
you Transform, Clipping and Light
ing (TCL) hardware support, three-
way muititexturing. Advanced Ver
tex Skinning (to make characters
bend and move naturally).
Keyframe Interpolation (character
morphing), and even — tah-daahi
— full screen anti-aliasing. Look for
the as-yet-unnamed boards some
time this summer.

ATI's new RADEON 256 - A board that
PCXL will never get to review, (sniff!)

NO-STRO- LIMty PReOICTS

LIMEY THE WISECRACKIN' LIMA BEAN SAYS; "HEY SLACKERS, SHUTYER YAP

AND LISSEN UPl WANNA KNOW WHO'S GONNA BE WHISTLIN'YOUR SKINFLUTE

NEXT YEAR? CAN'T TELL YA,YUTZ, BUT GEEK NEWS, I'MALLOVER. HERE'S

WHAT'S GONNA HAPPEN BY THE ENDOFTHEYEAR..."

• Matrox buys S3's graphic business. 3dfx buys Matrox. ATI buys
3dfx. NVIDIA buys ATI. Microsoft buys NVIDIA. Microsoft creates
a 3D card monopoly and screws you, suckeri

• Aureai hires Louis Pearlman, ex-business manager for Backstreet
Boys and 'N Sync, to replace the executive staff with a group of
good-looking, mildly-skilled flesh mannequins. The Vortex3 will
become the best-selling sound card of all time, but only because
teenage girls want to suck face with Aureai's new CEO.

• X-Box Piusi software that

adds "enhanced features"

to the coming console will
go on sale a full year
before the X-Box hits shelves.

Since the Japanese won't be getting their mitts on a console
early for once, early adapters who would normally buy imported
consoles will snatch it up with gleeful abandon.

•ATI announces their new PixieTapster Architecture, which will ren
der ail 3D graphics with tiny magical bartenders who'll serve free
drinks to anybody using it. Unfortunately, once NViDIA buys ATI,
the technology is lost forever. Until next time, screw ail of you!
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Interactive Seating Battle Chair

PRICE •••> $249 (chair only)

$439 (fully decked out)
WEBSITE —J- www.battlechair.com

BUNDLE •• Nonenn the world of gaming
chairs, Interactive Seating

(formerly known as Hun-

saker) is in a class almost by

itself. With its chief rival in booty-

shaking audio chairs being imeron

(of the lackluster intensor series),

interactive Beating's Battle Chair is

the top-of-the-ilne luxury item for

hardcore gamers. And, make no

mistake, this Is a luxury — to get a

fully loaded chair with Digital Sig

nal Processor, arm rests, padded

seat cover, and Action Tray (so

wimps won't drop their joysticks

on the floor), expect to pay $439,

not including shipping. (The chair
by itself is $249 — it's just the
chair and speakers, no amplifier or

fancy cushion included.) Still, con
sidering that 3dfx plans on releas

ing one of their upcoming Voodoos

boards for $600 bucks, spending

half a grand on a peripheral that

doubles as office fur

niture doesn't sound

too unreasonable.

The Battle Chair

is a bulky behe

moth with dual

shoulder-height

5.25" speakers

and an 8" woofer

at the base of your

back, in this case,

feeling sound is

almost as impor

tant as hearing it. if

you turn up the

bass, each firing of

a rocket in Quake

ill sends vibrating

tingles of nirvana

to your posterior,

simultaneously giv

ing you tiny quickie

massages. Audio quai

ity, especially when

listening to music,

won't match a stan

dard surround sound

setup, but that isn't

1^

Maxi Sound Fortissimo

PRICE $49-95

WEBSITE www.guntemot.com

BUNDLE •••>• Acid DJ music software, assorted

MIDl/audio applications

w
hen faced with

the decision of

laying out wads

of cash for a hot, new 3D graph

ics card or a hot, new 3D sound

card, most gamers would rather

have nice graphics. Great sound

is a luxury for the budget con

scious gamer, even with the

incredible advancements in 3D

audio over the past couple of

years from Creative and Aureal.
Enter Guillemot and their new

Maxi Sound Fortissimo — big on

quality and low on price. You
don't have an excuse now, do ya

cheapskate?

Powered by the Yamaha YMF744

chip and Sensaura 3D Positional
Audio, the Fortissimo supports

both EAX 1.0 (like Creative's

Soundblaster Live!) and A3D 1.0

(like AureaTs Vortex series), as

well as DirectSound3D. The

good news is that it recog

nizes all the major sound

APIs, but the bad news is

that a lot of new games only

recognize newer versions of

EAX and A3D. (EAX 2.0 sup

port was just added in a
recent driver update, how

ever.) However, even if you

default back to Direct-

Sound3D, Sensaura's sur

round sound solution (using

"transaurai crosstalk cancellation

algorithms" — Damn, we knew we

should've stayed awake during

calculus!) does a credible job of

bringin' in da noize/bringin' in da

funk. The PCi-oniy board supports

both two-speaker and four-

speaker setups, and also has a
digital optical connection and, of

course, a standard game port.

The only quibbles we had with

the Fortissimo involved installa

tion. The instruction manual is

pretty damn skimpy, and the pic
tures used to demonstrate how to

really the point of having one of
these babies. This isn't just a PC

peripheral — you can use it with

any console system, TV, DVD

player, or stereo. (Experiencing gun

battles from The Matrix with the

Battle Chair gives a new meaning
to the word "immersive.")

Just make sure you buy

your

girlfriend/room

mate a pair of

earplugs, cause

this sucker is best

utilized loud,

it's not without

its problems,

though. To thor

oughly test the

Battle Chair, we

used it everyday

for a solid month,

(if you buy one, pop

for the padded cover

- you and

your ass will

be glad you

did.) While the

chair is designed to accommodate

anyone 250 lbs or under (which we

are — barely in some cases), an

armrest knob broke off less than a

week into our testing. And since a

big thick wire plugs into the base

of the chair, it was way too easy to
wrap the wire around the legs, run

over it, and create gaping holes in

the insulation. The Battle Chair's

not that comfortable over long

periods of time, but at least it isn't

a ball-breaker like the intensor LX

350. So pamper yourself, but

remember — too much of a good

thing can make your butt sore. '9

•f PLUSES

-t The best audio immersion chair

on the market

-I- Free back massages

- Expensive for a peripheral
- Questionable durability

1^ SOUM

ForT

install the board are tiny and

seem to have been shot from a

distance. Since the CD in slot isn't

clearly marked like it is on other
boards, and the accompanying

pictures don't give any clues,
hardware neophytes might play a

little "pin the CD connector on the
3D card" before they finally get it

right. Nobody would ever want to

trade in their Vortex 2 or Live!

Card for a Fortissimo, but it's an

excellent choice for cash-

strapped gamers looking to
upgrade their likely crappy fac
tory sound board.

+ PLUSES

+ Only $49.99! (Probably less on
"the street")

-t Supports ail major 3D sound APIs

MIMUSES

- Supports only older versions of
EAX and A3D
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SummGr Luvin
If the small bit of sun- _ iS
light finding Its way |
through your blinds ^
seems more persistent, '

it's because summer's

herel You remember ti"'^ *
summer — the time of ImfijS
year when girls walk the jw ™ m \\j • ' a
streets half-dressed, S W
children run amok in the M A . • V V
grocery store aisles, and fl| j y
zany frat guys go on

wacky adventures to get 5 wgyp^i^efluyif, 'had n,g a blast "
their nerdy friends laid. 2; S'.^l
In the rush to squeeze every last drop out of this summer, let's all try not
to forget the true meaning of summer: Beer, broads, and games. This
month's reviews should give you the final word on games to fill your
days, before you go out to win the heart of the captain of the cheerlead-
ing squad or teach that nosy principal a lesson at night.

/in,' had me a t

If these games were all we had to play dur

ing the summer, you can bet we'd all have

great tans and even bigger beer bellies. So

put some sunscreen on that winter-white

skin, and take these games to the park or

beach (or Wal-Mart parking lot for you

small-town folk) with you — they make

great frisbees.

MIGHT AND MAGIC VIII; DAY OF

THe DGSTR0Y6R

Publisher -HDO

Developer New World Computing

Rating 4

How good Is it In jive talk? All dat
and a bag of chips... wifout da dip

STAR WARS: F0RC6 COMMANDGR

Publisher •••'}■ Lucas Arts
Developer -J- Ronin Entertainment
Rating •••> 3
How good Is It In Jive talk? You
hptfa' takp un' a«;<; to Ha store wit' dat

sTAy IH

Thankfully, the crop of games in this col-
; umn is considerably better this month,
:  including two killers. These are the games

that make staying inside and avoiding skin
cancer fun. Besides, a lot of chicks are into
pasty skin and carpet tunnel syndrome! So
play up, those beers and babes can wait
you definitely don't want to miss these.

SOLDIGR OF FORTUNG

Publisher ••••:■ Activision

Developer •••<• Raven Software
Rating-v 9
How good IS it m jive talk? ThiS shit
becarrytn'on, brothah

JHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN

A freezing-cold beeii on a steaming fiot dayt and
beautiful deaf-mute girl with a fetish for gamers

is still cold and the girl is a beautiful deaf-mut
ut she's learning rudimentary communication skill

II chilly and the girl is still beautiful. She ca
md heat, but maybe that's not so bad,

r beer is teetering on the precarious edge
and cool. The pretty girl can and does spea

iThe beer is still palatable and despite bein
slightly annoying, the girl is fairly attractive;

beer soon won'i
ing habits, but the

lie. Girl's got some anno:
ng momentsof happ

You call th
s« ;you through a dreaded"session with that nasty wench .

Wine coolers. The girl has festering bolls covering
St of her body, but leasf soweth/ng covers her body

O'Doul's.or Sharp's. The girl you pic
*2 up last night turns out to be Janet Ri

THI6F 2

Publisher-V Eidos Interactive

Developer -❖ Looking Glass
Rating-?- 9

How good Is «t in jive talk? Funky

cold medina... rockin' da' beat to da'

streneff

STAR TR6K: ARMADA

Publisher-? Activision, : . /: /

Developer-", Acuvision

Rating 'i 7

How good IS it in jive talk? Armado

be ruhnm' shit all up m the mofoi

LAST CALL

Publisher •••? Simon & Schuster Interactive

Developer -? Cutler Creative

Rating -? 3

How good Is It In Jive talk? Oh no

? dain't!

In this little box you'll find out all you need

to know about the 3D-ness of the game

We'll talk about different cards, problems,

and specifics to help you decide If the game
is right for your system. Aren't we nice?

H

<S> GRAPHICS Rendering quality,

FPS, and special effects all contribute
to an immersive gaming experience

Here we list various good points
about the game in question — in
some cases finding three good
points is harder than you'd thinkSOUND Visceral sound effects

and appropriate music can help make a
good game great. MINUSES

Here is where we point out the
games flaws — after all, even the
best games aren't perfect

DEPTH How often and how

long you find yourself playing a game are

good indicators of its quality.

DESIGN A great game is one

that sucks you in and doesn't let go until

it is finished. We call that good design



PUBLISHER -'^Activision DEVELOPER Raven Software

REQUIRED P233, 6tiMB RAM, 800MB hard

drive, OpenGL 3D video card, 4X CD-ROM

IDEAL Pll 350, 128MB RAM. TNT2 or

Voodoo2 card

It's OpenGL, so if Quake II looked good on

your machine, you'll be set. GeForce deliv

ers the best visuals and speed, but any 3D

card will do. The graphics are adjustable, so
low-end machines can still hang.

It's a bloody job, but by God, it's fun to do it

m
ight off the bat, let's

get a few things

straight. Soldier of For

tune is huWt on the

aged Quake II engine, so the

enemy Al Is still just shy of brain-

dead, textures are mostly low-res,

and the special effects look dated.

Many times, especially during the

In-game cutscenes. It looks like a

decent Q2 total conversion. SoF

also stutters and flashes when It's

busy loading textures or trying to

keep up with the action. It looks at

times like a poor man's Sin (minus

the one-gig Install).

All right, now forget the entire

first paragraph (which kinda

makes me wonder why the hell I

wasted my precious time writing

the damn thing.) This game Is the

most fun I've had since Half-Life.

Starting with the first couple of

missions (seen In the demo on this

month's disc) and continuing all
the way to the end credits, the

game assaults you with screaming

enemies who all want to pump you

full of lead. They'll keep coming

harder, faster, and In greater num

bers until you're jumping out of

your chair yelling "Die, you dirty

bitches, die!" The game clearly

aims to make you fee like you're

the hero of an action movie. And

m

Why hostages
shouldn't negotiate.

just like In any good action movie,

the plot line throws a few genuine

surprising twists at you, thus

keeping you away from the just-

another-level doldrum to which

many FPS fall prey.

In a nutshell, SoF Is the perfect

first-person shooter. You walk for-

mcSi

ward and shoot anything that tries

to stop you.

What's amazing Is that this

never gets boring. The variety of

enemies, each with individual

models, skins, and weapons,

keeps you Interested as you travel

from place to place. You'll meet

leather-clad punks with Mohawks,

Siberian snow troopers in ail-whIte

camo, and rocket-iaunching

guards In head-to-toe body armor.

You're looking like a big bag of

Snausages to the bloodthirsty

attack dogs these punk bastards

sic on you.

Unlike most shooters, the vari

ety of weapons In SoFis not there

for show. The shotgun, at first

your best friend, shows Its down

side when you can only use it to

tickle enemies with full body

armor. So you find yourself using

the machine gun to get through

the body armor, until you realize

the machine gun doesn't have

enough of a spread to take out a

rush of guys. In this situation, our

good friend the rocket launcher Is

there for you — until you blow

yourself to pieces shooting some

one at close range. You learn

4

What do you get when you cross the mass graves at Kosovo with

The Gap?

You can really get
stuck'* in multlplayer
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No guts, no glory. Oh well, guess he gets all the glory.

PAUDIN (Have Gun. Will T
Here's a guy who was the best gun
ever. When he was contracted for a

was never In question whether or not
gun the guy down, it was just unclear
he'd do it

THE A-TEAM ("The A-Team")

So maybe these soldiers never got paid,.
but think about how much "fortune" was

needed to fire those thousands of rounds

and never get hit — or hit anyone else •.

VALERIE IRONS C'V.l.P.")
Pamela Anderson and her team

to complete missions wearing only wet
lube tops and skin-tight outfits — just
like the pros

quickly that each weapon has its

place and you'll repeatedly find
yourself either wishing you had a

different gun, or laughing at the

chump who's about to get wasted.

And the word "wasted" is kind,

because SoFis by far the bloodiest

and most realistic shooter we've

ever seen. This game makes the

battle scenes in Braveheart look

like a "Punch and Judy" show.

You'll shoot, stab, and blow up

opponents, who burst into blood-
spraying body parts. Their horrify

ing screams are grimly satisfying.

We're talking about men clutching

their throats and gurgling when

you pop them in the throat, grab

bing the stump where their leg

used to be and listening as they

shriek in pain, limping about on

wounded limbs. "Visceral" is too

light of a word for this game — the

graphics and sound in SoFare

downright psychotic.

The deliberate attention to gore

and the balance of the weapons

come together in muitipiayer,

delivering an action-packed, yet

tactically complex, gunfighter bat
tle. You can pick from over 40 dif

ferent player models, unlike
merely skins in UT or Q3A. The

weapons are so balanced that in
the PO(L offices, the favorite

weapon is the knife. When was the
last time you picked the hand-to-
hand weapon over the rocket

launcher? Just like in single-player,

there is a weapon for every occa

sion. Of course, if all else fails,

head shots always do the trick.

Playing through WON is easy and
as lag-free as UT or Q3A.

i am both shocked and pleased

to find that SoFis more than just a

Now how am I supposed to get

my turban on?

gory shoot-em-up. The initial thrill

of the graphics is sustained by the

variety of enemies and weapons to

use on them and a storyline that

gives you a push whenever you

might feel the thrill wavering.

I'm telling you, i realty felt like a

mercenary on a mission in hostile

territory, and I'd be damned if i

was going to let some pansy-ass

weekend warriors keep me from

the check i had waiting, i had a

load of fun from start to finish —

something that even Half-Life

failed to deliver.

- MATT HOLMES is a real hand

gun expert, as long he's wielding

his trusty mouse

It's gonna be a hot time In the

old train tonight.

<S> GRAPHICS it'sessentialiva -f PLUSES

Grade-A Qz total conversion. Smoke and
mirrors, yes, but what a show!

+ Sure to piss off idiot senators
-r You can shoot Saddam Hussein

+ The "clean the blood off your
knife" buttoniQi)) SOUND Go to South Central in

a KKK outfit, it kinda sounds something

like that (we imagine).
- You have to kill unarmed men

- You never get to spend the
money you make

- Brain-dead opponents

1^1 DEPTH 1 There are 10 million
ways to die and another 10 million ways
to kill — it knocked UT off my hard drive.

DESIGN The focus on fun (and

RATING 9unbelievable gore) is so great that you'll

totally ignore its somewhat dated look.

O
•ri

O
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3



Why are ycu learning ■Ritual Burial Custuma from Kuala Lumpur to Turkmanlstan'
when all you think about Is building a bad-ass 3D battle cruiser?
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PUBLISHER-nDO DEVELOPER-4 3DO

REQUIRED "•?> P133,2MB SVGA graphics card,

v 32MB RAM. looMB hard drive, 4X CD-ROM

IDEAL -j- 4MB SVGA graphics card, 64MB

RAM, 275MB hard drive, 8x CD-ROM

ACCELE-RATED

Set in a world composed of 2D backgrounds

and objects, the game makes absolutely no

use of hardware acceleration whatsoever,

except as the butt of a bad joke... And sDO's

laughing all the way to the bank.

Wake up and smell the napalm

ome companies

deserve to be con

victed of war crimes.

Consider 3DO, who

has bombarded innocent civilians

for years with then Army Men fran

chise. And once again, faster than

we can yell "Incomiiiiing!" and kiss

our collective keisters goodbye,

the little green bastards are back.

Only this time they're airborne.

Screw the ground troops,

because we're busting out of the

acceptable losses bracket and into

the Air Cavalry. As Captain William

Blade, you'll become a plastic

grunt who knows how to pilot a

Huey with the best of 'em (but still

hasn't figured out that cowboy

hats are a major fashion faux pas).
We haven't seen the last of Sarge,

however, it's usually his surly

green butt that we're pulling out of

the line of fire.

Your objective is simple. Pilot

one of three copters and whoop

the tan army like a red-headed

stepchild throughout reconnais

sance missions, evacuations,

escort runs, and more. Since the

evil General Piastre's got his

panties in a wad, you'll also have

to kick the crap out of the cannon

fodder he sends your way. Pencil

in mutant bees, foot soldiers,

tanks, destroyers, and fire ants on

your list of things to kill. Add

Verne Troyer while you're at it.

Put bluntly, if not for legal rea

sons, this game would be called

Nuclear Strike: Half-Assed Edition.

On one hand, Army Men: Air Tac

tics offers puzzles in addition to

the fast-paced and action-inten

sive play mechanics of its main

competitor. On the other hand,

who really gives a rat's ass when

all we really want to do is blow

shit up? Having to trip blow drier

switches, drain bathroom sinks,

and knock over trees to build

bridges isn't half as amusing as

Swiftly airlifting kegs back to

Barge's crib.

r

i-

m

Hover here a minute... Captain's gotta drop a tog.

simply torturing one of the little
tan buggers with a magnifying

glass and watching him suffer.

Granted, there are plenty of

ways here to satisfy at least one of

your primal urges — namely mur
derous rage. Shred toy soldiers

with a burst of machine gun fire,

rend them limb from limb with bot

tle rockets or firecrackers, or drop

huge balls on their unsuspecting

heads (and keep those tea-bag

ging comments to yourself, perv).
Or make like crack American

troops in Vietnam and drop
napalm on your own squad. No
wonder they have flashbacks.

Yet the horrors of war never

looked so tame, because the visu

als are utter crap. Few disappoint

ments fail to get the blood pump

ing like a jet of flames that's ren

dered in jaw-dropping VGA or a

pixeiated, 256-color explosion,

interaction with the scenery is lim

ited to crashing into trees, setting

fires, or catching a ride on a sprin

kler's stream of water. And there's

little entertainment value to be

had from a massacre in which the

victims don't bleed.

To be fair. Army Men: Air Tactics

isn't total crap, it's just a thinking

man's shooter. But therein lies the

contradiction. \A/ho the hell wants

their wanton violence spiked with

coherent thought? 'T0

- SCOTT STEINBERG swears he

never put dresses on his G.I. joe

I'm squeeeshing their heads.

1 1̂ GRAPHICS 1 Whoa man. toilet 1+ PLUSES
bowls, twigs, ants, and toy bulldozers
never looked so big... or outdated.

+ Fast action

+ Intriguing puzzles
+ Good controls

+ Passable tunes01 SOUND 1 Since when did the 1
little guys learn to talk so well, let alone
compose decent tunes? —• MINUSES rv'-irilsr'.s

- Crap graphics
- Too easy
- Not ballsy enough
- We just want to blow shit up!

(1) DEPTH Harrilv worth niavlne

twice, but the first time through it'll frus

trate you into addiction.

m DESIGN A nnor man's A/ur/ear

RATIWGiSStrike with some interesting puzzles

added for flair.



ReUI£US
PUBLISHER •"5' Eidos Interactive DEVELOPER-Hooking Glass

REQUIRED •••?• PI! 266. 48MB RAM. 490MB

hard drive, DirectX 7.0 video card and sound

card, 4X CD-ROM

IDEAL -J* 40oMh2 processor, 64MB RAM,

870MB hard drive, 3D accelerator w/ 16MB

VRAM, 8X CD-ROM, EAX2.0/A3D2.0 audio card

Thief g
The Dark Engine is looking a bit old and

angular these days, but it supports i6-blt

textures and beautiful lighting effects.

GeForce gives the best colors, but Direct 3D

means nearly any card performs admirably.

Because the cool thieves get ail the chicks

The majestic entrance

to the city*s biggest

bank. Cmon, admit it

you always wanted to

do a bank job

he original Thiefvias

a masterpiece, and

considered by many

proper, right thinking

folks as the best game of 1998.

(So what if Half-Life came out that
same year?) The sequel to Thief is
finally here, and Looking Glass has

given us a perfect example of how

more of the same can be just

grand, thank you very much. Thief

2 uses basically the same 3D

engine to create a sequel that

gives the legions of Thief fans

what they were craving for, which

was, in essence, just more of the

same thing.

The design focus in Thief 2 is

clearly on urban-based thieving,

presumably due to the numerous

complaints about the monster lev

els in the original game. Right

from the start of the game. Thief 2

throws you into a dark fantasy set

ting where the night rules, stealth

is king, and everything is up for

grabs — quite literally.

The first mission is unlike any

thing in the original, tasking the

stoic Garrett with covertly clearing

a path through the bowels of a

mansion so that a lovelorn man

can reach his fiancee, a maid

being held there against her will.

Has the cold, calculating Gar

rett gone soft? Not hardly. Other

missions have you breaking into a

bank, framing a cop by putting

stolen evidence in his office, and

more than a touch of running for

your life, escaping ambushes.

m

trailing cops, and stealing any bit

of gold that comes into reach. The

missions are long, hard, and

involving, with a nice mix of indoor

and outdoor architecture. And,

almost all of the missions take

place in urban environments.

The story this time around con

cerns the replacements for the mil

itaristic Hammerites, the Mecha

nists, who have created new

robotic technology, including

guardian robots, humanoid ser

vants, and security cameras that

they sell to the city's elite. What's

more, the new law in town, a man

named Truant, is cracking down on

crime in the city with an iron fist,

and people keep disappearing.

Garrett is once more begrudgingly

caught in the middle of a conspir

acy of evil when Truant starts com

ing after him, and soon finds him

self tasked with becoming a hero

against his will.

just as in the original. Thief 2

uses a beautifully-executed mix of

hand-drawn art and animation to

Garrett realizes that maybe an ambush was a bad Idea after all.
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Mechanical menaces replace zombies
and monsters, though there are still

undead guards to be found.

11
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Wait for the guard to go by

and don't make a sound, fool!

"t
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Thieves enjoy watching the

guards from a safe perch.

create its cinematic mission brief

ings and cutscenes that bring the

intriguing story of evil, conspiracy,

and double-cross to life. Looking

Glass has also brought back the

same gruff-sounding, perfectly

cast voice actor for the role of Gar-

rett. While the voice acting of the

MONA USA iN5ID£ JOB

Ing in Paris made off with the classic painting
from the Louvre, in a heist masterminded by
the mysterious "l[ Signore"

•111 Nill: =r

OLD ACTOR STEALS ASS j
Hlzing atranqui!i2ergun and quite possibly

alien mind control technology, an old, wither
ing thespian (who will remain nameless) man
aged to make off with one of the most
beloved booties of our time

.V?

■pm-

$5.8 MILLION
breaking mafia heist which spawned ;

legendary mob turncoat Henry Hill, who in
turn spawned record-breaking mafia movie
Goodfeltas. In short, there was a whole lot of
spawning going on

AMERICA'S HEART

s^he collective sheeple of America had their
fhearts stolen by another lackluster comedy
because TV Guide told them to. We sincerely t
believe we could get more laughs by watching ;

r mothers die of lung cancer than from
alcolm In the Middle." But what the hell... j

emob has spoken. We love Malcolm!

various guards doesn't always fare
so well (some of them sound sus
piciously like drunken develop
ers), the audio quality, so key to
the gamepiay, is top-notch in ail
other regards.

Graphically, the Dark Engine is
getting a bit old, however. And
while the game's dark atmosphere
is portrayed quite effectively, the
graphics are looking rather pale
compared to the likes of the
Unreal Tournament or Quake 3
engines. Characters and land
scapes are sharp and angular,
though the addition of i6-bit tex
tures helps somewhat. Regard
less, unless you're a freak who
only cares about graphics, it does
n't really matter. The graphics look
good enough and the gamepiay is
still incredible.

Hiding in shadows, knocking out
guards, picking pockets and locks,
and avoiding new mechanical
menaces, not to mention a whole
lot of five-finger discounts, make
Thief 2 the most interesting, dis
tinctive, and downright enthralling
game we've seen since, well, the
original Thief.

The tension in this game is thick
enough to cut with a steak knife,
and the game's focus on avoiding
combat and detection is still truly
innovative. There's no muitiplayer
support, but who cares? Thief 2 is
not only a killer game, it's easily
one of the best games of 2000.

- JASON D'APRILE still wants to
be just like Garrett (the Thief char
acter, not the latest PCXL new
guy) when he grows up

<3> GRAPHICS Thief didn't look
great, and Thief 2 only adds a few effects
and lighting - nothing earth-shattering.

SOUND Great voices, sus-
penseful sound effects, and ambient
noises. Totally awesome.

•f PLUSES

■ Fantastic, distinctive gamepiay
■ Excellent missions
- Incredible audio and lots of cool

sound effects

DEPTH tots of stealth, sneak
ing, and tactics. This is as deep as first-
person action games get.

MINUSES

3D engine looks old compared to
other big games
Gamepiay takes adjustment and
may turn action junkies off

DESIGN Excellent levels that

will constantly keep paranoid gamers on
the edge of their seats. RATINGi9

n
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PUBLISHER -HucasArts DEVELOPER •••>• Ronin Entertainment

REQUIRED •••>/ P266. 64MB RAM. 454MB hard

drive, 8MB PCI/AGP D3D card, i6-blt sound

card, 4x CD-ROM, DirectX 7.0

IDEAL •••> Plll-500,128MB RAM. 8x CD-ROM.

and a lot of forgiveness in your cold, black,

jaded heart

ACCELE-RATED

Force Commander will hardly push your

accelerator card. There were no graphical

risks taken here in the attempt to break new

ground. It looks best on a TNT2, but looks

pretty shite on every card we tested.

"Mmmm. Crap, this game Is."

□
here was a time when

seeing "Star Wars" In
the title actually meant
something. From Under-

00s to Jedi Knight II, if it said "Star
Wars" on it, you knew it was a
good purchase — or a good fit, as
it were. But times have changed
and now the Star Wars brand gets
used on items I wouldn't expect to
see on a Thai hooker. As if crap tike
Episode i and Rebeliion obviously
weren't enough, now we are forced
to bear witness as Force Comman

der brings the Star Wars license to
its knees.

Sure, it may not be easy to
design a 3D realtime strategy
game in the Star Wars universe,
but with so many amazing strategy
games like AOf li, Homeworld, and
Myth it out there, it should be easy
to compile a list of must-have fea
tures. Unfortunately Force Com-
manderwas released missing sev
eral of those key ingredients.

Force Commander's storyline
runs parallel with the first three
movies. You take the role of broth

ers Brenn and Dellis Tantor, and
you're responsible for all the back
ground operations not seen in the
movies. Using a 3D engine similar
to VJarzone 2100 and Myth II, Force
Commander's first problem is in

ifsmm

the 3D camera itself. While the
camera does have a ton of key
board and mouse commands, its
movement is so jerky that you'll
often spin it out of position and
have to come scrolling back. How
ever, there is a Shift-X command
that binds your favorite camera
angle to the X key — but it still

doesn't make up for the clumsy
camera movement.

Unit Al is Stormtrooper quality
(i.e., retarded). Even after selecting
a Posture (Passive, Defensive,
Guard, and Belligerent), your units
respond to threats like simpering
morons. They'll attack a wounded
Troop Transport when they should
be attacking the infantry it just
dropped off. Units don't take
advantage of speed or mobility
(such as speeder bikes and
swoops) and thus lose battles they
should easily have won. These
dumb-asses are unequivocally

screwed if you're not babysitting
them at all times.

But wait, there's morel Bad Al is
just the tip of this licensed-crap
iceberg. The pathfinding in Force
Commander\s utterly useless.
Squads split up to avoid an obsta
cle, even though you haven't
instructed them to disperse. And
that's if you're lucky. Many times
units will try to walk right through
buildings. Sometimes units get
completely stuck attempting to get
around a mountain. In an RTS,
pathfinding is the one thing that
HAS to be right and Force Com-

I ' ni Hfi

Only cowards need shields!
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Woohoo, our blasters

finally shoot straight!

Above: Bring the pain!

Right: Due to lame pathfinding,

this AT-AT is stuck.

mander does this worse than any

RTS in recent memory.

At the heart of Force Comman

der's resource management are

Command Points; everything you

buy (including repairs) uses them.
These points are accumulated by

taking and holding control of vari

ous command bunkers hidden

throughout the map, or by wiping

out your enemy's units and build

ings. This encourages aggressive

styles of play, which may turn off

RTS veterans (like me) who live to

build and manage resources.

JAR-JAR SINKS

WHAT IT IS -J-The flappy-Upped, mumble^mouth, "I
don't know nuttln' 'bout birthln' no babies" character

who singlehandediy ruined Episode One
WHY HE SUCKED —❖If you need to ask, you probably
suck too

BATTL6 DROIDS

WHATTHOTiRE "TFbtdSBierwalKIng stick figures
that pretty much explode on contact
WHY THEY SUCK -❖They inspire more laughter than
fear. At least the Stormtroopers looked tough

NABU

Another problem is the interface.

Sure, you can hide it with the

touch of the Tab key, but when you

really need it, it blocks almost half

the screen! Look closely and you'll

discover a lot of wasted space that

serves no purpose except to

obstruct your view of the battle.

Force CommandeFs graphics are

nothing to brag about either.

Sadly, units and structures will

often engage in a game of "hide

the polygon"— this is some of the
worst 3D clipping I've ever seen.

You can max the resolution out at

an impressive i028x768/32-bit
color, but your CPU will strain

under the burden. Lockups and

jerkiness are common at the maxi

mum setting, even on a Pii-450.

Audio is a mess. Force Comman-

deFs techno-mixed Star Wars

music is unforgivable. LucasArts

just had to front — they couldn't

keep it real. The various other

sound effects in the game are sub-

par: Blaster screeches. Probe Droid

chatter, and Tie-Fighter whizzing

sound just like they did in the

movies — yet again.

Otherthan the entertaining

cutscenes and the always enjoy

able act of killing Ewoks, Force

Commander is a complete failure.

This game was obviously released

unfinished. But fear not — it might

be playable with about nine

patches. Of course, as expected,

the game will sell because of the

Star Wars license, but you should

save your money. ^

- NASH WERNER is more machine

than man now, twisted and evil

WHAT IT IS The homeland of JaMar Bmks
WHY IT SUCKS It looks like an excerpt from a Sat
urday mornmg cartoon. We kept waiting for jar-Jar
and his buddies to break into their rendition of

"Under the Sea" — in retrospect that might not have
been so bad

R€AGAN'S STAR WARS

WHAT IT IS -y Laser-oriented super-commIe crusher
particle beam nuclear missile zapper
WHY IT SUCKED —y Pansy-ass Americans didn't want
to payan extra penny fortheirdamn french friesso
the whole thing got nixed, Reagan fell asleep, and
Russia collapsed anyway

GRAPHICS 3D clipping, dull tex

tures, and a worthless interface. Seeing

AT-ATs romp around is a plus.

SOUND You've heard it all

before. Star Wars music mixed with a

cheesy dance-beat.

4- PLUSES

-r Star Wars units

■+ Imperial Campaign
+ Killing Ewoks
-r AT-ATs are always cool

DEPTH Adds Imperial plots
we didn't get to see in the movies. Too
bad the gameplay is deeply flawed.

MINUSES

- Horrible pathfinding
- Command Point system
- Retarded Al
- Yet another bad SW strategy game

DESIGN Awful interface and
an unforgivable lack of unit formations —
another problematic Star Wars game.



PUBLISHER Activision DEVELOPER-Activision

REQUIRED •••?• P200. 32MB RAM. 600MB hard

drive, 4X CD-ROM, DirectX sound card

IDEAL —j- P266, 64MB RAM, second genera

tion 3D card

□mm
There is a software mode, but it Is as ugly
as Janet Reno in the morning. This baby was
meant for 3D acceleration and runs
smoothly on GeForce, TNT 2, and Voodoo 3.
It looks best with GeForce, however.

Let this be your next battlefield

'•' 'i-'i
successful invasion is

usually made through
crucial and unexpected
routes, and Star Trek:

Armada opens hostilities by kick
ing your butt through your eyes.
From a spectacular opening movie
and slick-as-oil animation to its

gorgeous nebulae-and-asteroid-
studded strategic map, Armada is
rivaled only by Interplay's Starfleet
Command as the best-looking PC
Trek ever.

The set-up: The Federation star-
ship Premonition returns from the
all-too-near future with bad news.

A massive Borg invasion is immi
nent and in the Premonition's time

line, the Federation is already a
crumbling memory. In a scheme
superficially similar to WarCraft or
C&C, Armada challenges players
through 26 missions, which allow
control of Federation, Kllngon,
Romulan, and Borg forces. It
seems Activision has finally loos
ened the creative stranglehold at
Paramount, because not only is
Armada cross-iicensed (with ele-

Feds and Klingons, the way God
intended them to be.

ments from "Next Generation" and

"DS9"), it also contains entirely
new ship classes and weapon
types. Flardcore Trekkers need not
worry, however, it's all done with
keep-the-faith attention to detail.

At first glance. Armada looks
surprisingly like Starfleet Com
mand — the "void" of space is an
attractive grid with stunning plan
ets and glowing colored nebulae,
crisscrossed with tumbling rifts of
asteroid fields. Even casual

Trekkers know that shields and

sensors mal

function in cer

tain nebula

regions. This
concept is
expanded upon
with color-

coded clouds
which represent
unique types of
nebulae that

c

Only the big ships get the luxury of such an Impressive demise.

SOUND

DEPTH

DES GN

The IVIyotronIc Inhibitor" — get hit with this, and you may as well
start running, 'cause you can't fight.

can disrupt weapons, kill off crew,
or even speed repair and restora
tion of a ship to good health.

No matter which race you're
playing, Armado is, at its heart, a
familiar click-and-send game.
You'll build starbases to serve as

production centers, ore-mining
freighters to collect Dilithium, and
of course, drydock yards to build
your race-specific ships. The
empires are well-matched on the
surface, but each holds special
technologies which can be devas
tating if skillfully employed. The
Romulans have their famed cloak

ing device, of course, as well as
treacherous tricks like a shield

inversion weapon that sucks your
shields dry even as you're being
bombarded. The Borg, of course,
are all about assimilation.

While there Is nothing really rev
olutionary in this game, there
doesn't really have to be. Armada

GRAPHICS Cinematics swoop
into gameplay mode fluidly, starships
spit lightning; plus gorgeous nebulae.

Stellar, complete with
top-notch voicework and excellent
weapon sound effects.

Lots of detail and
nerdy show references. Ultimately A!
tapers off, but still engaging.

Fluid and geared
toward armchair fleet control more than
tedious micromanagement.

is brimming with little touches that
make it a joy from start to finish.
For added visual delight, switch on
the Director's Cut option, which
takes the standard RTS you
shoot/I shoot exchanges and turns
them into 3D dogfights. It doesn't
affect much, but it is pretty cool.

If there's a notable flaw, it's that
the enemy Al, while competent,
could not be called brain-wringing.
Your foes will fight relentlessly, but
they will not respond to the
destruction of critical installations

with the tenacity of a StarCraft
combatant. Experienced gamers
may only find long-term obsession
in the eight-player LAN/Internet
skirmishes. Star Trek: Armada will

please any Trekker with the urge to
play armchair admiral.

- CHRIS HUDAK will not be leav

ing the house for several days
now, and it's all Activision's fault

H- PLUSES
H Showboat graphics and locales;

compelling cinematics
r Real sense of ships' worth
r Geekroscopic attention to detail

MINUSES

- Enemy Al could be more brutal
■ No hand-holding tutorials
■ It's a Star Trek game, and we

remember the last one that sucked

imn
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TRUE GAMERS
PCGameREVIEW™
PC Game Reviews by Gamers like You!
What do other gamers say about PC games
you might buy? See the naked truth at
www.pcgr.com. And be heard! You can sub
mit your own reviews, too. Plus read the latest
game news, check release dates, and browse
through hint libraries, www.pcgr.com. A site
worth telling her to wait.

VideoGameREVIEW.com™
Console Game Reviews by Gamers like Youl
www.videogamereview.com is THE site for
console game addicts. Rave or rant about
PlayStation, Dreamcast, Nintendo, and
Gameboy games. Research. Where's the
HOTTEST gameplay action? Find out!
www.videogamereview.com. Don't game
without it.

GAME REVIEWS BY GAMERS LIKE YOU

GameRevSew,
www.pcgr.com

Go to http;//www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 169 ConsumerREVIEW.com Sites
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PUBLISHER •••> Fox Interactive DEVELOPER Space

REaUIRED P200.32MB RAM, 23MB hard

drive, love of Elvis impersonators

IDEAL •••>• P233, 64MB RAM, 300MB hard

drive, thinning hairline

Apparently someone thought blocky PSX-

style characters fit the bill — not on our PC.

All the fancy 3D cards in the world won't

save you from this lackluster, three in one

feast of mediocrity.

Puttin' a hurt on "White Trash Mecca"

mollywood-inspired
games "should" be

good, right? You've got

great story lines,

established characters, and

tremendous creative talent... so

why do we keep getting games

based on movie licenses that con

vey about as much of the film's

energy and appeal as the

inevitably tied-in McDonald's

Happy Meal?

Barring true depth of content, a

game based on a movie, especially

a visual spectacle like Die Hard,

should at least look really sharp,
right? Had this game stayed true

to the promise of the license, it

would've blown us right out of our

chairs. But alas. Die Hard Trilogy
2: Viva Las Vegas, fails to deliver

anything more than an anemic

punch to the mid-section.

DHT2 once again thrusts hapless

New York City cop John McClane

into the path of rampaging terror

ists, only this time you're in neon-

lit Las Vegas. The game begins

with a former colleague of

McClane's inviting you and

McClane to a big bash, celebrating

The Flamingo Hotel's entrance

really needs upgrading, yes?

the friend's ascension to the post

of prison warden. Apparently, Cae

sar's Palace was booked, so the

ill-fated party is held at the prison

itself, just outside Vegas. (This

sort of block-headed thinking fits

in perfectly with the blocky PSX-

style character graphics.)

To everyone's surprise, a captive

terrorist chooses just that moment

to stage a prison break and the

predictable shit hits the fan. Ter

rorists, thugs, and prison guards

(not to mention a siinky former spy
in a cocktaii dress) run compietely
amuck, taking over a casino and

generally displaying bad manners.

I

Since the entire LVPD seems to

have been felled by a massive nar

colepsy attack, only you, John

McClane, can save the day.

Here DHT2 made an interesting

try for greatness, though it falls far

short. The game is actually three

games set within the aforemen

tioned hack, er, story line, thrust

ing players into a first-person

shooter, a third-person

action/adventure and last (and

certainly is least), a driving game.

The shooter is enjoyable merely

running through a casino while

blasting bad guys is empirically

fun, but it's leagues behind the

leaders in the genre, such as

Unreal Tournament. This section is

the only part of the game truly

worth playing, and watching the

bullets literally chew up the sur

rounding scenery is a hoot. The

less said about the other two

"mini-games" the better. But

understand this: They are crap.

The three-in-one idea is nice in

theory (of course, so is commu

nism), but I'd personally rather

have one good game than three

crappy ones. Save yourself the

trouble and pick up Quake Hi,

Shadow Man, or Need For Speed:

High Stakes, and enjoy the genres

done right.

— GEORGE STARK has better hair

than Bruce Willis

GRAPHICS If 0^72 were a girl,
you'd have to teii your buddies "she's

got a great personality."

SOUND Pretty good for typical
game techno, while the boom-boom gun

shots are just fine.

DEPTH Die Hard flicks were

never known for their depth. The game

accurately adapts this from the movie.

DESIGN

This is what the laundramat attendant does to you when you for

get to take your clothes out of the dryer.

The three-games-in-

one idea would be great if ail (or even
two?) of the games were fun.

r Only a wuss wouldn't want to be
John McClane

^ Shooter section is fun

r More fun than tonsillitis

MINUSES

-They f—ked up a great movie
license

- Clunky animation
- Driving and third-person games

RATIWfii S



PUBLISHER-HDO DEVELOPER New World Computing

REQUIRED •"> P166. 32MB RAM. 375MB hard

drive, 4X CD-ROM drive

IDEAL P250, 32MB RAM, 12X CD-ROM

drive, an affinity for alt things mediocre

ACCELE-RATE

The hardware acceleration is so dated that

it's a toss-up with the software deccelera-

tion. Hardware gives you marginal 3D depth,

while software gives slightly better colors.

This isn't what you bought that 3D card for.

he story: A giant crystal

summoned forth by a

mysterious wandering

mage has released the

destructive forces of the four ele

mental planes on Jadame, one of

medieval Erathla's provinces. Lava

lakes, torrential floods, earth

quakes, and tornadoes have

unleashed terror on the populace.

Can you and your trusty band save

the world? Yadda, yadda, yadda.

Of course, you already know

about this long-running series,

right? M&M VIII lets you fulfill

dozens of quests for Jadame, gain

ing experience and training your

party of five PCs in 24 skills and an
assortment of spell categories. The

game is turn-based or realtime, the

view Is first-person, and the graph

ics are butt-ugly.

M&M VIII simplifies gameplay

from previous iterations. For exam

ple, each race/profession has one
advancement quest, while M&M

VII required a pair of such quests

before you could reach the pinna

cle of a given profession. The "ele

mental" magic (air, fire, water, and

earth) and "self" magic (spirit,

mind, and body) spells are now

grouped for sale in two shops,
instead of being spread out among

seven. The resulting game requires

less non-combat work to win, but

removes several hurdles to

advancement, which once made

victory seem worth the effort.

In M&M VI, considerable strat

egy was required to determine

appropriate purchases and quests,

because treasure was scarce. By

contrast, in M&M VIII, I never had

to purchase anything, save spells.

By early mid-game (around level

20) I'd found several -rsB plate

armors, more than 20 strong spell

wands, and a ton of gold.

At least each dungeon Is distinc

tive, with a wide variety of mon

sters just waiting to disembowel

your party. Good use Is made of

multiple level battles and hidden

access routes.

Beware of Ogres that appear out of nowhere and attack, some still
half-stuck in the walls.

Only a few pnates left? Don't
worry, more will "poof into
existence any second now

1

While dungeon combat Is the

game's greatest strength, graphics

are its biggest weakness. M&M VIII

shares the graphical engine of Its

last two M&M siblings, an engine

that creaked when it was new.

Expect coarse pixellation, sparse

animation, humdrum special

effects, poor textures, uninterest

ing opponents, and faceless vil
lager clones. Designers make cre
ative use of 3D space, but the visu

ally evocative artwork of M&M lll-V

is nowhere in sight.

The developers seem to high

light the engine's sucktitude. Three
temples feature "shapeshifters"
and "wererats" but none of the

damn things actually change

shape. There are endless pirate

attacks on Dagger Island and

nearly 20 or more pirates who die

automatically, only to be replaced

with another 20 that magically

appear out of thin air.

M&M VIII left me feeling

blanded out, with a total lack of

strategic challenge and RP6 depth.

Developers have repackaged the

shittiness of M&M VII with

dumbed-up gameplay, and kept It

on an engine which makes Tomb

Raider look like a tech demo.

- BARRY BRENESAL's/7rsf gorrr-

Ing review was o/'M&M I

O GRAPHICS A primitive first-per
son engine that features dull monsters,
faceless people, and boring backdrops.

gjjj SOUWO A good music track,
but the repetitive comments of your team
members can lead quickly to homicide.

Quests are integratedi)| DEPTH
with the story line, but it's basically a
retread of M&M l-VII.

If you're attacked by an animalist, either he should change shape,
or you should. Unfortunately, neither of these things happen.

DESIGN Too manyfreebies.

Who cares about spell purchases when
you can buy everything in sight?

+ Intuitive interface

+ Well-balanced spells
+ Time-tested combat system
-I- Distinctive dungeons

- Badly dated graphics
- Poor animation

- Too many freebies make for bor
ing gameplay

RATING 4



PUBLISHER -J- Simon & Schuster Interactive DEVELOPER-Kutler Creative

REQUIRED Pi66.32MB RAM. 8x CD ROM IDEAL PI! 266.64 MB RAM, 12 MB+ video

card, time to waste

ACCELE-RATED

There is a pixelicious software mode. This

first release Is jumpy on Voodoo boards (a

patch is supposed to address this), but It'll

work on any OpenGL card. S3TC compres

sion support is included for Viper 1! owners.

mmriTniiiFtlVJfii

et's be clear: Last Call

Is a "2" title in terms of

gameplay, and no

more. But there Is what

we call a "product value" of at

least "3" in anything that teaches

one how to (a) mix drinks and (h)

sharpen one's eye for the various

personality types one may find to

amuse, use, and/or abuse at any
given bar. So, overall this game Is

a "2," but It's really a "3," ok?

Last Call's interface presents

would-be mixologists with a 'ten-

der's-eye view of the business side

of a typical bar. You've got differ

ent liquors, mixers, and various

paraphernalia laid out in front of

you. A large part of Last Call's chal

lenge Is simply memorizing — with

the dead-bang accuracy of a sea

soned pro — where exactly the hell

the Amaretto, Grapefruit Juice, and

Bitters bottles are stored. Of

course, a friendly help-text label

pops up when your cursor hovers

over anything, and that's okay for a

rookie, but as pressures mount

and impatient patrons begin to pile

up, you won't have time for any

hand-holding crap.

Ditto with the drink recipes

themselves; you may not Instinc

tively know what comprises a

Screaming Orgasm now, but you

can damn-sure know you'll have

the recipe more-or-less memorized

by the time you hit level three or

four. Last Call gives players a fresh

perspective on on the life of the

bartender, all In the name of raking
in the most tips. You'll have to

keep numerous grumbling patrons'

orders straight In your head, serve

that one obtuse alcoholic who

always orders the most compli

cated drink, and call In the bouncer

to remove Irritants.

What remains of Last Call's

charm Is in the cartoonish-but-not-

for-kids presentation of the parade

of characters. There's the goateed

dweeb In the science-fiction T-shirt

("Yeah, I DID go to Kllngon Camp!

How'd you know?"), the Brlt-

Inflected/bitchy/anorexic super
model, and the never-forgettable

dominatrix who rides up to the bar

on an actual slave (and who, if you

call the bouncer, kicks his ass).

Flirt and give the occasional free-

drink ticket and you'll hold off the

Tequila

If the jogging-suited crooner whips off the bra, I'm outta here.

ire of Impatient customers and

rake In bigger tips — If you're not

making Mai Tal's out of scotch,

beer, and two ounces of sugar,

that Is. Speed-mixing becomes

important, and you may come to

truly loathe the people always ask

ing for complex, carefully-crafted

drinks. The best part Is, you can

bounce 'em If you get frustrated.

Last Call Is an Interesting con

cept and has some great voice

work, but there are little niggly

problems. For a game scheme this

simple and supposedly undemand

ing, Last Call sometimes aurally

trips over Itself. Patrons' com

ments overrun one another and

force you to whip out the recipe

book to hear what they ordered.

Bouncing with Impunity Is fun, but

could have served a more "strate

gic" element (instead. It's mostly a

way of blowing off steam). Finally,

Last Call Is just a little too repeti

tive. This Is what the term "desk

top time-killer" was meant for. If

you play this once or twice, you

might not be a better person, but

you will be a better patron.

- CHRIS HUDAK has a greater

respect for bartenders — but still

doesn't buy this "last call" shit

>Pa(L MIXOLOGY

THE BLAIR WITCH

One part vodka (the cheaper the better;
such as Gilbey's or Winner's Cup)

-) Three parts tomato-based spin-off drink
(such as Clamato)

•••?■ Splash of gin (see "cheaper," above) 1
••••> Splash of Blair's Death Sauce (the

"Blair" in the drink; for more info, go to
vyvifw.deathsauce.com)

Add one garlic-stuffed olive. Use caution ;
when mixing. Now yell at your friends a lot, .i
stand in the corner, and drink up;

GRAPHICS Simple and cartoon-
Ish, but sarcastic and world-weary. Noth
ing offensive here.

SOUND Stereotypical, but

•f PLUSES

+ Real knowledge imparted
+ Bounce the bitchy supermodel!
+ Strong character sketches and

presentation
they're great stereotypes. Every bar
tender out there has heard this stuff.

DFPTH You're mixing drinks
or stalling for time. Isn't the appreciation
for alcohol enough?

Clearly, this isn't really what we had In mind when we said
"Bounce the Beaver."

DESIGN A genuinely useful,
long-time-coming premise conveyed with
Topper-like reflexes.

MINUSES

Repetitive too quickly
Sound samples sometimes over
run each other
Runs kinda quirky
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imperiumgalactica.com

Savage real-time battlesl Engage the enemy
in space and on planet surfaces!

Epic intergalactic action! Build and defend
your empire on 80 different planets!

Use any means necessary! Gain universal
supremacy with diplomacy and espionage!

Wage intergalactic imperial
war. Build and manage an
enormous Interstellar empire.
Featuring four full CDs of
Hollywood-quality cinematics,
state-of-the-art gameplay and
a ground-breaking game inter
face, IMPERIUM GALWJTICA II-

ALLIANCES offers hundreds

of hours of epic empire-building
action.

PC
CD
ROM
t
CQNTEMT RATED BY

ESRB

Animated Violence

Imperium Galactia 2™ © 1998 GT Interactive Softvrare Corp. All Rights Reserved. Developed by Digital
Reality. Published and distributed by GT Interactive Software Corp. GT is a trademark and the GT logo
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Our plan for politicaUy incorrect athlete endorsements

N
ow that Michael Jordan has hung up his endorsement sneakers to concentrate on the
private business sector (i.e., serious gambling), ad agencies are worried where the hell
they will find their quota of sports pitchmen. Although today's athlete doesn't have the
"All-American" qualities of a Michael Jordan, we think that some creative campaigns
could turn bad PR into great ad campaigns. Our selections...

JOHN HOOKER
PITCHING FOR; KKK

THE CAMPAIGN: White iS

right, no matter how
wrong it sounds.
WHY IT WORKS: KKK

hasn't had a decent

pitchman since David
Duke and can always

use a loudmouthed idiot to remind the rest of us

just how incredibly shallow-minded and stupid
some people are.

Al MARTIN
PITCHING FOR;

Deadbeat Dads

THE CAMPAIGN: Some

times it's best not to

say, "I got it."
WHY IT WORKS:

Pirates' outfielder is

master of denial and

could help other deadbeat dads come up with
new and exciting ways to shirk responsibility.

" "T

LATRELISPREWELL
PITCHING FOR: Nike

THE CAMPAIGN: Just Do It
WHY IT WORKS: Why
should overpaid, cry
baby athletes have to
put up with some coach
telling them to pass the
ball? If you feel like

just do it!Strangling your boss ■

ERANK GIEFDRO
PITCHING FOR: American

Society Of Divorce
THE CAMPAIGN: There

are some things that
CAN'T be worked out.

WHY IT WORKS: Who

doesn't have sympathy
for poor Frank? A good

campaign and divorce rates across the country
would skyrocket to new heights, which would
result in even more divorcee women and we all

know that they are "hot to trot."

MARVAIRERT
PITCHING FOR: Hair Club

For Men

THE CAMPAIGN: Take a

bite out of hair loss

WHY IT WORKS: We all

know that's a rug,
Marv. Who the hell do

you think your're kid
ding, dude? Admit it, join Sigh Sperling and
transplant some natural-looking hair on that
insane head of yours.

SHAWN RRADIEY
PITCHING FOR:

Budweiser

THE CAMPAIGN: Wass

waaaaay uuuupp?
WHY IT WORKS: Just
seeing this tallgeeky
white boy attemping to
say "Wassup?" would

be cause for instant hilarity. Besides, Bud could
hit that all important "seven feet and over" mar
ket they've been missing.

J.R. RIRER
PITCHING FOR: Ryder
Moving Trucks
THE CAMPAIGN: You

never know when you'll
wear out your welcome
WHY IT WORKS: His

name, obviously. That,
and the fact that J.R.

can't seem to stay in one town long enough to
establish residence before the entire city tires of
his childish antics.

ALRERT RELIE
PITCHING FOR: Taco Bell

THE CAMPAIGN:

No comment

WHY IT WORKS: He'd be

just like the Taco Bell
chihauaha, but really,
really mean and foul
tempered. The kids

would just love his zany attitude.

%

h

"His Airness" has formally announced that
he will no longer be involved in endorse
ments. Apparently his commitment to seri
ous gambling on the golf course is extreme.
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DEVELOPER -'y Studio 33

PUBLISHER-^Psygnosis

REQUIRED •••■> P166 (233 to run multi-

player), 32MB RAM, 85MB hard drive,
4X CD-ROM, 4MG video card, DsD-com-
patible 16-bit sound card
IDEAL -J- P233,64 MB RAM, 85MB

hard drive, 8X CD-ROM, 8MG video card,

gamepad or steering wheel controller

farmuiB am SS
■

On an Athlon 700 with a TNT2 Ultra board.
Formula One 99 runs like a champ. It even
runs well on an AMD K6-3 with dual-Voodoo
li's. Good looking and fast.

Kinda like a stripper: Heavy on the looks but disengaged

R
eally great racing
games have been
few on the PC —

especially Formula i-
based racing games.

Even the Formula One games that
are worth playing are pretty aver
age. Prime examples;
Newman/Haas Racing and Fi Rac
ing Simulation. Both lacked the
depth and replayability that make
other racing games such as Grand
Prix Legends and the NASCAR
series so great. Psygnosis, long

Extra points for running the
French guy off the track!

known for their Wipeout games on
the PlayStation, have also dabbled
in the fine art of Formula One rac

ing. Although their first effort (hack
in '97) looked good, gameplay was
extremely repetitive. You could call
it a tech demo for D3D and 3Dfx.
Unfortunately, with Formuia One
99, Psygnosis' latest offering, the
sad tradition continues.

Fi pp is an officially licensed
product of the FiA Formula One
World Championship, and comes
complete with all the teams from
the 1998 season including
McLaren, Ferrari, Williams, and Jor
dan. The game includes all the
drivers from the 1998 season,
including Damon Hilt, Michael
Schumacher, Ricardo Zonta, and
the 1998 World Champion Mika
Hakkinen. (These racers may not
be "trailer" hold names like Jeff
Gordon and Bobby Lahonte, hut
they still manage to sleep with
numerous European women.) Ail
the tracks from the various circuits

are here, including Monaco, Silver-
stone, Montreal, and the Sepang
El circuit in Malaysia.

Unfortunately, fjpp only has
two gaming modes. Quick Race
and Grand Prix. There are practice
modes and set-up screens where
players can change weather condi
tions, tire wear, braking assis
tance, etc. But what about a cus
tom car feature? Or a competitive
ladder system? A career mode?
internet play? Sorry folks, there's

That logo reminds me I just
paid two frickin dollars for a
gallon of gas. Screw you!

0Shell OSheli OSheiiOSheliJ

Boy, you're cool... I wish I could squeal my tires like that!

nothing here hut the same typical
gameplay and options.

The graphics are the game's
only saving grace. Even at
1024X780, the game looks pretty
spectacular, with little pop-up or
clipping. Each car is well repre
sented, complete with accurate
logos and markings. The circuits
look sharp as well. Other special
effects such as rain, dynamic light
ing, skid marks, and smoke from
tires make Fi 99 the best-looking
formula One game to date.

However, control issues con
tinue to plague the franchise. The
game supports force-feedback
steering wheels, hut the control is
extremely twitchy. This is due to
the iack of a Dead Zone adjust
ment in the set-up screen. Sadly,
you are better off with a gamepad.
The Microsoft Sidewinder works

perfectiy fine and if you can't win
races with it, you're a ioser.

Psygnosis declares Fi 99 a true
racing simulation, hut we soon dis
covered it's anything hut. For
example, suppose you're racing at
say 125 MPH and ram yourseif into
the wali. in reai life you'd obvi
ously be DOA, your body parts
splattered all over the track and
your car would he toast. Not here,
folks. You hit the wali and magi
cally bounce off. Is that real For
mula One racing?

So if you're looking for a quickie
(the game kind) and enjoy Formula
One racing, you may want to give
this game a try. it's quick, it's fast,
and it doesn't suck.

—TOM HAMM has raced real For

mula One cars with Paul Newman

at Laguna Seca Raceway

GRAPHICS Dramatic improve- •:
ment over last year's game, with incredi
ble detail on just about everything.

09 SOUND Sounds pretty typical
and the announcer (the official voice of
Formula 1) can get annoying.

I CONTROL I This is definitely a—' I I I 111^ ID UCMIMLCty a

pick-it-up-and-play-it-before-you-go-out
game. Easy to pick up and put down.

REALISM Not very flashy, pretty
straightforward. Even experts (like us),
could mistake it for last year's game.

+ Fluid framerates
Tight control with gamepad

+ Challenging computer opponents

- Lame front end
- Commentary can get annoying

(you can only listen to Brits for so
long — sorry Rob)

I
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DEVELOPER "■•> EA Sports
PUBLISHER-j:- EA Sports

REQUIRED -j P233.32MB RAM,
300MB hard drive, 4X CD-ROM, 2MB

video card

IDEAL •••❖ Pll 450,128MB RAM, 300MB

hard drive, 32MB GeForce-based card

This sucker looks so good you might enjoy it

even if you don't like racing games. Half the

fun is crashing into things. Pain (rendered

\well) equals great game design.

They're very hot, fast, and they vibrate between your legs

Dt takes a special breed of
man to hop onto a super

charged motorcycle and

race at breakneck speeds

over asphalt ovals and

wicked hairpins. This breed is gen

eral described as "f—king insane."

That said, there are still a lot of us

who wish we had the cajones, or

the luck, to do it for a living (and if

we could be guaranteed we would

n't crush our aforementioned

cajones). EA's Superbike 2000
quite realistically lets you do just

that, road rash not Included.

Superbike Isn't some arcade-like

wannabe racer, it's a bonafide sim

ulation — one that racing fans will

enjoy a lot more than action

junkies. But it isn't as good as it

could be, mostly due to a conser

vative streak on EA's part. Take the

previous incarnation, Superbike

World Championship, spruce up

the graphics, expand the licenses,

and guess what? You're playing

Superbike 2000. And really, is this

such a bad thing?

The game features iicensed

tracks from the Federation Interna

tionale de I'Automobile (Frog for

"We want our testicles smashed,"

we assume) as well as a handful of

gorgeous licensed bikes and a

slew of real-world Euro bikers you

haven't likely heard of. In all, there

are 13 real-world tracks and six

bikes. Everything is tweakable,

from the realism down to the rid

er's skill levels, with variable track

conditions, weather, physics, and

even a good amount of grease

monkey-ing, if that's your bag.

The sound is mediocre, with

good engine sounds, but iittle to

no roar from the crowd. The com

mentator sounds a lot like Eric idle,

except not as funny. (Then again,

Eric Idle hasn't really been funny

for some time.)

For most people, the beautiful,

almost photo-realistic graphics are

what will sell them on this game.

Riders, bikes, and spectacular

wipeouts are beautifully animated.

This is the last time our fearless driver had .skin over his bone.s.

"Yeah? Same to you buddy!

it is quite worthwhile to sneak up

behind a pack of bikes and wipe

them out, just so you can play with

the camera. (It's a sickness, i

know.) Another element of realism

the graphics provide is a totally

convincing sense of speed, which

almost makes up for the insanely

difficult... uhh ... difficulty.

Overall, the game does an excel

lent job modeling high-speed

motorcycling. And hence, despite

excellent controls and Interface,

it's a damn hard and frustrating

sim to the non-hardcore gamer.

Knocking the physics down will

solve some problems and the

game does offer a wide range of

auto-assists and difficulty levels

from which to choose.

Superbike also features a split-

screen two-player mode, as well as

network and TCP/IP play. A match

making service would be great,

however, as this game would be a

natural place for a sim-head to

hang out. You want Grand Prix Leg
ends with bikes? it's in this game.

— ANDREW S. BUB doesn't want a

pickle, he just wants to ride on his

motor-sickle

<S> GRAPHICS
Gorgeous and welt

•. .animated with a brilliant serise pf spefd.'
iThe best looking-game on two wheels./>'i

H]>!) The loud whining'
/mpisesmixedwith basso rumblesyou®
expect from superbikes. Iniz.

m Action fans need not.

. apply this is aslinulation. ltslrnul^^^
stuff, so it's kinda hard.

::A mete upgradetrimf
> last year's model with even better graph-.
ICS and more violent crashes.

+ Licensed bikes and riders

-r Excellent Al, graphics and solid
design

-r Mangling superbikers is fun!

- Nothing blows up
- Tough, hard and frustrating
- Realistic

- Doesn't feature midgets or porn
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DEVELOPER •••!> 3DO

PUBLiSHER -4 3DO

REQUIRED •••> 200MHz. 32MB RAM.

110MB hard drive, 4X CD-ROM, 2MB

video card

IDEAL 500MHz. 128MB RAM,

250MB hard drive, 32MB GeForce card

SmmySass's
> ACCELE-RATED

High Heat isn't going to set your 3D card on

fire, but the game plays extremely fast at

high resolutions on any second generation

or beyond 3D card. GeForce is the best bet.

The best baseball game ever made — period

T
here are people who

play sports games and

then there are the rest

of you people who just

don't "get It." I'm

assuming that since you are read

ing this review that you "get it." if

you've been playing sports games

as long as i have, then you've had

to deal with the same collection of

crap baseball games throughout

the years. That time is over.

As a baseball purist and a

gamer, it has been nearly impossi

ble to find any one game that satis

fied all of my baseball gaming

needs. There was Baseball for the

inteliivision, but at that time just

getting nine pixeiicious piayer-rep-

resenting biobs onscreen was a

major accomplishment. RBI Base-

Old fat guys shouldn't steal
bases (you hear me Will?).

ball Introduced the fly bail and real

players to the NES. Tony LaRussa

Baseball was the best at utilizing

fielding ratings, while World Series

Baseball brought piayability and

the little mistakes of baseball into

3D on the Saturn. Earl Weaver

Baseball for the PC is still the game

that defines what a simulation

should be. Yet until Sammy Soso

High Heat Baseball 2001, never

once has any baseball game man

aged to combine all of the above

into a fun game that can be

enjoyed on many different levels.

Looking for a fast-paced and

fun game? No problem. High Heat

is simple to pick up and play for

any level of player and the dead-

on controls and precise gamepiay

make for a brilliant head-to-head

game. The key to this is the bril

liant pitcher/batter interface.

After playing for a while, you can

actually tell when a pitcher hangs

a curvebaii and you can turn on it

to try lifting it over the green mon

ster. When you really get used to
the game you can actually foul off

tough pitches until the pitcher

eventually lays one into your

sweet spot — then smack it.

How about 162 games against a

balanced, yet challenging com

puter opponent? Check. Never

before has a baseball game been

so adept at finding a difficulty level
for everybody. When you find the

level that is right for you (and there

.zz'-*":

BIPUY]

Precise fielding control makes for

a great two-player game.

is one, trust me) you'll go through

the rigors of a real MLB season.

You'll experience winning streaks,
slumps, bad runs, and all the ups
and downs that make a full season

such a joy (or misery if you are an

Orioles fan, like myself.)

Got two thumbs and no interest

in button-mashing your way

through a nine-inning game, but

you'd love to take over as GM? No

problem. You manage A, AA, and

AAA ball, the DL, and your major

league roster. Dump aging veter

ans for talented minor leaguers.

Change the complexion of your
team by becoming a speed,

defense, pitching bailclub. Hey,

and if you eventually want to give

this whole "playing" thing a shot,
you can always jump onto the field
with your reworked roster.

As with any sports game. High

Heat isn't perfect. The pitches

don't ail move properly, the hits

can get repetitive, the player mod

els are average at best, and the

Orioles still suck. However, i have

never seen or played a baseball

game that got so many things

right. As a baseball fan and as a

gamer, i am finally pleased. '9

— MIKE SALMON is not related to

Tim Saimon, butstiii calls him for

money sometimes

We tend to think that Griffey looks damn good in an Orioles uniform.

<®. GRAPHICS Good, but not great.

The player faces and bodies could use
personalization, but it's good enough.

SOUND The bat cracks, the

glove pops, the crowd cheers. However,
the announcer is pretty damn annoying.'

^1 COMTRQt The deepest baseball
game ever. It combines great arcade play
and extreme statistical accuracy.

REALISM Other than a few

minor flaws, this game is perfectly
designed for baseball fanatics.

+ Pitcher/batter interface is THE
BEST EVER

-r Fielding is easy and intuitive
+ Great single, muiti, and sim game

TT

- Fat players look muscular
- Announcer has bad voice and

says stupid things
- Occasional bugs ruin perfection

■1

o
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0eing a soldier of fortune means eating steel and pissing
nails — being a hard-hearted man that can waste a

scumbag at a moment's notice. John Mulllns is such a

man, having been decorated In the Army and later used
for "consulting." You pukes must be blessed by the baby

Jesus to get the chance to step Into this man's boots. What you are
about to read is classified level Information regarding the use of the
weapons and tactics of a soldier of fortune. These guides will stop you
from embarrassing yourself In the field. Remember soldiers, this Infor

mation Is to be used only for good, not evil (unless, of course, evil Is
offering a bigger chunk of change.)

LESSON ONE

"AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION IS

WORTH A POUND OF 04"

FACT "4 In most missions, you will

be encountering enemies who are

usually more heavily armed than

you are.

RESPONSE -S- Those bitches are

holding your weapons. When

starting missions, only equip your

self with what you need to do a

repo-man on them.

FACT -5- Grenades, C4, and armor

are plentiful on most levels.

goggles, mediklts, and flash

grenades — drive through to get

the rest. Always check crates for

items — that's where terrorists

like to keep 'em, you know.

FACT The Microwave Pulse Gun

is basically useless.

RESPONSE •"!> Open up with the
Heavy Machlnegun, Sniper Rifle,

or SMG, so you'll actually be able

to kill your enemies.
When a man's goggles are filled with cow urine, it's hard to aim.

» SOLDIER OF FORTUNE ARMORY

[now your weapon! There Is nothing worse than getting into some heavy action, only to realize you're |rj the wrong tool. SI

SPUSH DAMAGE

will never feel the unfortunate sensation of having something useless in your hand.

WEAPON

Knife Slash

Thrown Knife

mm Pistol ffl

Attacking fr ind doesx2.5 dama

Slug Thrower
Slug Altfire

chart — know its cor

Can Sever Limbs

idual burning damage. Can Gib

ienores armor
Tcs armor, Gibs in a special way
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LESSON TWO

The Approach
"WHAT THEY CAN'T SEE, THEY

REALLY WON'T BE ABLE TO

SEE AFTER YOU BLOW THEIR

HEAD OFF"

FACT -S- You will constantly meet

sentries and guards who will

sound the alarm and bring the

whole circus down on you.

RESPONSE •••;> Go slowly and

always lean around corners before

you put yourself in harm's way.

Aiways piug the guy in the watch-

tower, near the aiarm switch, or

standing guard first, and then take

out wandering patrois. The less

you are seen by your opponents,

the less ammo you waste, and the

less hits you'll take.

FACT —5- In SOF, 99% of the time,

it's a trap.

RESPONSE -S- Always assume

there Is someone in your blind

spot (usually with a big hard-on to
put a bullet in your brainpan), if
you see someone to your right,

there's probabiy someone to your

left, if you go down a dead end,

you're guaranteed to meet with

resistance on the way back. That

empty room you're about to enter?
Trust me, it ain't empty.

{|^ SKILLS TO PAY THE BILLS
Depending on what kind of hombre you think you are,
ticular difficulty, but don't tike something about it <
higher the difficulty, the more money you make. -

ing about It — c
uMl be picking one ilty levels, if you wan

NO. OF SAVES

hoose "custom" and modify the settings. Don't forget, though
/ou make.

ENCUMBRANCE SPAWN FREQ. ENEMY TOUGHNESS O

No limits None Non-Threatening

10 Light Uncertain

Non-Threatening

Bloodthirsty

Aggressive

No

No

FACT — if your weapons aren't

ioaded, the bullets might as well

be in your head.

RESPONSE -J- At every available

opportunity, reload your gun. This
is easy to forget if you only use a

weapon for a moment. Just sniped

someone? Reload. Just used the

.44 to take down an armored
guard? Reload. Never ever go into

any unknown area without check
ing your load status. All of your

weapons should have full loads,

even if you aren't using them.

1^;/ ENEMY TOUGHNESS
What Does Enemy Toughness mean?
it changes the variable of how much
damage the enemy is dishing out.

ENEMY TOUGHNESS

Non-Threatening X.15
Uncertainx.3
Standard x.a
Aggressive x.6
;Blood-Thirsty xi.o

No visible enemies and no cover. What you have here is called a "deathtrap."

The sniper rifle — just another

way to pratice dentistry, 12th
century style.
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LESSON THREE

Time to Tango
"10 TO 1 ODDS? THAT'S

HARDLY SPORTING —THEY

DON'T STAND A CHANCE."

FACT —You will be assaulted by

overwhelming numbers.

RESPONSE —Remember that

you are a well-trained killing

machine and that you were born to

kill chumps. These guys are

chumps, it's also important to

note that wounded bitches are too

busy screaming in pain to attack

you. Finaliy, don't forget that ene

mies will likely not shoot at you if

there's someone in the way. Com

bine these tips when you are faced

with many enemies — quickly

shoot each enemy once to wound

them, then position yourself

behind the wounded. For instance,

if you are faced with three ene

mies and you shoot each of them

once, you will probably end up

with only one of them unwounded

(and still firing at you). That means
you only have one guy firing at you

instead of three, if you use the

wounded as shields, and work

quickly to take out the unhurt guy,

you'll be able to finish off the

other two without any danger.

"TTTTjrri
•, . c .1 > ■

i  1 ■Ji' ^

Trust me, a guy who's got bullets in his damn leg ain't gonna be shooting anything but heroin.

FACT -S' The enemy is usually
near-sighted.
RESPONSE —>• Stay far away when
ever possible. The further away you
are, the less hits you'll take, and
the easier it will be to take them

out with calm, collected shots.

FACT — If they die with an empty
gun, they drop an empty gun.
RESPONSE —Whenever possi
ble, let the enemy shoot at you
(while you're behind cover) until
they're out of ammo. Watch them
reload, then kill them, so you can

t." T

Who needs armor when you can stay away from the wall-eyed enemies and plug 'em from a distance.

pick up a full load of ammo. Of
course, this is only for experts.

If HUH? WHAT THE...?
Raven Studios discusses the effect of
the sound meter in the Single Player
game;

The sound meter forces players to
play more stealthily by punishing noisy '
players with a flood of enemies. The
more noise generated by both the ene
mies and the player, the higher the bar
climbs. Once the bar has maxed out,
the player will be rushed by a number
of irate folks from all directions. There
are two main factors that influence the
rate at which the bar climbs: Difficulty
level and the level ilself. ;

For example, players have to be much,
more stealthy in the Kosovo military air
base than they do in the war-torn
Kosovo streets. So, some of the levels
are geared more to stealth while others
are geared to all-out combat. The other
factor is difficulty level; on effortless,
easy, and medium, this element of the ;
game really isn't played up too much - '
players reajly have to go out of their :
way to make too much noise and trip
the alarm.

On the two higher difficulty levels,
however, this element of the game is
played up much more. Being stealthy
and quiet is essential on Challenging.
Leaning around corners is also impor
tant. On unfair, on thepther hand, the
sound system is ridiculously sensitive -:
making any noise wbatSoeVer will trig
ger it, so the player basically has to
resign himself to being attacked from
all sides and has to run forward guns
blazing. It's completely unfair. 1 don't
know if it's actually possible to com
plete the game on unfair."
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When in need of new equipment, just blast enemies, it's just like being in a shopping mall... after you've shot everyone that works there.

LESSON FOUR

Mop-Up
"IT'S MULLINS TIIVIE!"

FACT —■> Dropped weapons are
the only things that disappear.
RESPONSE —After all enemies

are cleared out, consider what you
want to bring with you. If there are
a lot of Suppressed SMG's lying
around and you are almost out of

5.56 rounds for your Heavy MG,
you might want to drop the Heavy
and pick up the SMG, because
you'll have more ammo available.
Do not get emotional about your
weapons — get rid of them when
they serve no purpose. Don't
waste a whole suit of armor just to
fill the tiny slice of damage you
have on your current armor bar.
Leave It there and come back for It

when you need It more.

FACT —j Cleared areas are not
clear. Ever.

RESPONSE -J- Not only do ene
mies respawn (depending on diffi
culty level), but reinforcements
frequently repopulate the areas
you just left. Never assume that an
area is clear, because usually it
isn't.

FACT —5- Once you complete the
mission, you are completely

healed and all your equipment is
forever lost.

RESPONSE -i> After the first few
missions, you will get a feel for
when you are near the end of said
mission. Get accustomed to being
really liberal with your ammo sup
ply and using healthpacks and
grenades, since they are all going
to be zeroed after the mission any
way. Kick assi

GARRETT KENYON
SKIN ••••)• Punk Chic
WHY " >He loves hot

SK[N->FullMtMl|.
WHY-> He's a bad
ass motherf—ker
HOW TO KILL HIM •>
You can't

OS

3

o
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PCXL Fight Night
FIGHT NIGHT ™ LIMEY VS. COCONUT MONKEY

emember when you were young,

and sometimes, late at night you'd

look out the window and see a pale,

grinning face leering at you? Its

glowing eyes would shriek "I saw what you

didi" and you'd grab your crotch and cry. That

was PC Gamer's freak-on-a-leash Coconut Mon

key — and it's time he got his. To that end, we

enlisted our own demon of devastation. Limey

the Wisecrackin' Lima Bean, to set that punk-

ass straight once and for all.

ROUND 1

Smack
COCONUT MONKEY -4 "I am not knowing why
the little bean is having problem with me. I was

simply working on my new game, very busy,

and then the challenge comes on the tele

phone. Now I must deliver the beaten down on

the little bean creaturel"

LIMEY'4 "Screw that fat f—k!"

EDGE '4 No clear winner

ROUND 2

The Fight
COCONUT MONKEY-4 Enraged by Limey's
rudeness, he hopped right into the ring and

smushed Limey with his rotund bottom. Spin

ning left and right, his signature move "The sit

and spin" put the hurt on Limey.

LIMEY '4 "Oil You think that hurts? UrGhhhl!
Me old man popped me in the mush worse'n

that plenty 'o timesi Arrgghhhhl"

EDGE *4 Despite being shaped like a fat
dwarve's penis and having no hands, his attack

appeared to crush the life from invective-spew

ing Limey.

ROUND 3

The Matrix
COCONUT MONKEY-4 Pleased with his vic
tory, he turned his back on the flattened Limey

and began to leave the ring. "Now I must be

going back to work," he said.

LIMEY-4 (Is dead.)

EDGE -4 It looks like Coconut Monkey... waiti

Who's that? My God, it's Matt HolmesI It

appears he's, oh my God, he's kissing Limeyl

Get a mic In there, what's he saying?

MATT *4 "Limey, you can't diel I've always loved you!
And Rob Smith told me I'd be In love with 'The Onel'"

LIMEY '4 "Ughhhh, phhhtt-spit-hey! Screw you,
bean-licker!"

Ladies and gentlemen, the nauseating kiss has

brought Limey back to life, and now he needs a

drink! Jumping up (as much as a lima bean with

no f—king legs can jump). Limey runs to the side

of the ring and grabs that fat-ass monkey by the

short and curlies. Tossing him high into the air, he

uses his Matrix-like abilities to put a blender under

Coconut head. The resulting Pina Colada was enjoyed by
all (except PC Lomer editors who cried at the loss.)

ONLINE NUISANCE

Games are supposed to be all about having

fun. Unfortunately there are some people out
there who seem to forget how to have fun in a

game. Fortunately, there are people like us in

the world to help them remember what fun is

— or at least get some cheap laughs at their

expense. This month, our targets are

Trekkies, orTrekkers (for you frickin' geeks

out there)...

STAR TREK ARMADA

RACE WILL MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN

ANNOYING PEOPLE IN ARMADA.

IF YOU PICK KLINGON-f- Never surrender.

Make as many cloaked ships as possible,

then destroy your base, cloak all your ships

and hide them in the corners. While he is

attempting to find you, yell at him through

the chat in Klingon, calling him a "pathak,",

coward, and saying that he should stop hid
ing from your fleet and die with honor. If he

never finds you and quits, quickly get into

chat and call him an honorless Ferengi dog.

Then, tell everyone in the chat how you could

n't hunt the coward down, and how they

should all sing songs to your great battle.

BORG—>• Constantly spam the chat and any

games with the "Resistance is Futile, we are

the Borg" line over and over again. Anytime

someone tells you to shut up, tell them "You

will comply."

THE FEDERATION—5- Constantly chat with the

enemy, telling them you want to come to a

diplomatic resolution to the problem. Say
that you don't want to fight and you hope you

can be his friend. If he attacks, ask him to

please stop. Say that you didn't attack him

and that you want a peaceful resolution. If

you lose a ship, scream out how he just killed

Data or some other ST character. After the

first 30 minutes of the game, accuse him of

not being friendly and quit the game, making

all that time he's been building up his side

completely useless.

ROMULAN—5- Don't play Romulans — there's

nothing funny you can do with those stiffies.

STAR TREK VOYAGER:

ELITE FORCE

STAR TREK PICKUP LINES -f Go into multi-

player and pick out someone using a "7 of 9"

or other female skin. Start using pick-up lines

on them that you might use in the Star Trek

universe. A few of our favorites: (1) "You

wanna pretend to be my orion slave girl and

stroke my tribble of love?" (2) "Why no, that's
not a phasor phaser rifle in my pocket." And

finally, (3) "How about we go someplace pri

vate and you can assimilate my alien probe?"

Before long they'll either try to kill you exclu

sively, quit out of the game, or get turned on.
Either way, it's mission accomplished.



PUBLISHER-4 SegaSoft DEVELOPER •••%• SegaSoft

REQUIRED •"? P200, 32MB RAM, 150MB hard

drive, Z[MB of video Memory, 28.8 modem

IDEAL Pll 400. 64MB RAM, ADSL or faster

Internet connection

10-SIX won't win any awards for its graphic

acceleration, and it looks as if it never

intended to. Running fine on any accelerator

card, lo-SDCs stereotypical effects look just

a step or two above software quality.

Everquest in space? Not really

w
ith thousands of

gamers giving their

hard-earned cash

to cyber-pimps like

Origin, Microsoft, and Verant each

month to play in their virtual sand

boxes, massively multiplayer

games are bigger than ever. Sega-

Soft now drops off to-S/X, a 3D

realtime strategy with planetary

exploration, at the online-only

park to play with the other kids.
Set in the near-distant future, a

planetoid, dubbed "Visitor," has

entered our solar system. You'll

join one of four mega-corporations

(Extreme, Infrastruct, Brute Force,

orToyCo) with the intent of strip

ping Visitor of its most abundant

mineral, Transium. Gameplay

revolves around the alien Jitters.

Found only on Visitor, these tiny

silicon-based organisms can take

the shape of buildings, weapons,

and power-ups. After you use your

initial jitters, you'll have to acquire

more. The twist — while not a very

original one — is that Jitters have

different rarities, and some of the

better ones are almost impossible

to acquire (think Magic: The Gath

ering with aliens).

You'll build your base out of

your starting Jitters, then mine the

■  •. m V M 6 J/l; v:
csmp is being rivtiict«d.by the c-prpcnRe defense rieigw^
-rate defenses be upon y«jr first tete^it'..' -
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People are really lonely.
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Transium you'll need to power

your units, buildings, and tele-

port stations (your sole method

of travel). Sound simple? It should

be. But 10-SIX overcomplicates

otherwise simple gameplay ele

ments, like unit upgrades for

example. Certain Jitters are incor

porated to upgrade your units for

various effects. However, applying

them to your units is a painful pro

cess of moving the target unit to a

specific building, turning the raw

Jitter into a power-up, and then

finally upgrading the damn unit —

three tedious steps that could've

been reduced to a simple one-click

operation. Congratulations on

making simple things difficult

Combat is essential to survival,

whether you're defending yourself

or raiding some poor fool to get

more Jitters. In most cases, you'll

be initiating combat in a few days

— after your defenses are in place.

Luckily, newbies are protected

from all attacks (their camp is

locked by the powers that be).
Once they enter an enemy camp

for the first time, it's open season

on their asses and their defenses

had better be good.

Sadly, ID-SIX'S combat is very

awkward. I blame the incredibly

dimwitted Al and the awful unit

pathfinding (AKA rovers). They'll
often get stuck on buildings, which

is highly annoying during combat.

Military units and structures range

from land and air rovers, to defen

sive laser turrets and mobile

artillery. And none are safe from

the moronic Al.

Graphics and audio are both

equally dull, and apparently

streamlined for online play.

Latency doesn't seem to be a

problem when playing 10-SIX on a

broadband connection, however.

But it did suffer from some lag on

a 56.6k modem. And this game

does crash a lot, no matter how

fast the connection.

10-SIX lands somewhere

between slightly addictive and

dreadfully lame. Its shameful

design decisions, game-crashing

bugs, and crappy Al keep it from

impressing anyone here at PCXL.

Yet, there is a potentially rich envi

ronment which could be tapped

into, should SegaSoft patch all the

problems. Do not pay any money

for this game until you've played

through the free trial period and

they've patched the hell out

of it. Even then, be careful.

- NASH WERNER'S 10-SIX addic

tion wore off In a couple of weeks

or so

Seem intentionally

dulled to help speed up online play.
Don't expect anything flashy.

Pretty dull. Weapon

effects, explosions, and interface chirp
ing all sound uninspired.

Ja huge planet where

you can buy, sell, or steal new equip

ment. There is some depth to the game.

Take the name of the game and turn It into a mathematical equa

tion: 10 ■ 6 = 4. This is still one too high, oh well.

jigJ Utataw The Interface is diffi

cult, and it's riddled with game-crashing

bugs. 10-SIX needs lots of work.

t Huge world to explore
t Rare, uncommon, and common
weapons

t User-driven economy

- Combat is sloppy
- Awful Al and pathfinding
- Frustrating learning-curve
- Doesn't feature crippled midgets
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X-Box Announced
MUTANT COMMUNITY OUTRAGED

THE POWER METER

Only industry geeks read this, so if
you're not one of them, move along.
Microsoft has had the number one

spot for a few months, but Activision
is finally releasing games now (not
like we'll be around to review 'em).

MONTH MONTH

1 Gates' recent

announcement of

Microsoft's new X-Box

game console was

abruptly Interrupted by a furious

gang of super-powered genetic

mishaps led by mutant sympa

thizer Professor X.

"Do you not see?" Implored the

frantic scientist, rumored to be

afflicted by powerful brain muta

tions, to the stunned crowd. "This

device ... It will only serve to hurt

... my people'. Please, please listen

to me, all of you. We mutants

mean you no harm."

A swift response from Microsoft

sent an army of robotic mutant-

hunters onto the convention floor

to heroically protect Mr. Gates and

a panicked audience from the

unprovoked attack.

"Sentinels, destroy them ...

ALU" commanded Gates from

behind a force-field quickly gener

ated by the X-Box prototype, "i

would also like to mention to the

crowd that protection from

mutants is only one of the many

features of the X-Box, set to be

released In September 2001 at a

very competitive price point. Will

This was the scene Immediately before an attack by International

terrorists, the X-Men. They're hiding behind the curtain. Really.

DR. LAURA SCHLE55INGER

the PlayStation 2 protect you from

evil, hideous mutants? I don't

think so."

"GatesI Do not... do... t/7/s.'"

pleaded Professor X but added "Is

It because... your own son ... is a

MUTANT?!" A disturbing hush fell

over the crowd.

"NOOO! You lie, monstrous

freaki YOU LIEU!" xepX\eA Gates.

"All of you, please, hear my

words. Mutants only want to live

alongside normal humans In

peaaaarrrrgggh..." began the

bald-headed mutle-lover, before

succumbing to a stray energy blast

from a nearby Sentinel and falling

to the ground.

The mutant band, reportedly

known as the "X-Men," was

quickly dispatched by the Sen

tinels and transported to Microsoft

containment facilities for "further

testing." The reason for their

attack was unclear, though Gates

asserts that paranoia over new

technologies may be to blame.

Gates then concluded with a

smirk, "I guess you can't hold a

party without expecting a few

crashers. Now, let's get back to

discussing how my beloved X-Box

will take over the world...

metaphorically, of course."

WHY SHE SHOULD BE FRAGGED ■■■> (1) Nude pictures of her on the internet induce
hysterical blindness. (2) Her books are all about 10 reasons she's better than you.

(3) She's against sex, alcohol, lesbians, and gays (but mainly lesbians). (4)
Loves to insult people, but starts blubbering and whining when she gets
ripped. (5) Has her own line of tea party sets. Even Martha Stewart Isn't that
bad! (6) Like an anorexic, female Rush Limbaugh, and not as good looking.
(7) Screams at and insults her callers (that's our job!). (8) She's getting her
own T.V. show. (9) Did we mention she's
against lesbians? (10) Actually said she wants
to offer up a 14-year-old girl for human sacri
fice (see newsweek.com). This woman is
clearly evil personified.

Before our asses got
shut down, we used to
frag whatever the heck
made us ang just

HOW SHE SHOULD BE FRAGGED She should
be forced to read the book Ten Explosive Objects

You Should Never Shove Up Your Ass, then be sub
jected to all 10 anal horrors in front of a live audience

of people she has insulted (i.e., the whole frickin'
world), if she survives (and we're guessing the bitch is as

tough as a cockroach, and just might), then we'll unleash
the masses on what remains of her old, wrinkly body.

ry or
plain needed fragging.
That was then and this
is now. While
www.pcxLcom is no
more, check out all the
online craziness hap
pening at our new digs
at

www.dailyradar.com.

FRENCH

DEVELOPERS

WE COULD

LIVE WITH

OUT

AaiVISION -'^Soldier of For
tune and Star Trek Armada

are out, and Elite Force is
coming. Looks like a solid Q2.

MICROSOFT •••'<• Allegiance
and Starlancer are all well

and good, but the real power
for Microsoft is the future.

BUZZARD .4 The Diablo II
beta is underway. Expect the
final in late June or July. Yeah!

EIDOS —Daikatana's out

(maybe), Deus Ex is soon-ish,
plus ProjectI.G.I. and Hitman.
Finally, we can look forward
to more than Lara's ta-tas.

HASBRO '"'if X-Com Alliance is
intriguing, but no Roller-
coaster Tycoon 2 and a weak
2000 line-up is concerning.

MAXIS "'J* The Sims still rolls
on, but eventually we'll have
to return to our real lives, so
it won't last forever.

SIERRA -J- Until Tribes 2
marches out this summer,
we've only got the Home-
world add-on for comfort.

INTERPLAY-4/Wess/o/) is
finally out. Now if they can
only fire the guys over at
Planet Moon or get them to
release Giants.

ELECTRONIC ARTS -J-A slew
of underwhelming titles
seems like a rocky start, but
the annual parade of year-
end sports updates should
make their holidays happy.

RED STORM USS Vangard
and that encyclopedia game
thingie for Rainbow Six does
n't ensure the brightest of
futures for Red Storm.

X

TITUS The l-Magic of
France owns Interplay but has
released only one craptacular
N64 game. This is how social
ism fails — government-
sponsored games that suck.

UBISOFT .4 Unlike Titus
they've got more than one
"hit" on their hands, like Ray-
man (the guy with no arms or
legs), or Hype {Zelda rip-ofl).
We can barely hold back our
French-tastic urgings.
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PC Accelerator

GRANDMA: STILL DOESN'T
UNDERSTAND COMPUTERS

he findings are clear.

By a margin of 4-to-i,

grandmas simply don't

"get" computers. Con

firming our research, Grandma

says, "Oh, I don't know anything

about that stuff." Here are the

results of an average experiment:

"Here, just use the mouse and

click on that icon ..."

"Eh, what did you say, dear?"

"i said, USE THE MOUSE AND

CLICK ON THAT ICON ..."

"Oh, I'm too old to learn about

compooters."

"No, you're not. And it's comp-

YEW-ters. Say it with me - comp-

YEW-terr, lady..."

"Listen, Deary, we had compoot

ers when I was your age. Not little

ones like these, but giant ones

that filled up whole rooms. Oh, but

these new ones are just amazing,

aren't they? And people can talk to

each other with that big Innerweb

Grandma Is also not very clear
on the concept of fashion.

thing. Back in my day, we didn't

have anything like that. Goodness,

I remember... (fades off into unin

telligible Grandma-speak, eventu

ally leading to her offering cookies

from her seemingly bottomless jar

of fresh, gooey cookies.)"

Studies also show that Grandma

isn't quite sure what a video game

is, believed that YzK would

destroy the world as we know it,

and thinks "Touched By An Angel"

Is a documentary. '9

WiGEjaOionaiEfeTM
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^ NEWS BRIEFS

Ginger ale will get
that stain right out.

Eidos adds Guts to Guts
Eidos has announced that they are

bringing the game Sword of the

Berserk: Guts' Rage to the American

market. In addition, they have

decided to increase the level of

blood and gore In the game by a full

30 percent over the Japanese ver

sion. The breakdown of the increase

is as follows: 5% more blood gey

sers, 7% more decapitations, 4%

more eye gougings, 3% more impal-

ings, 6% more eviscerations, and

5% more images of Tonya Harding

breaking kneecaps. The increases

came after extensive research indi

cated that it would be "way cool."

Sega Ate My Balls
Sega of Japan has announced plans to release a new game for the Dream-

cast called Get!! Colonies. The game is puzzle-based and targets a new

audience previously unexplored by Sega. Each player starts with two

balls. The object is to try and touch the balls of the other players, at

which point their balls are yours. It is also possible to expand your balls
by using them in an unoccupied area. Whetheryou are supposed to win

by having more balls then your opponents or surrounding their balls with

yours is still unclear. However, due to the number or pre-orders for this

game, Sega has already started work on a sequel with force feedback

support tentatively titled Get Your Dirty, Filthy Hands Off My Anus!

Cyberathlete Suit Settled
Electronic Arts and NewWorld.com have reached an agreement that set

tled a lawsuit between the two companies. The suit, which was filed by

NewWorld, was based on the usage of the term "Cyberathlete." The dis

pute arose from the definition used by each company. EA described

cyberathletes as "lard-asses," "pathetic geeks with no real lives," and

"losers that haven't had a date in over eight months." However, New-

World believed that a cyberathlete must be "incapable of getting a real

job," have "lots of cooties," as well as being "a real pervert that surfs for

porn every chance they get." The dispute was ended when the companies

realized that both definitions were correct.

Related?
Yet again, we've looked through the news headlines, and noticed the

many similarities between what's going on with the world and our co-
workers here at PCXL.

British cabbies' brains grow with use

— Eric Smith's ass grows with dis-use

Scientists successfully clone five pigs

— Mike Salmon says he's discovered a way to reduce the staff budget

Kenyan women demand sex from cops

— The PCXL staff members contemplate careers In law enforcement

Six-year-old Cuban boy gains national media attention

— Matt Holmes finds reason to get over crush on 'N Sync
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Silly, unsubstantiated rumors have plagued

the game Industry for years. We vowed that

when we had the power, we'd do something.

And we are — we made our own! Here are 12

upcoming games and 12 tall tales for each.
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MARTIAN GOTHIC

Developer Creative Reality

Publisher •••^alonsoft

Release Date May

Game Info —'i' Imagine Resident,

Evil in space with three characters,

and you'd have a good idea of what.

/Warf/an Goth/cIs all about. The

game has fighting, puzzle-solving,

and zombie-killing tossed in to sat

isfy your need to blow shit up.

The Rumor -j- Capcom was origi

nally going to publish MG using the

Mission To Mars license, but

decided at the last minute that the

movie would bomb.

UIP

Developer -J- Kallsto

Publisher Ubi Soft

Release Date Oct. 2000

Game Info —Someone got the

idea that Pamela Anderson Lee's

obvious assets would help make a

good game. As a result, there will

soon be a mission-based game fea

turing Ram in her role of Vallery

Irons bodyguarding the stars. You'll

have access to a variety of weapons

in what is being billed as a tongue-

in-cheek (they didn't say whose

tongue and which cheeks)

action/adventure, but judging from

the show, we bet most missions

will involve getting Pam wet and

playing volleyball.

The Rumor " 'p Pamela Anderson

Lee employs "stunt breasts" during

her close-ups. A special in-game

code wilt let you see'em.

THE FAT LADY SINGS EDITION

I— WAMPA RAT HUNTER 3D -J- Verant and Lucas Arts have officially announced their
O massively multiplayer persistant world RPG set in the Star Wars universe. A financial
T" coup for George Lucas, each player in the game will have an action figure on sale at

Toys R Us within three months of release.

h— THQ DOWN UNDER -J- THQ has expanded its international operations to Australia,
'C citing its need to serve the country's gaming market. In response to the news, he
HZ said he was very grateful.

IT'S ABOUT TIME -S- Excruciatingly long-awaited games Messiah and Daikatana
have been released, delighting fans everywhere. Conversely, fan site webmasters
accustomed to a steady diet of new screenshots have lost the will to live.

BETAMANIA —•> The Diablo II beta test is underway, causing worldwide hysteria.
Some are overjoyed that they'll soon get to play the game, but the vast majority
dread hearing"! sense a soul in search of answers" for the millionth time.
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X-BUDS —■> It looks like Microsoft didn't tell Gigabyte and AMD, two of their original
technology partners on the X-Box, that they were replaced until shortly before the
console's official announcement. If that's how they treat their friends, what do you
think they'll do to Sony, Sega, and Nintendo?

THE NOT-SO-GREAT PUMPKIN UK-based developer Pumpkin Studios (of Wor-
zone 2100 infamy) closed down following Eldos' cancellation of their latest project,
Saboteur for the PlayStation. After blowing out the light, Eidos reportedly carried
the used and rumpled developer out to the trash heap before accidentally dropping
it, making a loud, squishy orange splat.

DUTCH TREACLE -j- European developers are dropping like flies these days. Dutch-
based Project 2 Interactive is shutting its doors after declaring bankruptcy with an
estimated debt of $5.5 million dollars. Famous for making adventure games like
Reah and Ark of Time, the reported cause of Project 2's bankruptcy is that they
made adventure games like Reah and Ark of Time.

CODEMASTERS TAKES A DUMP The company has cancelled development on all
U.S.-based non-multiplayer games, including Wavy SEALS, to focus on the online
community, in response, the online community was heard to comment that they'd
rather just be left alone with their kiddie porn.

J GAME KILLER

MAKING THE FUTURE SAFE FOR OUR CHILDREN
It's safe to say that there Is noth
ing more vile or despicable than
the sight of Matt "the unemployed
new guy" Holmes' attempts to
score with chicks. How his pick-up
lines — including such gems as,
"Nice tits, can I grab 'em?" and "If
I told you you had a hot body,
would you hold my love-meat?" —
could ever work defies all laws of
nature. Matt's a moron, a geek
who can barely pick his ass up out
of bed, much less go out and pick
up someone else's ass and bed it.
But call Ripley's, because every so
often he actually succeeds In his

: pathetic efforts. In order to better

understand this bizarre ritual, we
followed him in an effort to learn

the secrets of "PIckupchlx-Fu." For
a while we were astounded by
women's remarkable ability to
completely ignore Matt's ugly

Matt + Fine Girl + Moving Lips
= Big time lying going on.

puss, lame jokes, and Barney Fife-
ish physique — but still go cut
with him anyway. It soon dawned
on us that his evil reign of terror
had to end. So we secretly let
these poor unsuspecting ladies
know the truth behind the freak,
tailing him to every bar, and talk
ing trash behind his back—
upping said chicks' resistance to i
the Holmes disease. The result?

Lots of laughs, as his normal game
was thwarted and the world once S

again came back into balance,
with Matt firmly on the very bot-
torn of the (extremely shallow) i
PCXL gene pool. , :
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WOMEN WE LOVE TO PLAY

• •••*• She isn't a teenage witch (at least we

don't think so), and she really has no rela

tion to games whatsoever. However she

looked mighty fine in a tight black catsuit

and was willing to climb around crates and

look for power-ups. Oddly enough, there

weren't any extra clips of ammo or even

health packs in any of the crates she

smashed open with a crow bar. This discov

ery has ruined our perception of the world

— we always thought games were an exact

replica ouside our dark offices.

WITCHY WOlVlEN

WITCH

CREDENTIALS •••;>

She plays a witch
on "Charmed"

opposite real-life
witch Shannon

Doherty. And there

Is no doubt that

her mother is an

evil witch from hell

WITCH

CREDENTIALS

The original TV
witch twitched her

nose and made life

easy for her relu-

catant mortal hus

band Darrin. Also

played evil (sexy)
sister Sabrina

WITCH

CREDENTIALS -<

She's a teenage

witch on TV, and

friends with Brit

ney Spears off
screen-debat

able which one

makes her more

witchy NGVe CAMPBeUALYSSA MILANOTe€NAQ6 WITCH

HameSGai
GAMING'S URBAN LEGENDS

WITCH

CREDENTIALS

Played hideously
scarred teenager

turned no longer
scarred teenage

witch in the

abysmal movie,
The Craft-didn't
get naked

GUNSHIP

Developer'"J* MicroProse

Publisher -J- Hasbro

Release Date—March/April 2000

Game Info Russians have

decided to open an industrial size

can of whup-ass in Europe. Flying in

one of four assault helicopters, you

can help them invade or help stomp

on 'em. It's got Impressive 3D

graphics, multiplayer support, and

will supposedly be able to combine

with Tank Platoon! when it's

released. Not bad if you like flight

sims and accidentally found your

self owning a copy of Tank Platoon!

The Rumor —'{f Gunship is based on

stolen schematics of a real Russian

assault helicopter prototype.

ART OF MAGIC

Developer •••> Mythos

Publisher •••?• Bethesda

Release Date —^ Qi 2001

Game info —>• Another upcoming

title from the X-COM people. Art of

Magic drops you right into the mid

dle of a war between the forces of

law and chaos. Fortunately you

don't go in defenseless. Your char

acter has the ability to use and con

trol magic, and the more you use

these abilities, the more easily you

can control them. Unfortunately the

war is only the tip of the iceberg,

because the universe itself might

be destroyed, and that could really

ruin your day.

The Rumor -jf' The development

team is programming and design

ing Art ofMagic whWe stoned on

mushrooms.
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eCHELON

Developer Madia

Publisher -l- Bethesda

Release Date August 2000

Game Info •••)■ A futuristic flight sim.

Echelon puts you In the pilot seat of

any one of a dozen aircraft. It fea

tures mission-based campaigns
where your actions influence the dif
ficulty of oncoming battles, as well
as your duties, aircraft models, and
mission types. The graphics look
pretty good, and It comes with both
co-op and deathmatch multiplayer
options galore.
The Rumor "•j> While being shown a

demo of the game on a campaign
stop, Senator John McCain began
having violent wartime flashbacks.

HOMM 3: THE SHADOIJ
OF DEATH
Developer -J- New World Computing

Publisher •••J'3DO
Release Date March 2000

Game Info an expansion

pack for the original Heroes ofMight
andMaglc3. like Armageddon's
Blade, you guide the heroes through
a set of seven campaigns until you

win. There are some new structures,

single-player maps, and a new class

of artifacts, but it's not all that differ

ent from the first one. If you like the

rest of the series, it should be enough

to keep you interested until the

inevitable (and incredibly long-
named) Heroes of Might and Magic 4
takes its place.

The Rumor •••> Eerily, three New
World designers died during the mak

ing of Coincidence?

How to Handle Pussy
PUSSIES ARENT MADE FOR WHACKING

or my last column, I'm
taking a break from the
problems of halr-
palmed geeks and talk

about one of my personal obses
sions, "The Sopranos." In particu
lar, I'd like to give some special
advice to Tony Soprano about how
he could've handled the late, great
flipped goodfellow, "Big Pussy"
Bompenslero. If Tony had only
Invested some tender loving care,
he could've manipulated the way
ward Puss to his advantage. And If
a gal like me doesn't have an
Insider's perspective on Pussy,
who does?

"You want me to do what

with it, Mr. President?"

skills, anyone can do It. At first I'd
suggest gently kissing up to
Pussy. At first Pussy may not he
receptive, hut by continuously
working on his soft underbelly in a
circular motion (or even up and
down — never, ever side to side),
eventually Pussy will succumb to
the stimulation and leave those

other fatties behind.

Make Pussy Your Bitch
Now that you've got Pussy back on
your side, it's time to put Puss In

his place. By simultaneously han
dling his soft underbelly, and
probing Into his darker wants and
desires In a rhythmic manner.
Pussy will pretty much do anything
you want. Just try to control your
self or he might get emotional
and you'll end up with a
sloppy Pussy...
and nobody
wants that. At

this point you
should use your
relationship
with Pussy
to move In

on other

members, hut try not
to distance yourself
too much — Pussy Is high mainte
nance and needs lots of attention.

A Final Word About Pussy
it's obviously too late for you to
get Inside Pussy, hut if you'd
taken the time to work Pussy, then
Pussy might've been more than
just a friend — Pussy could've
been your eternal slave and no
longer have strayed from your
gang. As It Is, Pussy's now very
deep and wet... at the bottom of
the ocean. I personally think you
were a little hard on Pussy. I hope
you made the right choice, Tony. If
he were my Pussy, I would've
given him another chance.

Pussy Is your friend, and you
shouldn't be afraid of Pussy no
matter how big and scary Pussy
may seem. The key to getting
Pussy on your side Is learning how
to handle the soft underbelly.
Behind Pussy's tough exterior (or
what I like to call his "hood"), lies
an extremely sensitive area that, if
handled correctly will bring Pussy
to your side forever. Pussy Is com
plicated, and each person will
have a different experience with
Pussy. However I've found that
with some basic Pussy-handling

Example of irony-
Pussy reading a mag
azine about living
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CHACHI OF THE MONTH

Our Chachi Is.
THIS MONTH'S WINNER: SCOTT

r Ever since PCXL launched nearly

g two years ago, our sad competi' =
! tion has been stealing from us

I each and every month. Well, in a

I  last-ditch effort to save our jobs,
S we're stealing one of theirs,

i Another so-called gaming mag has
:1 a section where they give an

i award to the best bribe offered by
1 gaming PR companies. We wanted
p to copy this directly, but since we

, don't take pay-offs from game

'■ companies (and wouldn't wantto -
'■ publicize it if we did) and since we

can't spell yiddish wordsto save-
our asses, we decided to create:
Chachi Of The Month.

THIS MONTH -Khachi
WHY HE WINS -?• There has reall
never been a better Chachi (or any
other Chachi for that matter) than : ■
Scott Baio. He was cool, dreamy
(or so Gia tells us), and he nailed
ioanie. And remember the "Happy
Days" spinoff, "Joanie Loves
Chachi"? Notice how it's not

called "Chachi Loves Joanie"? He
put his woman in her place. :
Chachi, we forgive you for "Blan
sky's Beauties," "Charles Ih (I T
Charge," and'forTV movies; with
Willie Aames. You are the mahl
NEXT MONTH -J-Can there p
bly be a better Chachi? Find outf

WHAT THE HELL?

The DllberltG
YUMMY TREATS FOR BRAINY GEEKS

No, the spellcheckers weren't lick
ing toads (again) — it really is a
Dilberito. Y'see, it's from Scott
Adams, the guy whose "Dilbert"
cartoon let us in on well-kept
secrets like "work sucks" and

"bosses are stupid" (with the
exception of our own Mike
Salmon, that is... his hair is pointy
on purpose). Seems Adams went
on a marketing bender into your
grocer's freezer with his own line
of "healthy" burritos. Get it? Dil
bert burrito = Dilberito. Besides
wondering what the

hell Dilbert Is doing pimping Mexi
can foodstuffs (hey, is that a Rat-
bert tail?), we wondered how we
could get in on the action. "Pizza
Accelerator" gaming snacks? Gia
DeCarmel Flan? Babe-O-Lada's?

Our team of get-rich-quick
schemers are working on it even
as you read this, but to satisfy our
own curiosity, we tried a meatless
Indian Dilberito with mango chut
ney (included). Hot, tangy, and fill
ing, the Dilberito's slogan is

"yummy tasting veggies, rice, and
stuff you like." For snack food bot
tom feeders like us, "stuff you
iike" doesn't inciude veggies, but
we've gave it a shot anyway.
Beiieve it or not, it was actuaily
damn good for heaith food. One
thing bothered us — if it's a veg
gie snack, then why is there a pic
ture of Dogbert on the box? Not to
get all Soylent Green about it, but
do you think? Naah ...

forline«» with

1
Or ZJ

BSENT'At
Vitamins®-JMINERAIS
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STUNT GP
Developer •"'*/ Team 17

Publisher—Infogrames

Release Date Fall 2000

Game Info An RC stunt racing

game by the same people who
made the Worms series. The object

is simple; Win races while perform
ing stunts to gain bonuses, which

can be used to upgrade your car. It

has 24 tracks and 16 customizable

carslTom which to choose, multi-

player support, and over seven

modes of single-player gameplay to
ensure at least some replayabllrty.

The Rumor —^ If you perform all

the stunts in the third race, a Worm

will show up, say ''Take that!" and

lob a grenade at your car.

JAUeS BOND: THE
WORLD IS NOT
ENOUGH
Developer —^ Twine
Publisher EA

Release Date TBA

Game Info —Making use of the

Quoke 5 engine, this game incarna

tion of james Bond will undoubt

edly be the best looking and fastest
moving so far. You either sneak

around missions or kill everything

In sight (usuaily both), supplied
with Q's usual assortment of gad

gets. With multiplayer support the
game has guaranteed replay value,

and Bond fans will appreciate clips
taken directly from the movie,

file Rumor -5- Desmond Llewelyn,

who played Q in the Bond series,

died in an automobile accident

while driving home after recording

voiceovers for this game.
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RUNE

Developer Human Head Studios

Publisher Gathering Of Develop

ers (or GOD)

Release Date Summer 2000

Game Info —J- "Decapitation, dis

memberment, and death" sums up

this new third-person action game

Prom Human Head studios. Using a

modified version of the Unreal

engine, you're a young Viking war

rior who runs around killing stuff

with sharp objects. And since you

can chop off someone's limb and

beat 'em to death with it, you never

have to worry about being unarmed.

The Rumor A real human head is

on display in Human Head Studios

conference room, and is the inspira

tion for their name.

STAR TREK STARSHIP

CREATOR: UIARP S

Developer IMERGY

Publisher —y Simon & Schuster

interactive

Release Date —j- Q2 / CI3 2000

Game Info -Ji- The sequel to Star-

ship Creator Deluxe, this game

allows you to design your own Star

Trek vessels and send them on mis

sions. It comes with its own mission

editorto let you do what you want

with your vessels after you design

them. Once Star Trek: Dominion

Wars is released, players will also

be able to transfer their own ves

sels into it from Warp 2. This is truly

a Trekkers-only game, however.

The Rumor —^ A proposed deal for

William Shatner to promote Warp 2

fell through when it was disclosed

that he is now fatter than Scotty

and Uhura combined

...AND GOOD RIDDANCE

8^^

Hair Today, Gone lomorraw
ART DIRECTORS COTVIE AND GO ... BUT MOSTLY GO

A man of few words and many hair

colors, Kyle LeBoeuf has been

with PCXL since the very begin

ning. First serving as our underap-

;  preciated Assistant Art Director

I and then ascending the ranks!(weil, err, rank) to the top spot of
art director in a bloody coup, (it
looked bloody, but in hindsight

15 we realize it was ]ust Kyle's leg-
I endary "red" phase.)
I  Not content to rest on his iau-
I reis, Kyle grew bored with the cur-
I rent limits of muiti-hued follicle
S technology. In an Incredibly dan-

I gerous and undeniably silly exper-
I iment, the full color spectrum was

Classifieds

photon-blasted onto his scalp.

Unfortunately, tragedy struck

when the procedure went horribly

i

awry, producing the world's first

plaid-haired man. (Phyllis Oilier g
achieved the same back in 1977 .

for the women.)

Now a disfigured freak, Kyle has

been banished to the imagine IT

department, leaving behind the

fast-paced world of graphic

design. Replacing him, we're

happy to announce that Ass Art ;

Director (that's ass, not assistant)

Eric Smith has graciously agreed:,

to take on Kyle's title, his much

nicer Mac, his spacious, comfy

desk, and ... oh, what's that? The

mag got canned? Hey, Kyle, is

there any more room In IT?

■.Pf

JOBS THE GAMES INDUSTRY JUST MIGHT BE ADVERTISlNGi

Master Candidate Gold Disc Maker Needed!
last employee died from exhaustion. Must have thick hyde and
be able to handle repeated rejection, proficiency in kissing rock
star-figurehead ass very helpful. No experience required. Con
tact Ion Storm today!

Now Hiring Executives
Are you a CEO? Ever want to be? Well, now's your chance!
Plenty of positions open at Aureal, including President, General
Counsel, CEO, CFO, CTO, COO, and many more acronyms to
choose from. The only catch is that you'll have to work for free
for about six months or so, until company reorganizes. Please
do not call orvisit the Aureal office — nobody is there.

Wanted: New Agent
Recent Oscar winner and part-time Goth chick seeking new rep
resentation. Currently contracted to star In video game movie,
which as we all know is the kiss of death to any serious acting

; career. Please have experience in breaking contracts - break
mine and you're, hiredl If you're half as good as you think you , .

fare^ you'll know who! am and are alreadyspeed-diallng me or
f my obviously gay brother as you read this.

Please Help!
'  I've lost my way. Can you help me? Owner of multimedia giant

in the world of film and games has lost his vision and desper
ately wants to regain it. Once produced fantastic games based
on own license, but now more concerned with action figures
and CGI characters than quality. If you can help, or just want to
talk, please write. I'm lonely... so very lonely. George L

fi George, I sense a kindred spirit. I know what it's like to feet that
i the whole world Is against you. Oh, and to intimidate everyone I
§ meet because I've got more money than God. Let's get together
i:and laugh at the little people. Bill G.

Who Wants To Be Regis?
Has anybody ever told you that you sound just like IV star -'-,
Regis Philbln? if so, Disney Interactive has an exciting neWiC'-
opportunity for YOU. Who Wants To Be A Millionaire 2-6 are'
currently in development, but the real Regis wants too much ;
money. Won't you be our Regis? Send resume and audio tape
to "Tm ALot Cheaper Than Regis" c/o Disney.

Job Wanted
Royal game designer,has abdicated his throne and seeks new -
subjects. Enjoys dressing up in capes and referring to himself
as Lord. Fed up with "the man." Likes: RPGs, massively multi- '
player environments. Dislikes: EA, fatties. If interested, send
virtuous avatar with scroll detailing compensation. Lord British. >

Lost: Head
Last seen in hallway of Raven offices. One second 1 had it.the;
next it^.was missing.. Little value except sentimental, but >
attached.to it since it controls alt my motor skills and thought, |
processes. If found, please return to john Mullens, professional!
soldier of fortune.

Graphic Art Job Available
PCXL is looking for a new Ass Art Director. Well, WAS looking
for a... well, never mind. Nipple wrangling and severe sleep
deprivation required. Don't call us, we'll call you. Do not con
tact office —nobody is there... really.

victoria Oat A Real Secret?
Hot 'n Chunky Boutique caters to the plus-sized gal pretending j
to not look like a suckling pig. Offers full selection of ripple-hlji-s
ing girdles and fat-packing bras as well as black latex pants
GUARANTEED not to split m the middle when your hulking
frame attempts to squeeze into them. While shopping, enjoy
our complimentary Snapple (wink, wink) and Celery (nudge, '
nudge) to keep Up appearances. ^
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DEVELOPER SPOTLIGHT

Over the Rainbow
(STUDIOS, THAT IS)

othing gets you higher

on a developer than

going to their offices

and seeing a game so

cool that by the time you leave,

you just knowWs going to impact

the gaming community like the fist

of God. After hitting Rainbow Stu

dios to check out Motocross Mad

ness 2, they immediately went to

the top of the "cool-ass mofos" list

without even having to provide

free crack!

Snuggled into some rather

decayed urban surroundings in

Phoenix, Arizona, is a two-story,

windowless cube that houses a

whole lotta talent. Things brighten

up considerably once you walk

through the office doors, however,

and that has a lot to do with the

enormous motion-capture stage

that takes up the entire center of

the building. Cruise to the left and

you'll see the sound room and

separate recording studio. Try not

to drool on the 30-foot-long room

filled with hard drives. The build

ing was once a recording studio

and soundstage, but now it's a big

square container of whoop-ass.

Rainbow's 14-year history spans

several elements of the digital

entertainment industry. Having

wet their feet with multimedia

training programs and television

commercials. Rainbow has gradu

ally transitioned to game develop

ment and making a full-length

100% CGi movie that is very hush-

Rumor has is that there's a swimming pool and polo court up on

the roof. They wouldn't let us up there to check it out, though.

hush. Alien ships and exploding

planets, anyone?

The huge success of the original

Motocross Madness follows a

good-sized stable of older games.

Rainbow Studios' past holds

everything from an air-traffic con

trol game (Air Havoc Controller) to

Deadly Tide, Ravage D.C.X., and

even the recently released Tiger

Woods 2000. (No word on whether

Tiger had any problems having

mo-cap electrodes pasted all over

his body, but it's still a pretty hefty

endorsement, don't you think?)

The current blockbuster is

Motocross Madness 2, with its

immensely realistic outdoor areas

and white-knuckling action. This

title shows that they have the abil

ity to pack a new set of killer fea

tures into a game without chang-

This is their combo motion-capture stage and squaredancing arena.

ing what made it fun in the first

place. After MCM2, though, they

are branchingaway from the PC

roots with their next two titles. At

this year's E3 expo. Rainbow will

announce two games already in

development for the PlayStation 2.

With its processing power and

ease in development (due to a
standard hardware set-up), the
PS2 is an attractive platform for a

developer just coming out of a

grueling crunch period.

Gamers are in good shape.

Rainbow Studios is hitting its

stride with more and more suc

cessful games, and the future

looks bright for those of us that

like to be entertained by the best

art, technology, and design. Addi

tionally, their powerhouse CGi

team will also continue to crank

out cinematic art and even full-

length movies. '9

BHWr
RAINBOW STUDIO'S OFFICE HAS NO

WINDOWS. WHAT'S UP WITH THAT?

The dev team is comprised exclusively of
supermodels

The last thing you want is holes in your
building when it's 120 degrees outside

Much like vampires, developers are
fatally allergic to sunlight

People work best when not reminded of
the outside world they once inhabited

Bums peering through windows can
adversely affect morale and efficiency

Fresh air is for wimps

Company dress code: Total nudity!

GameScan
GAMING'S URBAN LEGENDS

HOM€UORLD:

CATACiySM

Developer Barking Dog Studios

Publisher-J-Sierra

Release Date —Q2 2000

Game Info Cataclysm takes :

place 15 years after Homeworld.

This add-on pits your mining vessel

against a previously unknown

enemy that seeks to destroy all life.

You get new ships, technology, and

weaponry to help kick some serious

alien ass, plus new features like

waypoints and 17 new missions.

The Rumor "'p jane Jensen (Gabriel

Knight series writer) wrote an early

treatment of Cataclysm's story, but

it was so complex that testers fell

asleep at their computers.

^ '

IROPICO

Developer PopTop

Publisher -'<• GatheringOf Devel

opers (or GOD)

Release Date •••> Q4 2000

Game Info •••!<• Tropico is a lot like

Sim City, but with one significant

difference: This building game

takes place in a Caribbean islarid

nation ruled by a dictator (that

would be you). In addition to taking

care of your citizens, you must also

plan for the possibility of revolu

tions and political dissent. If the

people don't like what you do,

they'll let you know by storming the

palace, but that's what your army

(and martial taw) are for.

The Rumor "-f Fidel Castro is a

huge sim fan and actually called

GOD personally to make sure Trop

ico gets released In Cuba.

n

M
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Games
Business
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GNextGen

The only interactive

entertainment trade

magazine for video and

PC gaming retailers.

Games Business delivers

6,000 buyers and more

than 34,000 retailers with

every issue.

Officiei Sege
Dreamcast
Magazine
The insider's look into the

Dreamoast phenomenon

with a special exclusive

GD—ROMi The only place

to get exclusive Dreamcast

game demo previews!

250,000 readers after just

5 issues!

Dreahnc^t

A

MILLION
GAMER TO T HEFROM THE CO
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Next Generatinn
Next Gen delivers you the inside

info — the first to bring you X-Box

specs, the first insider word on

"free" consoles. Don't miss out

on what's behind the scenes in

the PC and video gaming world.

Read what technology infiuencers

reach for first!

PC Gamer
The best-seiiing PC game

magazine in the world!

With so many changes

coming in PC gaming

market In 2000 and

beyond, PC Gamer delivers

you the real truth!

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING INFORMATION CONTACT; 415.468.4684 or entmarketlng@lmaginemedia.com
wvvw.daiiyradar.com • vvww.dreamcastmagazine.com • vvww.gamesbusiness.com •
www.next-generation.oom • www.pcgamer.com • www.pcxi.com • www.psmoniine.com



PSM: 1D0%
Independent
PleyStatinn
Magazine
"Independent" PSM tells It

like It isl — with unauthorized and

behind the scenes info on the

hottest launch In history, the PS2.

300,000 PSM readers count on

us to provide the final word about

everything PlayStation.

M A

Games Insider
Will launch at 2.18 million

circulation. The first true

mass-market video and PC

gaming publication. Distributed

free to consumers at 8 major

retailers Including all U.S.

Babbages Etc., Blockbuster,

CompUSA, Electronics

Boutique, Toys R Us and Kmart

retail stores.

AND T E R N E T

PC AEcelerater
The first lifestyle magazine

for PC gamers. PC Accelerator

is action, sports, and adventure

games, as well as the latest

in 3D technology! Informed

content delivered with a

hard-hitting, edgy, and

laugh-out-loud attitude.

AMERICA'S

LARGEST

PC & VIDEO GAMES

COMMUNITY

THE WORLD'S FASTEST GROWING MEDIA COMPANY. WWW.IMAGiNEMEDIA.COM
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The only PC peripheral
that actually sprays
hlood and chunks nf
human gore at you
every time you make an
uuscreeu kill.

Now fcatariBi:
• Expanded holding tank

• Comes in black, blue, and new
chartreuse colors!

• Over 7,000 national blood
banks and gore centers partici
pating in our "Refill Program"

• Offer up to 70 straight hours
of warm, dripping, coagulat
ing fun! Let's get bloody!

• Already compatible with
Sictek's two most popular
games;

RlUlirir 1—Tie mtkHhi

Sparky HECiUleHn'iWaciqr
AinitgmiiCndlhriine

"With the Bloodulator-

3000, it's that time of the
month ... every day!"

— PC Accelerator

"What will those bloody

designers at Sictek come up
with next?"

— PC Gamer

Coming soon from Sictek:

The Sp!eentek-1 - The first PC
Attachment that actually
electrocutes your spleen!

The Labotomizer- 'nuff said.

In case you haven't guessed it this product is not real. This is a parody of over-
the-top violence and is meant to make you giggle like a little girl. Senators and/or
Presidents of the United States who use this ad as an example of what is wrong
with the games industry are complete morons — but we already knew that. PC Accel
erator is not responsible for y^ou losing your lunch, desensitizing you, or for
making you feel like a little girl.

f

Vl fllihlKl , TheBloodulator-

3000 may cause extreme fun
and dangerous levels of hilarity!



FEEDBACK ||letters@pcxt
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The day after news of our demise hit the web, we were flooded with e-

mail from all over the globe. So, we threw out the old letters section

and replaced it with just a few of the many, many reactions that came

in, some of which were even printable. Here's what you had to say...

Nores TO IMAGINE

i enjoy almost every publication

of imagine Media, in my opinion

as a loyal imagine Entertainment

consumer, cancelling PCXL is a

HUGE mistake. Also, I am the

store manager of a Babbage's

Etc., ... I have customers calling

my store to ask if the next PCXL is

out yet. Why, you might ask,

maybe because PCXL stands out

from the crowd? Is Imagine

Media afraid of breaking the

mold? it is by far the most popu

lar PC mag in our racks, i know

that imagine publishes 75% of

the mags we sell at my store, but

there are a few alternatives. Due

to the cancellation of PCXL It will

be very easy to direct customers

to CGW, Incite PC etc. I will think

long and hard about possibly

cancelling my NC subscription.

Thank you for your time,

Jason Delleney

She wants more PCXL, too!

i can't believe that Imagine has

made the decision to cancel

PCXL. This has to be the stupi

dest thing Imagine has ever

done. Sure, it caters to the male

PC fan, but males make up the

largest sector of the PC gaming

market. Catering to this demo

graphic has made PCXL the most

original PC magazine ever cre

ated. And to keep PC Gamer over

PCXL is a travesty unto itself. PC

Gamer was original when it came

out, but has failed to evolve

almost any over the years. Plus,

it's even stolen outright things

from PCXL to keep up (Personal

and PC problems? Who came up

with that first?). PC Gamer is now

a PCXL wannabe. Games, girls,

and a cutting edge wit have made

PCXL the best there is, and if

you're too blind to choose a tired,

retread, hack gaming rag like PC

Gamer over PCXL, then it will be

your loss as well as the PCXL

fans.'

Lastly, i have been collecting

most all of your magazines since

each respective mag's first issue,

i used to feel that you put quality

and inventive ideas ahead of

making a fast buck, but no more,

i'm now going to put all my back

issues except PCXL into the local

recycling bin. Please consider

myself a former imagine cus

tomer.

Thank You

Pete Dixon

i know that one letter won't mat

ter... but I want Imagine Media

to know that I am pissed about

the cancellation of PCXL. There is

no other mag on the market as

fresh as PCXL. Every issue I got

amazed me. i never made it one

page without laughing my ass

off. The reviews were pure

strokes of genius, i'm not sure if i

will ever be able to replace my

beloved PCXL. Sure, there are

mags out there that try to be like

them (Incite), but none of them

succeed at all. Basically I think

this really sucks and can't believe

that PCXL could die.

Cya...

jacob Cousino

C'mon, imagine. C'mon, PCXL.

C'mon, don't go. Seriously.

C'mon. Damn, this sucks.

Adam Mistier

PCXL was the ONLY no-compro-

mise PC game mag on the market

and I simply cannot believe that

imagine could reach a decision to

stop publishing it. I wish the best

to all the people involved in

PCXL, I feel that you are all my

family in a way, at least in that

we share an enjoyment In the PC

gaming industry and enjoy a

brand of humor that apparently

enough others do not quite

understand. Lastly, someone

please get their head out of their

ass! When you have the BEST and

most original mag on the market

and you stop publishing it, you

have to be a total moron.

Hail to the King Baby,

Chris Kimbrow

Please provide me with a refund

of the difference of my subscrip

tion. i do not want PC Gamer. If I

wanted PC Gamer i would have

subscribed to it. Either this hap

pens, or I start a campaign from

my website to get ex- PCXL'rs to

call into the Better Business

Bureau and do everything in our

power to not receive PC Gamer.

Regards,

Seth Krieg

i will boycott ALL Imagine Media

magazines and websites forever.

I will encourage others to do so

as well. I don't believe the poor

sales crap and low advertising

revenues, i think some WOMAN

screwed it up for all of us. Good

luck to you all.

-ozone-

PS: I'll miss you guys... and Gia

too:)

I'd be sad, too, except i have
this fine butt to think about.

THANKS FOR THG

MAM MARIES

WHAT?! Oh man. Not that you

already know... but this sucks, i

suppose i should thank you for

your magazine now. And i will.

PCXL is the best PC gaming maga

zine ever. I mean, come on,

games, humor, hot chicks, ALL IN

ONE MAGAZINE. All the other

magazines suck a big fattie (feel

free to quote me). Where the hell

else are we gonna find pics of Gia

Decarlo and hilarious gaming arti

cles? I've lost all purpose to life.

Well then. I should go. I'm getting

all ferklempt. Sayonara.

Matt Nguyen

You are by far the most entertain

ing game magazine out there.

Yours is the only mag that I read

from cover to cover. I am always

amused by the content, it's not

the girls, but the fact that this is a

mag written by people I can relate

with. I do not know the reasoning

behind this closure but i would be

more than willing to pay more for

the mag, i just don't want to lose

the comical and inciteful angle

that all the writers there have.

Don't we have some say?

William H. Van Splunder
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PCXL,

Really sorry to see you guys stop

publishing the best PC gaming

magazine on the shelf. Wouldn't

it be nice for a change if hard

work and quality in publication

actually meant something, rather

than the mags that brown-nose

to the almighty advertising dollar

by giving wishy-washy reviews,

neglecting hard truths, and being

"vanilla" in every respect?

Thanks for two years of enjoy

ment and enlightenment!

W. Baxter

Hi, my name is John and I'm a

dedicated reader from Greece.

Your magazine was one of those

things that made my life better. I

would buy each month's issue

and be certain that I would laugh!

i was so excited about it, I

showed it to everybody I know,

being so proud that I discovered

this great magazine. I really can't

say how sad I am about this, my

life is going to be so different. If

there were anything i could do to

make you continue, I'd do it.

John P.

You guys are the only gaming

mag many of us in the game

industry read, i used to work for a

developer and have two room

mates still working in the indus

try here in Raleigh. Your mag is

the only print publication we sub

scribe to. (well, there is Maxim,

but that's not a gaming mag...).

Good Luck Guys,

Jeremy

PLEASE GOD DON'T LEAVE US!!!!!

Until I found you guys i was a

geek without a voice! I am a loyal

subscriber and i will be one of the

many lost without you. Several in

the "Tribes Community" are cry

ing like babies over this. Is there

anyway to save the only worth

while publication on the planet?

JT Moody

This is unbelievable, but i guess

all good things have to come to

an end. Thanks for the good

reviews, the hot babes, the hilari

ous "x-tras," and an all-around

great time for the last two years.

The magazine may have died

because of "market concerns,"

but the spirit lives on!

Eric Prendergast

I started in on this wild ride near

the very beginning. It's been

wonderful in so many ways.

Thanks for a great run fellas.

Thanks for giving me humor with

my info, or the other way around,
and life into gaming. This will not

be the last we hear from you I

hope. I plan on remaining a

reader of whatever ya'll decide to

do.

PCXL forever,

Robert Romero Jr.

WORDS OF PRAIS6

This is the worst thing to happen

ever! PC Accelerator has been the

only reason I read magazines.

You guys were the funniest and

best PC magazine out there,

period!

Vin Yam

I'm gonna go seal my PC Acceler

ator issues in plastic wrap as

they will soon skyrocket in value

due to rarity. Good luck, guys,

and don't give up on the idea you

had with PCXL...

Michael Sontag

Dammit!!! I'll subscribe with

three more subscriptions. I'll get

my friends to subscribe. Hell, I'll
get my family, friends, and their

families... shit. Dammit. Don't

goooo!!!!!

Ivan Jacobson

NOOOOOOOO!!!! i can't believe

you guys are stopping the mag.

That mag was my life. I began to

read and got sucked Into the mys

terious wonder known as PC

Accelerator. I can't believe it.

Dkillah

... even over here in Germany your

fresh attitude will be missed.

Regards,

Cal

When I found out that you guys

were shutting down, it hit me like

a death in the family. No more

reading of drunken computer

game exploits. No more honest

and hard-hitting reviews. You

guys will be sorely missed.

Sincerely,

Matthew Herlehy

Loyal reader from

the very first issue

This makes no sense! I guess my

local magazine rack was using

PCXL to line birdcages or some

thing, cause if i didn't get there in

the first week after release each

month, it was gone! I guess I just

live in an extremely cool area.

Later,

Al "Dead-Meat" Miller

This babe is swimming in tears (either that or her implants popped).

... AND WORDS OF ASS

Thank God your print magazine

has been terminated, i picked up

last month's copy with the Worst

Games Ever column to read while

I was in the waiting room at the

dentist for my root canal therapy

and was apalled [sic] at what a

degrading, sexist and uninforma-

tive rag it was. There was abso

lutely NO information contained

within, only adolescent postur

ing, meaningless hints to games I

don't care about and screenshots.

Lots of screenshots. And plenty of

descriptions of those screen-

shots. I think that the primary

qualifications for writing for your

magazine must be the ability to

describe a screenshot and to not

flinch when hearing juvenile sex

ist humor. Certainly there was not

much journalism involved. In any

event, nice going/you blew it/too
bad/thank God, couldn't have

happened to a better bunch of

losers.

See you on the

unemployment line.

Snyalnd

Hi, my name is Steve Valentine. I

subscribed for a first free issue of

PC Accelerator ar\i if I didn't like

it I wouldn't have to pay for the

rest. So now I just got my first

free issue, but it says I have to

pay. Now my dad is really mad at

me because it says i have to pay

but it really should be free. I want

you to please fix this problem,

and stop sending me the PC

Accelerator magazine. Thank you

so much.

Steve Valentine

Your wish is our command, Steve.

And if you can't have PCXL, then

nobody else can, either. Well

done!

Unfortunately, dear readers,

there's not much anyone can do

about all this. But thanks a lot,

guys (and gals — we heard from a

few of them too. We told yal)

Twasn't beauty that killed the

beast, but a lack of MEN buying

the mag. Later...
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It's Kinda like tliat thing in ADEII - you Know buy some wood, sell SDme stone, etc.
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New Graduate in Techn

Shejeeds surgery
.A r
•  lllilhniif fha nI Without the proper funding

poor Christir won]
he here next Chri

i

Do yoo want thatgn ynor cnnscience?

mssL

I  \ r, U S I T Y
ing-Computer Techiiolog\'

van loday" for Intormauon 1-000-658-5744^ „
2625 West Baseline Road, Tempe, Arizona 85283-104

E-mail admissions@uact.edu Visit our website at www.uact.edu

Earning

These sponsors make it possible for PC ACCELERATOR to exist. Without them we'd just

be a bunch of loud-mouthed fools. We appreciate their advertising, but if they make a

game that sucks, we WILL kill it. Nobody owns PCXL, but PCXL

Follow thE5€ thr€€ €asy steps to get all the
product information you desire!

o Go to: tittp://www.pcxl.comygaming4ii
Select the product category from a complete list. Search by name,
or select the vendor's number from the list below for up-to-date
info on your favorite games.

Follow the format to receive all the Info you desire. You will also
be able to access the vendor's websites from Gaming 411.

ADUERTISER INDE
COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE# INFO#

3Dfx Interactive, Inc. Voodoo II 30-31 10

Aberdeen Aberdeen 110-111 -

Actlvision / Codemasters MTV Music Generator 9 173

Alienware Hardware 62 158

Babbages Gamestop 23,24-25,26 162

Consumer Review pcgr.com 77 169

Creative Labs X-Gamer refresh obc 21

Dell Computer Systems Ibc 126

Electronic Arts / Maxis Sim City 3000 3-Feb 152

Ex'pressions New Media Recruitment 70 168

Funcom Funcom 55 171

GT Interactive Imperium Galactica II 83 27

GT Interactive Team Alligator 49 29

Imagine Media Dailyradar.com 78-79 —

Imagine Media Revolution 109

Imagine Media Dreamcast 107

imagine Media 4 Million Strong 102-103

Interplay Evolva 11 149

Logitech. Inc. Force Feedback Mouse 57 172

Lucas Arts Force Commander IFC-1 72

Mattel Interactive Earth 2150 34 164

Microsoft Motocross Madness 21 170

Microsoft Allegiance 37 153

Nova Logic Tachyon 61 37

Red Storm Entertainment Rogue Spear 29 106

SegaSoft Heat.net 13-Dec 120

Sony / 989 Studios Fverquest 6.7 12

Taionsoft Dogs of War 44-45 105

The 3DO Company Army Men World War 40-41 —

The 3DO Company Might & Magic 66 —

U of Adv. Computer Tech Recruitment 108 161

Imagine Media, Inc. is not responsible for typographical errors found In the Advertiser Index
and/or The Gaming 411 web page.
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The Straight Talk People
S I N C E 1 9 9 1 ABERDEEN
VIDEO ADAPTERS

SDIabs PermediaS Create 32MB $155.99

SDIabs Oxygen VX1 GLINT R3 32MB $204,99
SDIabs Oxygen GMX2Q00 96MB $1599,99
3Dlabs Oxygen GVX1R3 w/GAMIVtA 32MB$742,99
Asus V6600 GeForce 256 Pure 32MB $247,99

Asus V6600 GeForce 256 Pure Deluxe,..,$272,99

Asus V6800 GeForce 256 DDR Pure $297,99

Asus V6800 GeForce 256 Pure Deluxe,..,$349.99

Creative 3D Annihilator Pro GeForce $319,99

Hercules 3D Prophet DDR-DVI GeForce...,$279.99
Guillemot 3D Prophet SDR GeForce $249.99
Guillemot Maxi Gamer Cougar TNT2 M64 ..,$89.99
Jaton 97AGP2X Trldent985 4MB SGRAM ...$29.99

Jaton 67Pro Trident975 4MB EDO PCI $29.99

Leadtek WinFast GeForce 256 32MB $229.99

Leadtek WinFast GeForce 256 DDR 32MB$289.99

Leadtek WinFast GeForce 256 DDR 64MB$389.99

Pine PT5965 Cirrus 5465 4MB RAMBUS..„$24.99

Pine PT5968-28 ${$6326 AGP2X 8MB $29.99
Pine PT5968-67 SiS6326 PCi 4MB $26.99
Pine PT5968-68 SIS6326 PCI 8MB $33.99

Pine PT5988-16 TNT2 Vanta LI 16MB $66.99

Pine PT5988-32 TNT2 M64 32MB $76.99

adf^
3Dfx Voodoo2 1000 12MB PCI 3D add-on,.$86.99

3Dfx Voodoo3 2000 16MB AGP $91.99

3Dfx Voodoo3 3000 16M8 AGP/PCI $128/155
3Dfx Voodoo3 3500 16MB AGP $196.99
3Dfx Voodoos 5500 64MB AGP $319.99

3D Charger 4MB PCI/AGP $34/39
All-in-Wonder Pro 128 16MB/32MB $164/230
RAGE Fury RAGE 128 32MB AGP $131.99
RAGE Fury Pro RAGE 128 PRO 32MB $156.99
RAGE Fury MAXX 2xRAGE128 PRO 64MB$247.99
TV Wonder TV Tuner for Overlay Support..,.$86.99
Xpert2000 RAGE 128 32MB AGP $91.99
Xpert128 RAGE 128 16MB AGP $78.99
Xpert98 RAGE PRO 8MB $40.99
Xp8rt@Play98 RAGE PRO PCI/AGP 8MB..,.$45.99

speedster A200 S3 Savage 4 Pro 8MB $39.99
Stealth III S540 S3 Savage 4 Pro 32MB $72.99
Viper II Savage 2000 32MB $180.99
Viper II Savage 2000 32MB OEM $148.99

mcilroK
Millennium G400 MAX AGP4X 32M $211.99
Miilennium G400 AGP4X 32M OEM $183.99

Miilennium G400 SH AGP4X 32M OEM ....$151.99

ETHERNET CARDS

lOBase-T Ethernet

3Com 3C509B-Combo EtherLink Retail $121.99

3Com 3C900B-Combo EtherLink XL Bulk....$78.99

SmartLink 16-Bit ISA Jumperless Combo ...$12.99
SmartLink 32-Bit PCi Jumperless Combo ...$11.99

10/100 Fast Ethernet

3Com 3C905C-MTX Fast ELinkXLPCi Buik..$53,99

3Com 3C905C-MTX Fast ELinkXLPCi Retail$86,99
3Com 3C905C-MTX Fast ELinkXLPCi 20-pk.S1199
Intel EtherExpress PRO/100+ PCi w/Boot...$48.99
Intel PILA8470-B Server AdapterPCi $99.99
SmartLink 10/1 GOBase-TX PCI $15,99

ETHERNET HUBS

MONITORS

CASES

OtficeConnect Hub TP4 3C16704 $46,99

OfficeConnect Hub TP4Combo 3C16703 ,,..$69,99

OtficeConnect Hub 8 /TPC 3C16701 $85.99
OfficeConnect Hub TP16C 3C16702A $169,99
OfficeConnect Hub TP400 3C16723 $109,99

OfficeConnect Fast EtherHub 8 3C16722A $169,99

OfficeConnect Hub TP1200 3C16721 $309.99

OfficeConnect Switch 400 3C16733 $309.99

OfficeConnect Networking Kit $189.99

Archtek

SmartLink 9-Port 10BT Hub 9+1 RJ-45 $28.99

SmartLink 17-Port 10BT Hub 16+1 RJ-45.$49.99

SmartLink 10/100 5-Port stack ext ps $69.99
SmartLink 10/100 8-Port stack ext ps $89,99
SmartLink 10/100 16-Port stack ext ps ...,$179.99
SmartLink Internet Sharer $139.99

=149'

3 foot..

7 foot..

10 foot

14 foot

25 foot

50 foot

$6.99

$10.99

$15.99

CD-ROM / MULTIMEDIA I HARD DRIVES
17" KDS AV-7TF .24AG Trmllron CRI304 ...$277.99

17" KDS VS-7e 1280 Nl .28 CRI231 $206.99

17" KDS VSx-7e w/Spkrs CRI349 $246.99
19" KDS VS19sn .25 Short Neck C/?/353...$359.99
19" Sony CPD-G400 Trinitron .24AG $619.99
21" Sony CPD-G500 Trinitron .24AG $1189.99
24" Sony GDM-W900 Wide Trinitron $2339,99

•HYUNDAI
f^ndai DeluxScan monitors with
90-dqys DOA replacementguarantee.

15" V570 1280@60Hz .28 CRI91Q $149.99
17" V770 1280@60Hz ,27 CRI911 $197,99
17" V790 1600@75Hz .26 CRI912 $224.99
17" F790 1600@76Hz .24sp Flat CRI913..S27Q.Q9
19" G910 1792@75Hz .26 CRI914 $309.99
19" P990 1600@75Hz ,25 CRI915 $349,99
21" P210 1792@75Hz .25 CRI916 $629,99

LCD (Flat Panel)
15" LM1500A LCD 1024@85Hz LCD90/..,$929,99
15" LM1510A LCD w/USB&Spkrs LCD902,$999,99

OTATUNG
14" C4MTR 1024 Nl .28 CRI738 $123.99

15" C5BZR 1280 Nt .28 DSD CRI737 $148,99

17" C7BZR-25 1280NI .25 DSD Cfl/734 ....$222.99

19" C9RZR 1280NI .26 OSD CRI735 $374.99

ViewSonic®
15" Opti 051 1024@67Hz .28 CRIB08 $148.99
17" G773 1280@76Hz .26 USB W4,.,,$273,99
17" GF775 1600@76Hz .24 PerfectFlat.,.$352,99
17" GS771 1280@66Hz .27 Short Deplh.$296.99
17" Opti 075 1600@69Hz .25 CRI832 $283,99
17" PS775 1600@77Hz .25 Short Depth.$325.99
17" PF7751600@77Hz ,25 PerfectF}at..,$339,99
19° GS790 1600@76Hz .26 Short Depth.$423.99
19" Opti 095 1600@76Hz .26 CRI829 $357,99
19" PS790 1600@76Hz .25 Short Depth.$499.99
19" PF790 1600@88Hz ,25 PerfectFlat...$478.99
21" G810 1600@71Hz .25 CRI809 $778.99
21" P810 1600@76Hz .25 CRI845 $867.99
21" P815 1800@76Hz .25 USB CRI862...M^2.99
21" Opti V115T DlamondTron CRI820 $940.99
21" P817 Xtreme 2048@85Hz .26 $1546.99

DVD Drives / MPEG Decoding
Creative PC-DVD Encore 8X Dxr3 $265.99

AOpen DVD-1040 Pro 10X/40X ATARI DVD$166.99
Hitachi GD-5000 8X/40X ATARI DVD $159.99

Toshiba SD-M1402 12X/40X ATARI DVD ...$185.99
Toshiba SD-M1201 5X/32X SCSI DVD $150,99
Tosh. SD-R1002 4X4X4X24X CDRW/DVD .$339.99
Toshiba SD-W1101 SCSI 5.2GB DVD-RAM$353.99

REALmagic Hollywood+ DVD Decoder $68.99
CD-ROM

Acer SOX ATAPI CD-ROM $49.99

Kenwood TrueX 52X ATAPI CD-ROM $83.99

Plextor UltraPleX Wide SCSI 40X Reader...$122.99

Toshiba XM-6401B 40X SCSI CD-ROM $94.99

Toshiba XM-6702B 48X ATAPI CD-ROM $66.99

CD-Recorder / CD-ReWrlters

HP CD-Writer 9300i ATARI 10X/4X/32X ,,..$299.99
HP CD-Writer 9200i SCSI 8X/4X/32X $297.99
Plextor PlexWriter 8X/4X/32X ATAPI $249.99
Plextor PlexWriter 12X/4X/32X SCSI $379.99

Sound Cards

Aureal Vortex2 SuperQuad PCI A3D 2.0 $48.99
Aureal Voftex2 PCI A3D 2.0 $33.99

Creative VIBRA128 OEM $23.99
Diamond Monster Sound MX400 OEM PCI..$52.99

Pine Crystal ISA/PCI Audio PnP $17.99/19.99
Sound Blaster Livei MP3+ Retail $91.99

Sound Blaster Live! X-Gamer PCI Retail $91.99

Sound Blaster Live! Platinum PCI Retail $182.99

Speakers
Altec Lansing ADA305 Digital USB 3-pc ..$157.99
Cambridge PCWorks FourPointSurround $77.99
Cambridge FPS2000 Digital 5-pc $148.99
Cambridge DeskTop Theater 5.1 DTT2500$259.99
MIdiLand MLi-270TA 2-pc 36W w/3DSP $29.99
MidiLand MLi-480 3-pc SOW $39.99
S4 MidiLand 7100 7-pc 100W 5.1 Digital .$175.99
S4 MidiLand 8200 8-pc 200W 5.1 Digital .$339.99

MEMORY

Visit mvw.aberdeeninc.com/pcxifor details
on ourjull line of cases.

Desktop (T) 3x51/4" 4x31/2" (2 hid) 230W $59.99
Mini Tower 3x5/4" 2x3i/2"(2 hidden) 230W $29.99
Mid Tower 3x5/4" 4x3/2"(2 hidden) 230W .$59.99
Full Tower 4x5/4" 3x3/2"(1 hidden) 300W $149.99
SuperMicro SC701A 235W $89.99
SuperMtcro SC730A 235W $89.99
SuperMicro SC750A/S 300W (Fits Xeon) ..$158.99
SuperMicro SC760A 300W (Rdd Cool PS)$168.99
SuperMicro SC801SA/AX 2x300W $598/618

The Ultimate PC Enclosure
MAXIMUM PC Magazine Dream Machine '98

♦ 8 X 5/4" bays
(1 internal)

♦ 3 X 3/2" bays
(2 internal)

♦ 300WATXV2.01UL
Power Supply

^ 8 cm thermal back-up
fan, room for 4 more
optional fans

^ Swing out doors
^ Adjustable feet
^ Air filter

,99

Adtrtronics 7890A SxSW 3x3/2" 300W $149.99

Addtronics 6890A 5x5/4" 3x3/2" 250/300W $109/129

Addtronlcs 3890A 3x5/4" 4x3/2" 250/300W $79/99

CAT 5 PATCH CABLES
Category 5 Patch Cable. 4-Twisted Pairs, Molded,

in gr^. red, green, blue or yellow

$3.75

$4,99

$5.99

Memory prices charge Jrequentfy.
Please call or visit our w^ site at

www.aberdeeninc.com/pcxl for latest prices.

4Mx32 (16MB) 72-pin 60ns EDO $42
4Mx36 (16MB) 72-pin 60ns Parity $46
8Mx32 (32MB) 72-pin 60ns $87
8Mx32 (32MB) 72-pin 60ns EDO $82
8Mx36 (32MB) 72-pin 60ns Parity $99
8Mx64 (64MB) PC100 SDRAM $59
16Mx64 (128MB) PG100 SDRAM $116,

All Corsair memory modules are built with the
highest qualiy components andguaranteedfar

compatibility, or your rnon<y-back within SChdtys
of purchase without ary restockingfaes.

Lifetime warranty.

Corsair PC100 SDRAM

CM654S64-BX 64MB MYC206 $69.99
CM654S64-BX2 64MB CAS-2 MYC210 $79.99
CM654S128-BX 128MB $135.99

CM654S128-BX2 128MB CAS-2iVm:27/..$139.99

CM654S256-BX2 256MB CAS-2 MYC224..W9.9Q

Corsair PC1D0 ECC SDRAM w/Parity
CM734S64-BX 64MB MYC208 $93.99

CM734S64-BX2 64MB CAS-2 MYC218 $99.99

CM734S128-BX 128MB $174.99

CM734S128-8X2 128MB CAS-2 ,.$179.99

CM724S256-BX2 256MB CAS-2 Unreg. .,.$349.99
CM764S256-BX2 256MB CAS-2 Reg $379.99
CM754S512-GX 512MB MYC229 $749.99

Corsair PC133 SDRAM

CM654S64-133 64MB MYC220 $89.99

CM654S128-133 128MB M/C227 $169.99

CM734S128-133 128MB ECC MYC227 $189.99

CM654S256-133 256MB AW223 $339.99
CM734S256-133 256MB ECC MYC228 $369.99

KIngmax TInyBGA SDRAM
8Mx8 (64M8) PC100 SDRAM $59.99
8Mx8 (64MB) PC133 SDRAM $63.99
8Mx8 (128MB) PCI 00 SDRAM $120,99
8Mx8 (128MB) PC133 SDRAM $126.99
16Mx4 (256MB) PCI 33 SDRAM $299.99

CDNTRDLLERS

Adaptec AAA-131U2 Kit Uitra2 LVD PCi....S489.9
Adaptec ARO-1130U2 Kit Uttra2 LVD PCi..$299.9
Adaptec 29160 Ultra160/LVD PCI 1-Ch $349.9
Adaptec 39160 U[tra160/LVD PCi 2-Ch $399.9
Adaptec AHA-2940U Kit Fast SCSi-2 PCi..$179.9
Adaptec AHA-2940U2W Uitra2 LVD PCi.,..$379.9
KSI KW-801V75 Symbios UltraWide SCSI.,.$82.9
Myiex eXtremeRAID Uitra2 3-Chi RAID .,..$1489.9
Promise FastTrak66 IDE RAID (0,1, 0+1) $117.9
Promise Uitra66 PCi UltraATA/66 $40.9
SIIG Duet Slot Saver 2xECP/EPP ISA $54.9

Enhanced IDE

8.46B W084AA 9.5ms 2048K UltraBB $104.99

10.2GB Maxtor 91024U3 7200rpm $124.99
10.2GB WD102AA 9.5ms 2048K Uitra66 .$106.99

10.2GB WD102BA 2048K 7200rpm $140.99
13.6GB WD136AA 9.5ms 2048K U}tra66 .$139.99
15.0GB Quantum Fireball LM 7200rpm $167.99
20.4GB Maxtor 92049U6 9ms Ultra56 $197.99
20.5GB IBM Deskstar 20GXP 7200rpm $191.99
20.4GB Quantum Fireball LCT10 UitraBe ..$159.99

20.5GB Quantum Fireball LM 7200rpm $195,99
20.5GB Seagate Barracuda ATA 7200rpm .$193.99
26.0GB Quantum Fireball LCT8 UltrafiB ....$208.99

28.0GB Seagate Barracuda ATA 7200rpm .$243.99
30.06B Maxtor53073U6 9ms 7200rpm...$226.99
30.0GB Quantum Fireball LM 7200rpm $287.99
30.6GB Quantum Fireball LCT10 Ultra66.,$258.99
30.7GB WD307AA 9.5ms 2048K U!tfa66.$218.99

40.1GB Maxtor 94098U8 9ms UltraBB $329.9

45.0GB IBM Deskstar 75GXP 7200rpm $430.9
60.0GB IBM Deskstar 75GXP 7200rpm $575.9
75.0GB IBM Deskstar 756XP 7200rpm $688.9

Ultra2 SCSI (LVD)
9.1GB Seagate ST39175LW 6.9ms $292.9
18.2GB IBM 18LZX DMVS lOOOOrpm $583.99
1B.2GB Seagate ST118275LW 6.9ms $382.99
18.3GB WD Vantage lOOOflrpm $436.99
36.4GB IBM Uttrastar 36XP 7,5ms $1102.99
36.7GB IBM Ultrastar 36ZX 5.4ms $824.99

50.1 GB Seagate ST150176LW 7.4ms $942.99
Ultra160/m (LVD)

9,1GB Quantum Atlas iV 6,9ms $227.99
9,2GB Quantum AtiasiOK lOOOOrpm $332.99
9.1GB Seagate Cheetah XL 10033rpm $351.99
18.2GB Quantum Atlas iV 6.9ms $398,99
18.2GB Quantum AOaslOK lOOOOrpm $562.99
18.2GB Seagate Cheetah XL 10033rpm ....$576.99
36.4GB Quantum Atlas V 6.3ms $949.99
36.4GB Quantum AtlaslOKII lOOOOrpm ..$1049.99
36.4GB Seagate Cheetah36LP100DOrpm $1058.99
73.4GB Seagate Cheetah 73 lOOOOrpm ,.$1835.99
PC Power & Cooling Bay-Cool (ext 5/i bay) .$59.99

Hard Drive Duplication
♦ OmniClone' Solitaire™: smallest hand

held unit on the ■y.
market ■'

♦ Data transfer rate
exceeding
800 MB/min 1

♦ Master drives can hold
up to 24 selective hdpsoo
partitions sum it♦ Scales FATS 16,32 & $3^5

Solitaire 1 Target IDE Drive HDP500 $845
Replique 2 Target IDE Drives HDP501 $1995
Replique 5 Target IDE Drives HDP503 $3650
Replique 10 Target IDE Drives HDP504 $6250
Replique 15 Target IDE Drives HDP505 $8995

REMOVABLE DRIVES
Castiewood ORB 2.2GB int. EiDE $211.99
Iomega Jaz 2GB Internal SCSI $329.99
Iomega Zip 250MB External SCSI-2 $169.99
Iomega Zip 100MB ATAPI/SCSI Insider bulk $68/94
Iomega Zip 100MB External USB $125.99
Iomega Zip cartridge Single/10-Pack $13/105
LS-120 "SuperDisk" Int. Drive $75,99

3Com 56K V.90 Winmodem $52.99
3Com 56KV.90 Internal $99.99
Diamond SupraSonic II112K dual-line $146.99
Pine PT3121 56K V.90 w/Voice & Spkr $21.99
SmartLink 56348TS 56K V.90 x2 w/Voice...$46.99
SmartLink 5634PCI56K V.90 PCI w/Voice ..$31.99
SmartLink 5634TS 56K V.90 External w/V ..$62.99
SmartLink 56UST 56K V.90 External USB ..$59.99

ABERDEEN
9130 Norwalk Boulevard

Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562-699-6998 Fax 562-695-5570

888-297-7409
www.aberdeeninc.com/pcxl

Mon-Fri 6:00 am - 7:00 pm PST
Tech Support 8 AM - 5 PM Mon-Fri

email: saies@aberdeenlnc.com

Ad Code # PCXL006

'Buildyour own system or buy qff-the-shelf
PCs or peripherals- either wqy its a bargain.
Excellmt site too.'

February 1998

YEARS

WHY ABERDEEN?
■ StraightTalksM
■ Our 9th Year of Happy Customers
■ Quick Response and Delivery
■ Custom Configurations
■ No Credit Card Surcharges
■ We Check against Credit Card

Fraud for Your Protection

■ 30-Day Money Back Guarantee on
Systems

■ One Year Parts and Labor Warranty
■ Toll Free Technical Support
■ 220V Units Always in Stock
■ International Orders Welcome.

Se habia Espahol.

APC Back-UPS 500 UPS500 $139.99
APC Back-UPS Pro 350 (USB) UPS507 $179.99
APC Back-UPS Pro 650 UPS501 $279.99
Archtek SmartLink SLS-330 UPSlOO $69.99

Dealers, VARs,
Consultants!

Call for details on our
sive reseller program. Get the

quality and service you
deserve. Call for our Confi
dential Reseller Price List.

TERMS and CONDITIONS: Purchase Orders accepted on approved credit. Corporate, government and university PO's welcomed. Fax lines are
open 24-hours. Prices are in US Dollars, FOB Santa Fe Springs. Prices and speciiications subject to change. No refunds on shipping and iian-
dling charges, opened software, 15% restocking lee on non-system returns. Monitors are non-refundable except with Systems, Overnight DOA
replacements at Aberdeen's discretion on Systems only. Absolutely no returns without an RMA return authorization. Sorry—please no initial
orders less than $100, "Straight Talk" and "The Straight Talk People" are service of Aberdeen LLC. Intel, the Intel Inside Logo, Pentium
are registered trademarks and Pentium ill Xeon, Celeron, MMX are trademarks of Intel Corporation. Athlon is a trademark of Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc. Other trademarks are of their respective owners. © 1991-2000 Aberdeen LLC. pcxi006

888-297-7409
www.aberdeeninc.com/pcxl



FIRST PeRSON

Are Games Too Violent?
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hat kind of a moron would even dare to ask that question? Are games too

violent? Give me a frickin' break! It's life that's too violent! If we begin

censoring extreme violence out of our games, how will we ever become

desensitized to It In real life?

Games teach children and adults alike valuable, If violent, lessons. Don't get shot with

a shotgun, don't try to use a rocket launcher In close quarters, and always beware of

campers. These are just a

few of the things that kids

learn from violent video

games. If anything, I say

games aren't violent

enough! I'm not going to

be happy until every char

acter In every game Is

anatomically correct and

you can actually target

specific organs In your

enemy's body to blow up.

I've got news for all you

pansy-ass pacifists out

there, violence Is what

made this country great

and It's what continues to

keep us on top. The day

our country loses Its

bloodlust Is the day we

find ourselves taking

orders from the commies.

America Is rapidly becoming a nation of pale, sickly, politically correct wimps.

Enough with the blame game already! Every time someone does something wrong,

people point at games, music, and movies, but one fact they always leave out; Most

games depict people using violence for good (killing Nazi's, saving the planet,

killing co-workers, etc.). So my question (If you can stop hugging that tree long

enough to listen, Jason) Is this: Why don't people ever give props to games when

someone does something positive, like killing a terrorist or saving the planet from

flesh-eating zombies? If someone ever tries to take over the world, I think there are

going to be a lot of people
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out there that are glad the
"good" gamers of the world
know the value of a crotch-

shot and the proper way to
use a flak cannon. It's easy
to be a pacifist when you
live In a fantasy world where
nothing can touch you, but
let me tell you mister, some
one has to protect that
world. Someone has to pay
the ultimate price for your
freedom.

There Is nothing that irri
tates me more than getting
mobbed by sissy peaceniks
begging for protection from
ravenous zombies. Without

the trained killers of the

videogame generation, we'd
all be doomed.

- GARRETT "I VOLUN

TEERED TO HAVE COW

BLOOD THROWN ON ME"

KENYON

SECOND PERSON

I think it's clear that there should be less vio

lence In games because It teaches kids nor
mally too stupid to learn anything In school
how to go postal and kill people In the real
world. This Is like training an army of morons
how to use nuclear weapons. Oh wait, the
government already does that, but you
understand my point. We didn't see a lot of
these school shootings when kids weren't
learning how to do it In games, most likely
because they would kill each other experi
menting with guns. That's natural selection,
and is okay. But this school shooting situa
tion Is getting out of hand — next thing you
know we'll lose dear Matt Holmes In a

shootout at one of the high schools he
cruises. Stop teaching our children how to
murder, not for society's sake, but for the
safety of the (former) PCXL staff.

- JASON "STUPID PEOPLE SHOULD DIE"
SAMUEL

NFUgR AGAIN

ALL GOOD THINGS MUST COME TO AN END

This Is the last page ever printed in PCXL. We had a blast,
but now that has passed. We hope you'll remember us

fondly (or perhaps fondle yourself at our mammarles). We
enjoyed the ride and thank all of you for coming along.

Bulk Rale

U.S. Postage Paid
Waseca, MN
Permit No. 38

PC ACCELERATOR (ISSN 1521-7795) Is published monthly by Imagine Media, Inc.,
150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005, USA. AppKcailon lo mail at Periodicals
Postage rate pending at Brisbane CAand additional mailing offices. Newsstand
disiribuiion is handled by the Curtis Circulation Company. Subscriptions: One year
basic rate (12 issues); US: $20: Canada: $34: Foreign; $44. Basic subscription ra
for version w/CD: one year (12 Issues /24 CD-ROM's) US; $30, Canada: $44: Foreign:
$54. Canadian and foreign orders must be pre paid, US funds only, Canadian price
includes postage and GST (GSTIfRt2822o6B8). For customer seni^ice, call8oo<333-

in US, 415-468-2500. For back issues, call 800-865-7240. POSTMASTER send
changes of address to PC ACCELERATOR, PO Box 52681. Boulder, CO 80322. Ride-
Along, enclosed in ihe following editions: B, C, Ci.



a dell pc.
an inter pentium' III

processor,

on $ 899 price tog.
[will the advantages of buying direct never cease?]

■  O

DELL" DIMENSION" L600r

Great Computer. Great Processor. Great Price.

■ Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 600EB MHz

■ 64MB SDRAM ■ 4.3GB' Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ 15" (13.8" vis) E550 Monitor

■ Intel® 3D AGP Graphics
■ 40X Max CD-ROM Drive

■ SoundBlaster 64V PCI Sound Card

■ PC Speakers
■ V.90 56K Capable' PCI DataPax Modem for Windows®
■ MS* Works Suite 2000

■ MS® Windows® 98, SE

■ 3-Yr Limited Warranty' ■ 1-Yr At-Home Service'

$899© E-VALUE CODE: 89821-500508

DELL RECOMMENDED UPGRADES:

■ 10GB' Ultra ATA Hard Drive, add $70

■ 17" (16.0" vis, .28dp) E770 Monitor, add $70

Presenting a very affordable, very powerful
Dell™ Dimension™ L600r Desktop PC.

The idea Is simple, cut out the middleman, give people a better

deal. The proof is astonishing, a Dell™ Dimension™ loaded with

an Inter Pentium® III processor for just $899. This speedy

processor gives your family the power to run all kinds of

software, video, music, and games. Plus, this Dimension

comes with 64MB of memory, speakers, modem, and a monitor.

Getting this Dell PC, with this Intel Pentium III processor at

this amazing price is like reaching into your pocket for a tissue

and pulling out a twenty. A great deal on a Dell computer with

an Intel Pentium III processor Is just one more way Dell4me™

is helping you get the most out of your PC. Dell's award-winning

service and support is another. And you can only get it by

buying direct from Dell.

if
I

Pentium®/// contact us today

D0LL4me«com

800.626.4310 www.dell4me.com D^LOCOM



bringing great
values home.

DelUme™ is all about helping you get the most out of your PC. Here
are some of the latest services and resources designed for business,
pleasure, and education that we're putting behind our pledge:

1GHz INTEL' PENTIUM® III PROCESSORS. For pure processing
power on our Dell'" Dimension'" desktops. Supplies are limited,
don't get left in the dust — www.dell4me.com/1GHz

DELL MOVIE STUDIO. The magic of the movies made easy.
Capture, create, and share movies using the factory installed
1394 Card with MGI VideoWave® III Digital Editing
Software, Dell edition. Available on select Inspiron'" and
Dimension systems — www.dell4me.com/moviestudio

NEXT-BUSINESS-DAY SERVICE." Available with every
Dell Home System. If you have a problem, call 24x7 for a
tech to troubleshoot with you over the phone. If hardware
support is needed after phone-based troubleshooting, a
technician can be sent to your home.

PAYMENT OPTIONS. Each of our customers has different

needs. So when you're ready to buy, Dell4me offers several
payment options designed to fit your specific budget.

V Y 1 I t I yiuftaittsv

DELL" NOTEBOOKS:

DELL " INSPIRON ' 3800

Design and Affordability

■ Intel* Celeron'" Processor at 450MHz

■ 12.1" SVGA Active Matrix Display
■ 32MB SDRAM ■ 4.8GB" Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ Modular 24X Max CD-ROM

■ 2X AGP 8MB ATI RAGE Mobility'"-M1 3D Video
■ 3D Positional Sound with Wavetable

■ 53WHr Lithium Ion Battery with
ExpressCharge'" Technology

■ MS* Works Suite 2000

■ MS" Windows' 98, SE
■ TYr Limited Warranty"
■ 1-Vr Next-Business-Day On-site Service'

$i499oAs low as S41./Mo., for 48 Mos.''
E'VALUE CODE: 89822-800514

DELL" INSPIRON" 5000

Performance and Mobility

■ Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 500MHz

■ 14.1" XGA Active Matrix Display
■ 32MB SDRAM ■ 6.0GB^ Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ Modular 32X Max CD-ROM

■ 2X AGP 4MB ATI RAGE Mobility"-P 3D Video
■ 3D Positional Sound with Wavetable

■ 52WHr Lithium Ion Battery
■ Internal 56K Capable^ V.90 Fax Modem
■ MS® Works Suite 2000

■ MS® Windows® 98, SE

■ 3-Yr Limited Warranty^
■ 3-Yr Next-Business-Day On-site Service'

$l999oAs low as ̂5/Mo., for 48 Mos."
E*VALUE CODE:89822-800519c

DELL" INSPIRON" 50D0

Performance and Mobility

■ Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 600MHz

Featuring Intel® SpeedStep'" Technology^
■ 15" Super XGA+ TFT Display
■ 64MB SDRAM ■ S.OGB^ Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ Modular 32X Max CD-ROM

■ 2X AGP 8MB ATI RAGE Mobility™-P 3D Video
■ 3D Positional Sound with Wavetable

■ 52WHr Lithium Ion Battery
■ Internal 56K Capable® V.90 Fax Modem
■ MS® Works Suite 2000 ■ MS® Windows® 98, SE

■ 3-Yr Limited Warranty'
■ 3-Yr Next-Business-Day On-site Service'

$2479oAs low as $6^Mo.. for 48 Mos."

E'VALUE CODE: 89822-80G524h



DELL™ DESKTOPS:

DELL' DIMENSION LBOOcx

Affordable Desktop Solution

■ Intel® Celeron"* Processor at BOOIVIHz

« 32IVIB SDRAM

■ 4.3GB- Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ 15" (13.8° vis) E550 Monitor

■ Intel' 3D AGP Graphics
■ 40X Max CD-ROM Drive

■ SoundBlaster 64V PCI Sound Card

■ PC Speakers

■ V.90 56K Capable" PCI DataFax Modem
for Windows®

■ MS' Works Suite 2000

■ MS' Windows' 98, SE

■ 3-Yr Limited Warranty" ■ 1-Yr At-Home Service'

$799oAs low as S22/Mo.. for 48 Mos;*
E'VALUE CODE: 89822-500507

DELL DIMENSION xpsryoor

High Performance, Great Value

■ Intel' Pentium' III Processor at TOOMHz

■ 128MB SDRAM

■ 20GB" Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ 17" (16.0" vis, .28dp) E770 Monitor
■ 16MB ATI RAGE 128 Pro

■ 48X Max CD-ROM Drive

■ Turtle Beach Montego' IIASD" 320V Sound Card
■ harman/kardon Speakers
■ V.90 56K Capable' PCI Telephony Modem for
Windows'

■ MS' Works Suite 2000

■ MS* Windows® 98, SE

■ 3-Yr Limited Warranty" ■ 1-Yr At-Home Service'

$l399oAs low as S38/Mo.. for 48 Mos.''
£• VALUE CODE:89822-500514m

DELL^ DIMENSION

Affordable Desktop Solution

■ Intel® Pentium' III Processor at 600EB MHz

■ 64MB SDRAM

■ 4.3GB" Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ 15" (13.8° vis) E550 Monitor

■ Intel' 3D AGP Graphics
■ 40X Max CD-ROM Drive

■ SoundBlaster 64V PCI Sound Card

■ PC Speakers
■ V.90 56K Capable' PCI DataFax Modem
for Windows'

■ MS' Works Suite 2000

■ MS* Windows' 98, SE

■ 3-Yr Limited Warranty" ■ 1-Yr At-Home Service'

$8990As low as $25/Mo., for 48 Mos."
E-VALUE CODE: 89822-500508

DELL DIMENSION XPSB866r

Cutting Edge Technology

■ Intel® Pentium' III Processor at 866MHz

■ 128MB RDRAM ■ 30GB' Ultra ATA HD

■ 19" (16.0° vis, .26dp) M990 Monitor
■ 32MB NVIDIA geFORCE 4X AGP Graphics Card
■ NEW 12X Max DVD-ROM Drive

■ SB Live! Value Digital
■ Harman Kardon HK-595 Surround Sound

Speakers with Subwoofer
■ V.90 56K Capable" PCI Telephony Modem
for Windows*

■ MS® Works Suite 2000

■ MS' Windows' 98, SE

■ 3-Yr Limited Warranty" ■ 1-Yr At-Home Service*

$25990As tow as S71/Mo., for 48 Mos."
E'VALUE CODE: 89822-500525

dill™ UPGRADES:

SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS ■■ SERVICES

Printers:

■ HP' OfficeJet® T65, add $499

■ HP® DeskJet' 970Cse, add $399

■ HP' DeskJet® 952C, add $299

■ HP® DeskJet® 932C, add $199

■ Epson Stylus Color 860, add $199
■ Epson Stylus Color 740, add $149

Scanners:

■ HP' ScanJet® 6300Cse, add $399

■ Epson Perfection 61OU, add $149

Power Protection:

■ APC Back-UPS Office 500, add $99

Software:

■ Family Fun 5-Game Pack, Featuring
Roller Coaster Tycoon,'"'® add $99

Service Upgrades:
■ Deir Dimension'" Premier 3-Yr At-Home

Service' add $99

■ Deir Inspiron'" 3800 Notebook
3-yr Next-Business-Day On-site Service*
add $149

Payment Solutions:
■ Deli™ Platinum Visa Card

■ Deir 48 Month Purchase Plan"

■ Dell™E-Check

(automatic checking withdrawal)

Internet Service:

■ l-Vr Dellnet™ Internet Access'^ with 20MB

of Online Access Backup," add $99

'■fei"
I

pentium®///
"Includes 150 lirs./month, plus S1.50/hr. (or
fraction) over 150 hours. #800/888/877
access charged S4.95/hr. extra, Excludes
taxes and telephone charges. Additional
Sl.OO/hr. surcharge in HI and AK. "Monthly
payments based on 13.98°/o APR. APR FOR
QUALIFIED CUSTOMERS VARIES BY
CREDITWORTHINESS OF CUSTOMER AS
OETERMmED BY OEIL FIMANCIAL SER
VICES LP. Taxes & shipping charges extra,
and vary; they are due with 1st payment
unless included in the amount financed.
Purchase Plan from Dell Financial Services

L.P. to U.S. state residents (including O.C.)
with approved credit, excluding AR and
MM residents. Availability may be limited
or offer may vary in other .states.
'Prices, specifications, and availability may change with
out notice. Taxes and shipping charges extra, and vary.

Cannot be combined with other offers or discounts. U.S.

only, Tor a copy of Guarantees or Limited Warranties,
write Dell USA LP., Attn: Warranties, One Dell Way,

Round Rock. Texas 78682, *At-Home or on-site service

provided via third-party contract with customer.

Availability varies. Technician will he dispatched, if nec
essary, following phone-based troubleshooting. To
receive Next-Business-Day service, Del! must notify the

service provider before 5pm {customer's limel. Other

conditions apply. Tor hard drives, GB means 1 billion

bytes; accessible capacity varies with operating environ
ment, "Download speeds limited to 53Kbps. Upload

speeds are less (about 30Kbps) and vary by modem man

ufacturer and online conditions. Analog phone line and
compatible server required. ''Online backup services

provided by third-party agreement with the customer,
Limited to 20MB of storage; additional space available at

additional charge. Dell Is not responsible for lost data.

'"Software, packaging and documentation differ from
retail versions. ""The processor may be reduced to a

lower operating speed when operating on battery

power. Intel, the Intel Inside logo, and Pentium are

registered trademarks, and Intel SpeedStep and Celeron
are trademarks of Intel Corporation. MS, Microsoft,

IntelliMouse, and Windows are registered trademarks

of Microsoft Corporation. HP and DeskJet are registered

trademarks of Hewlett-Packard Corporation. Trinitron

is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
©2000 Dell Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.

Dm4me.com
contact us today 800.626.4310 www.dell4me.com DOLLOCO*"

Go to tittp://pcxl.lgn.com/gaming411: Product Number 126



[fQUi
Experience digital surround sound in your gaming
With over 100 games providing real-time 3D positional audio effects using EAX, there has never been a
better time to play games on your PC. But are you prepared for the challenge or will you be left in the dust?

Step up to the Sound Blaster Live!™ X-Gamer for gameplay and you'll instantly feel the adrenaline rush
of digital audio. Its patented EAX technology provides real time effects processing and superior 3D
positional audio. It also comes bundled with three fjuli-version games and support for multi-channel
speakers. Add the Powerful Cambridge SoundWorks® FPS2000 Digital speakers and you'll have an
unbeatable audio combination for AWESOME gaming. These multi-channel speakers digitally connect to
any Sound Blaster Live! and come with a powerful subwoofer so you can hear the thrill of cars racing by,
ships thundering overhead, and enemies creeping up from behind!

Let Creative, the leader in PC audio, take your gameplay to the next level. The difference will amaze you!

». -ft

TH m y a a a ;ii a w

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411; Product Number 21

blaster speakers

CREATIV
WWW.CREATlVE.CaM

©2000 Creative Technology Ltd. All brand or product names listed are trademarks or registered trademarks and are
property of their respective holders. If you're not on the net. give us a call at 800.998.1000 for more information.



THANKS FOR JOINING US

We've had one hell of a run. Nearly two years, 22 issues, and countless laughs-hut it's over. PCXL, as you know
it, is dead. I would like to thank you for your incredibly refined taste in magazines. It has been an honor and
a pleasure to write and produce every word (even the misspelled ones) in the past 22 issues.

We're moving to this thing they call the "Innerweb." We hear it is all the rage and what not. Keep your eyes on
DailyRadar.com where the PCXL expatriates will launch a brand new web channel. Check out the web site,
and believe me when I say you'll know our work when you see it. It's sad to put an end to PCXL, but "out of
death there is life." You'll now be getting a daily dose of our signature wise-ass commentary and I guarantee it
will be something completely original (guarantees aren't likely available in your state or province).

As for our subscribers, you'll be getting PC Gamer now and with our man Rob Smith (you know, the wacky
Brit with the "problem") at the helm it's going to be damn good. If you already subscribe to PC Gamer, then
you will get an extension on your current subscription. The guys at Gamer know their shit and other than

PCXL, it is the most trustworthy, original and quality PC gaming magazine ever produced-over 375,000 read
ers can't be wrong, can they?

PCXL made a difference. We made people laugh and we changed the way gaming magazines are done.

Hopefully we've left you in a much better place than when we first came on the scene nearly two years ago.
Best of luck and many thanks for your continued support-you made all of our hard work worthwhile. And be
sure to check out dailyradar.com to see what the hell we'll do next. You have no idea (of course, neither do

we)!

Mike Salmon

The Artist Formerly Known As EIC of PCXL

7mi

New PC Gamer subscriber.

It's sad but true: the PC Accelerator light that shone so brightly is now dark. But fear not! In place of that fine

publication where I was Executive Editor before moving to this job you'll be joining the PC Gamer commu
nity, one of 375,000 readers who are the first to get the biggest news on the biggest games.You can expect the
best stories, the most complete content and the most trustworthy reviews, and you can also expect an enter
taining read.

At PC Gamer, we understand that games are about fun. We'll leave the stuffy attitude to the competition and

get on with enjoying our hobby. We're aU gamers, too! We also want to have ftin with the hobby and present

the information in a way that will keep you entertained for a full month until the next issue arrives in your
mailbox.

So while we mourn the passing of a dearly departed friend, rest assured that the spirit Eves on. PC Gamer will

be your authoritative guide through the future of PC gaming-we're here to answer your questions, assuage

your fears and get you excited about some of the great products on the horizon.

Welcome aboard.

Rob Smith

Editor-in-Chief, PC Gamer I _ ^

A supplement to PC Accelerator magazine, June 2000.


